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1. THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
Inasmuch as "The Mathematics Teacher" is th«
official organ of the National Coimcil of Mathema-
tics Teachers, summaries of the contributions to
this publication will not alone furnish a conven-
ient reference for students of mathematical peda-
gogy but will be a convenient reference for all
individuals interested in the subject, mathematics.
The summary clearly indicates the tendencies
among leaders in secondary mathematics for the twenty-
two years covered, and no doubt suggests some evident
needs
•
0

2. THE HISTORY OF THE PUBLICATION: "'The Mathematics
Teacher' was originally an annual publication ovmed
by the Association of Teachers of Mathematics for the
Middle States and Maryland, and devoted to the Interests
of mathematics. In September 1908 It was changed
from an annual to a quarterly publication appearing
In March, June, September, and December.
In the spring of 1920, the American Mathema-
tical Association appointed a committee to study the
status of mathematics teaching. This movement led
to the organization of the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and Improved Teaching of Mathematics.
This 'council succeeded In January 1921 In obtaining 'The
Mathematics Teacher' as Its official organ. It then
1
became a monthly publication,"
1, Qulgley, M.J, "A Survey of Certain Mathematical
Periodicals Published During the Years 1915-1925
Inclusive with Particular Reference to the Mathema-
tics of the Junior High School and Early College Years."
Boston University M,A. Thesis 1926 - page 6.
cI
c
4II SUiyiMAR!f
A study of the magazine "The Mathematics
Teacher" gives evidence of the comparative Interest
of contributors In the various fields of the subject.
There are trends In mathematical study, for
example. In 1922 the Introduction of a course In gener-
al mathematics In the high school received considerable
attention but Interest began to wane about 1929. The
greatest Interest has been shown In the field of meth-
ods of teaching the various subject-matter of mathema-
tics •
In 1926 attention was drawn to the value of
mathematics clubs as a factor for the development of
the appreciation of mathematics.
The tables following on pages 5,^ and 9-18
Inclusive give a more complete summary of this study.

51, THE TYPE OF ARTICLES CONTRIBUTED! of the 457 articles
which I have summarized:-
408 articles are dlscusslona
21 " " appreciation units
5 " " minor researches
5 " " major researches
An inference to be drawn from, this distribution la that
very few scientific research studies have been brought
to the attention of the mathematics teacher.
TABLE I
Specific References to Major and Minor
Researches end Appreciation Units
Article Page of Issue of the Page in
Number Thesis Magazine Ma ga z ine
MAJOR RESEARCHES:
1) 304 136 May 1929 245-285
2) 376 167 Nov. 1930 442-450
3) 427 187 Nov. 1931 414-423
MINOR RESEARCHES:
131 71 Feb. 1926 65-71
136 73 Feb. 1926 104-109
142 71 March 1926 147-154
151 79 April 1926 206-213
171 Jan. 1931 5-13
i
6Article
Number
Page of
Thesis
Issue of the Page in
I]
3)
4)
5)
6)
I]
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
IV)
18)
19)
20)
21)
APPRP^CIATION UNITS
:
126 69 Jan. 1926 13-24
129 70 Jan- 1926 36-45
148 78 March 1926 179-183
1 60 82 Oct* 1926 343-348
176 88 Dec. 1926 490-4.Q5
177 88 Dec- 1926 496-4.98
203 99 Mav 1927 274-279
206 100 Oct. 1927 303-309
211 103 Oct. 1927 344-348
217 105 Nov. 1927 389—402
223 107 Deo. 1927 459-465
238 112 Feb. 1928 92- 101
260 119 Oct. 1928 505-315
273 124 Nov. 1928 428-429
322 144 Nov. 1929 412-417
329 146 Dec. 1929 472-481
330 147 Dec. 1929 482-486
343 152 Feb. 1930 95-103
365 162 May 1930 317-329
406 179 April 1931 197-207
409 180 April 1931 223-231
TABLE II
AUTHORSHIP OF ARTICLES
The vocational status of magazine contributors
was incomplete. A survey of obtainable statistics
discloses the following results.
High School &:
Junior High school College Business
Teachers Professors Men
1922 14 28
1923 22 25 1
1924 19 20
1925 20 19
1926 29 16
1927 17 20
1928 22 27 1
1929 24 21 1
1930 26 23
1931 20 28
TOTAL 213 226 4

7Table II Indicates that there Is little Interest
In the subject-matter of mathematics and the practices
of our school systems shovm by Individuals outside of
the teaching profession,
2. A Key to Table III
The articles are numbered consecutively from
1 to 437 Inclusive, The number of each article
appears in the upper left hand corner of each summary.
The table on pages 9-18 inclusive give a direct
picture of the sub.lect-matter of the articles which have
appeared in "The Mathematics Teacher" from, its first issue
in 1908 to the December issue 1931.
This table can be read directly for reference t*
the body of the work. For example, if the student
wished reference material on the curriculum of algebra,
he would find in the extreme left hand colum.n a parti-
cular block marked curriculum. There will be one such
block for each year, if there was work on curriculum con-
tributed to the magazine for that year. Then the stu-
dent will follow this block to the right until he finds
the block directly below the heading algebra.
If the student were looking at the year 1908 he
would find that no articles were contributed which dir-
ectly pertained to the curriculum of algebra. If the
student looked at the year 1909 he would find article

8No. 20 In the body of the thesis pertained to the curri-
culum of algebra.
There Is a possibility of error In the classifi-
cation of some articles because any type of classification
Is a matter of personal Judgment,
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"1. "miERE SHALL '!JE PLACE THE El.lPHAEIS"
W. H, Motsler
Vol, I Xo. 1 pp. 2-5 September 19<-'C'
The author v;i.«lies that more emphasis "be places
on the teaching of the upper third of the
class. In past years v/e have been giving too
much time to the slow and middle group. It Ic
important that pupils learn the tools to be
used but more important is it to linov.' hov; and
v;hen to use them,
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IL1PHES3I0N E
2. "ELEI.1E!:TARY logic AS A BASIS FOR FLANS
geol:etry"
Eugene R, Smith
Vol. I No, 1 pp. 6-14 September 1908
An experiment in adding elementary logic to
the geometry course was tried and proved very
successful. Those pui')ils v.-ho participa.ted in
the experiment did excellent v;ork in college
entrance examinations and in more advanced
v/ork.
CLASSIFICATION
IffiTHOD-GEOLlETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERIIIENT ^
^."lIATHSLATICAL HISTORICAL liATERIAL- FROI.I THE
EAST"
Bertha Lillian Broojnell
Vol. I No. 1 pp. 14-15 Seotember 1908
A short article mentioning many of the inter-
esting, historical objects V/'hich Prof, David
Eugene Smith collected during his trip to the
Far East,
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF LIATHEIIATICS
LIBRARY STUDY: AN HISTORICAL STUDY B
pi
20
1
i
4. "checks; their use MTD ABUaE"
William E. Breckenrid^e
Vol. I No, 1 pp. 17-30 Sep-Lerabor I9O8
A pupil should bo taught to check all v:ork
until checkins becomes a habit and he is not
: satisfied with a piece of \7ork until it is
checked.
The best check for use in vrork ^7ith polyno-
mials is the substitution of particular values.
In the use of checks guard against:
1. Making the check tedious,
d. Do not neglect teaching and drill -
for they will obtain accuracy,
3. Avoid spasmodic checking.
The value of checking in mathematics;
1, Develops good habits and self-confi-
dence in the pupil,
2, Increases pupil's laiowledge of cer-
tain points of theory.
3, Increases accuracy in pupil *s work,
CLAbSIPI CATION
LCTHOD-ALGEBRA
Discussion: BASED ON EXPERIENCE' A,
2. "THE AIMS IN TEACHING- CEONETRY AND EOY! TO
ATTAIN THEM"
W, E, Bond
Vol. I No. 1 pp. 30-:56 September I9O8
The author states:
1. Aims in teaching geometry are:
1) Acquirement of knowledge of geome-
trical truths,
2) Power of logical geometrical reason-
ing.
3; Development of sagacity,
2. Difficulties:
1) Dazed condition in early part of the
work.
2) Memorizing instead of reasoning.
3) Inability to attack new propositions.
3. Remedies:
1) For the first difficulty - prelim-
inary discussion of the nature of
proof,
2) For the second and third difficulty -
original work,
CLASSIFICATION
03JE C T I Vli'S-GEO!lETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED UN GENERAL IMPREaSlON B
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^.'•fTHAT SHOULD BE TIC AILIS IM TEACHING ALG-fiBRA
AlID HOW ATTAIN THKM"
Arthur M. Curtis
Vol. I No. 1 pp. :)6-37 September I9O8
The aims in teaching algebra are:
1, Increaee pupil's knowledge or mathe-
matical shorthand.
'd. Increase pupil's knovrledge or mathe-
matical truth,
3. Help the pupil distinguish truth from
error.
How to attain these aims:
1. Teacher must have a knov.'ledge ox them
and execute for them,
2, Pupils must have a reasonable degree
of aptitude.
3. A spirit or earnest effort in school.
4, Booli with many problems.
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTIVEb-ALG-EBRA
DiaCUbSION: BASED ON GE^HilRAL ILlPRESblON B
2. "THE AINS OF STUDYING PLA?TE GEULIETRY A^ID
HOW TO ATTAIN THEM"
E. P, Sisson
Vol. I No, -d pp. 44-47 December 1908
The author firmly believes that three-fourths
of the value of the study of geometry is
disciplinary and another purpose is to obtain
the knowledge by which the student can
measure lines, angles, and surfaces,
A class should study geometry from four to
six weeks without a text-book. After this
the text-book should be closely followed.
CLASSIFICATION
0B<TECTi:iib-GE0:2:THY
DISCUSSION: BASED uN GENERAL IT.lPRESblON C
8. "MODERN TENDENCIES IN THE TEACHING OF IvIilTH-
EI'lATICa"
Isaac J, Schwatt
Vol. I No. d pp. 47-77 December 1908
The purpose and aim of education should be
the physical, moral, and intellectual devel-
opment of the young.
^
)
!
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_ It 1^ the duty of the school to pay special
attention to the less gifted pupil.
Concerning the modern tendency of using
syllabi, the author states that in most cases
the use of a syllabus may have an ill effect
on the true purposes of teaching.
The author does not approve of representing
mathematics in such a manner as to incite the
interest of the learner.
In the teaching of mathematics do not give
way to fads or new methods unless that we are
sure that they will lead to more effective
results.
In the method of conducting a class in mathe-
matics, the author thinks it is the duty of
the teacher to find out the state of loiowledge
of the pupil from day to day,
j
First and foremost, the teacher must have a !
thorough ^anowledge of the subject taught,
CLAHSil?*lCATlON i
?.!jSTHOD
DiaciTasiON: Eased oil gei^ieral iiiPREaaioN a
i
^."THii' Ai!.!b IN TEACHITTG ALGJfi2RA A::d HOW TO
ATTAIN Tx4KI!'*
C, fi, Bikle
Vol, I !To. 2 pp. 77-78 December 190a
'*The aims in teaching algebra ought to be a-
mong the aims of teaching mathematics,"
These are
i
1, To interest pupils in mathematics in i
relation to science, '
2, To develop habits of accuracy,
3, To offer training in logic.
4, To prepare pupils to pass the college!
entrance examinations,
|
5, To prepare pupils for college work
in mathematics,
^
uLAi33I]?'ICATION
UBJ:^ GT IVE-ALG-EBRa
LIBRARY oTUuY: AN ANALYTICAL aTUDY B
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-10,"THE Ail^y OF TEACHING ALG-EBRa AIID HOW TO
ATTAIN THkM"
C. E, Bikle
Vol. I No. 3 pp. 81-83 Llr^rch I9O9
'
This article is a continuation of an, article
which appeared in the December issue.
The secret of successful work in algebra is to
teach the subject as a science and classes
will take greater interest in the subject and!
give greater returns in ground covered.
Emphasize such points as the number of roots
to be expected from an equation; show that
a*** 1 is not a mystery.
CLASSIFICATION
OEJITCT I'.nE:-/JiaEBRA
LIBRARY STUDY:AN ANAL'YTICAL STUDY B
,
1 1 . "MODERN TENDENCIES IN THE TEACHING OF
ALGEBRA"
Fletcher Durell
Vol. I No. 3 PP. 85-94 March I909
The author illustrates in detail the utility
or functional method of teaching algebra.
The leading advantages of the functional
method are listed as :
1. The removal of certain logical diffi-
culties and extended power to deal with logi-
cal processes.
2. The method increasec the interest of
the pupils.
3« It gives an essential but not too con-
crete correlation of studies.
4. It gives new value to the study of the
history of a subject.
5. It helps to define the cultural values
of education.
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-ALC-EBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED Oi: EXPERIENCE A
If
24
I
I
'^12, "LIODrRN TENDENCIES IN THE TEACHING OF
ALGEBPJl"
i N« J, Lennes
!Vol. I No. ^ pp. 94-104 Marcli I909
jThe author susti^sts a program for teaching
I
algebra v/hich may "be summarized as one whose
effort is to "Humanize Secondary Llathematics,**
IThe child is interested in events rather than
in their explanation and his interest is
aroused "by the dynamic rather than the philo-
sophical aspect of things.
The teaching of mathematics should be in-
fluenced by these facts,
i CLASSIFICATION
iMETHOD-.ILGSBRA
I
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A
1^,"GE!TERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR IIARKING PAPERS IN
THE STATE EXAI-IINAT IONS, BASED UPON A PASSING
' IIARK OF SIXTY PER CENT"
A.L.Baker, C.E.Bikle, G.A.Bruce, L.G.Simons,
E R Smith
Vol. I No. E pp. 165-112 Llarch I9O9
A scheme of marking adopted by the New York
section is given in great detail.
: CLASSIFICATION
'ICETHOD
A LIBRARY STUDY: AN ANALYTICAL STUDY A
j4."THE TEACHING OF 1IATHEI.IATICS IN THE ELEIIEN-
TARY AND THE SECONDARY SCHOOL"
.irthur Sullivan Gale
Vol. I No. 3. pp. 113-119 Harch I9O9
This article gives a review of J.HT.A.Young*
s
book whose title is the same as that of this
article,
CLur SSI"^I CATION
lETHOD-Elil'TNTARY AND SECONDARY
A LIBRARY STUDY: A CRITICAL STUDY B
I
25
-IJ[^.**THE TEAGHI?IG OF I^THEIIATICS IT. THE ELEIIEIT
TARY Ar:D THE SECOIIDARY SCHOOL"
Artluir Sullivan Gale
iVol, I No. pp, Vd\^\2'd June I9Q9
lA continuation of an article by the author
in the March issue. The a.uthor hi£;hly re-
cominends J. TT, A» Young's "book for teachers,
CLASCIFICAT'ION
I'ETHOD-ELI'^IIEIITARY AND SECONDARY
I
A LIBRARY STUDY:A CRITICAL STUDY B
I
16. "TEACHING CLASSES IN GEOLSTRY TO SOLVE
I
ORIGINAL EXERCISES"
I
Fletcher Dure11
{Vol. I No. 4 pp. 1>::5-135 June I909
I
The geometric tools which we have for use in
solving originals are classified by tlie
author as
:
1. General geometric tools - geometric
and logical - for example an.,, aujiil-
iary angle
.
2. Axioms
3. Specific tools - geometric objects,
Icnown theorems.
The actual methods vrhich the author uses in
his classroom are the folloTxing:
1, One hour a v;eek for the first six
months is spent in geometric drawing
,
2. Treatment of parallel lines is delay-
ed until the use of triangles has been master
ed.
3. After eight or ten recitations on
text theorems, original demonstrations are
introduced in the last fifteen minutes of
daily recitations,
4, Then the study of te><.t theorems is
dropped for five or six lessons; time is
entirely spent on solving originals,
5» Text-book v/ork is resumed with time
spent each lesson on originals.
This method aids the memory in recalling
proofs, gives a clue or start for every
original and helps coordinate the study of
geometry with other studies.
CLASF-IFIGATION
IIETHOD-GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
I,1
^
26
JJ. "THE SYULABUS LIETHOD OP TEACHING PLAITE
GEOLIETRY"
Eu£iene R. Smith.
Vol, I No, 4 pp. I35-H7 June I9O9
Tliere are tliree methods of teaching geometry,
1, Text-book method,
2, Suggestive method,
3, Syllabus method.
The author outlines in some detail the sylla-
bus method.
He advocates this method because it teaches
the pupil to work out many propositions rith
little or no assistance; in this way he
grasps the v7ork much better and it stays with
him longer. This method also promotes daily
cross-questioning or oral review.
CLASriFICATION
LETHOD-PLAHE GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE 4
J^. "INTERESTING TfORK 0? YOUN^- GEOLIETERS"
^. T, Rorer
Vol, I No, 4 pp, 147-149 June I9O9
This article includes a list of interesting
theorems discovered by a high school student.
The trisection of an angle is an interesting
problen for beginners to viork on,
CLASSIFICATION
ORIGINAL-GEOLIETRY
SUGGESTION FOR P.SSEARCH A
12.**THE SS^/ENTH TO TENTH GR;.DES A UNIT IN
IIATHEIIATICS"
R. L, Short
Vol, I No, 4 pp, I5Q-I54 June I909
This article calls attention to many of the
defects of the elementary and secondary
courses in mathematics.
The author puts in a plea for usable mathe-
matics.
Articulation and application of subjects
should extend from arithmetic through algebra
and geometry,
CLASSIFICATION
CUPP.ICULuil-SEVENTH TO TENTH GRADES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IIIPRSSSION B
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"THE EFFORT TO IIA.KE ALC-EBRA YITILD FP.UIT"
W, A. Cornish
Vol. I IIo. 4 pp. 155-159 June I909
The reason for the failure of algebra lies
in the fact tha^t algebra does not have enough
bearing upon the business or interests of life.
To most students it is entirely abstract.
The author feels "there is a place for an
intermediate branch of mathematics between
(geometry and mechanics on the one side and
iarithnetic on the other. This is algebra,"
ICLASSIFIGATIOIT
; CUP.RICULU!'.!-ALGEBRA
DISOUySIOr: BASED O!! EXPERIEITGE 4
i
2±, "THE EFFORT TO I^IaKE ALGEBRA. YIELD FRUIT"
W. A. Cornish
Vol. II llo, pp. 1-3 Sept. 1909
Algebra has meaning and use in so far as it
keeps intact its connection vith physics,
;
geometry and arithmetic,
'The work of first year algebra in high school
I
"should be accompanied by a concrete develop-
jment of those principles of plane and solid
I
geometry that furnish the basis of practical
! algebra,"
i CLASSIFICATION
! DISCUSSION^ BASED OH EXIEHIEITCE 4
22, INTUITION AITD LOGIC IIT GEOLIETRY"
T7, Betz
Vol. II ::o. 1 pp. 3-31 Sept. 19J9
The topics concerning the subject which are
; discussed are:
! 1, Pure mathematics tends to exclude intui-
: tion,
' 2. The school must retain and even culti-
vate space intuition.
3« The place of intuition in the geometric
system,
I
Considerable references and historical materi-
al substantiate his arguments.
I
I(i
28
The author's conclusion is: "It may be said
that geometry may be studied according to the
spirit of two different methods. Rational or
abstract ^eonetry limits intuition to the
foundation r-md erects on this a purely lo^l-
cal structure .irrespective of external reali-
ties. The geometry of the school is a mixtLire
of rational and intuitive geometry. It is
semi-ezperimental. On an intuitive basis it
erects a logical edifice under the constant
supervision of the architect Intuition,"
classii'^i cation
i.ist!iod-g-eo:2:try
library study: an historical study a
2^. "SOlffi THOUGHTS ON SPACE"
E. D. Roe, Jr.
Vol. II ilo. 1 pp. 31-38 September 1909
Geometry is not an empirical physical science
but a pure science.
The author upholds Haut's theory of space
rhich is - "v/hatever experience occurs must
occur in time, and if external, must occur
in time and space,"
Most of us have adopted the Euclidean theory
because it is sim.ple and entirely competent
to its practical needs,
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLANEOUS
LIBRw-LRY STUDY: A C0I;2^ARATITE STUDY A
24. "A FET7 ALGEBRA liETHODS"
Philip R, Dean
Vol, II No. 2 pp. 41-4? December 1909
1, The "concert method
2, Have some one pupil bring to the
teacher each day, made out on cards, the as-
signed problems for the day. This method
sets the class immediately at v/orl: for by the
^se of cards the teacher can assign problems
for v7ork at the board.
3, A method for Darticular topics.
CLASSIFICATION
IffiTHOD-ALGEBFJl
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
GI
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"!.!ATHS!IATIGS FOR TPAI'^UNG AIID UULTUHii'*
W, H, Iletzler
Vol. II No, y pp. ^7-56 De comber I9O9
Few people realize the cult^oral value or
nathenatics - many vlsla to remove all mathe-
imatics from the curriculuin v;hich is not
' practical.
The study of mathematics for its o\7n sake
leads to unsGlfishness and makes better citi-
zens.
Mathematics furnishes a type of thought which
is universal and used every day by every
person,
CLAaSIFICATIOlT
VALUK
DISGUSGIO!:: BASED Oil GENERAL XLIPRESSION B
g6. **TKE ALERIGAN WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL
GOT.TliysiON OF THE TEAGHING OP !.L\THEI.lA.TiL;b'*
David Eugene Smith
Vol. II No, 2 pp. 56-71 December I9O9
A report by the author who is the chairman of
the American delegation.
The committees ar^d sub-committees with the
problems of each are listed.
CLASSIFIGATION
ICTHOD
A GOLOTITTEE PJIPORT A,
GI
30
^I.^SOLIE GOLHTO!: ERRORS i:^ ELEr.'ENTARY ALG33RA."
Vol. II No. 3 PP. 84-86 March 1910
The author lists thirty-tT70 coimon errors in
algehra. bone of these are:
1. 3(2x - 4m) - 6x - 4!n
X - a - X.
2y - a ?y
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD ALG-EBPw^
A LIBRARY STUDY: AN ANALYTICAL STUDY B
28. "APPROXIMATE VALUES OF TT
TTilfred H, Sherv
Vol. II No. 3 pp. 87-93 March 1910
In an effort to determine a less ia'dorlous
-^r-thod of finding the approximate value of
IT, the author presents the methods which he
himself revie',ved.
1. Rectangular method.
Trapesoidal rule.
3. Cotes* method.
4. Simpson's 1/3, or Parabolic rule,
5. Simpson's 3/8 rule,
6. YTeddle's rule.
In concluding his Y/ork the author decided he
would not require his pupils in elementary
geometry to comnute the value of TT,
CLASSIFICATION
MTi'THOD-GEO! lETRY
DISCUSSION :BASED ON AN EXPERIMENT 3
2£."S0!.3: SUaaESTIONS IN THE TEACHING OF
G-EOI.IETRY"
Is sac J, bchwatt
Vol. II No. 3 pp. 94-113 March 1910
In consideration of the individual differences
and abilities of pupils the author suggests
that four courses in geometry should be given,
1. Introductory coiirse; the pupils will
draw simple figures.
2. Observational or intuitive courses:
The student will acc-umulate geometrical ideas
and extend his geometrical instinct.
3. Demonstrative or formal geometry:
formal proofs of some theorems and some of
the easier constructions.
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4, Proofs of the more dlfficulti theorems
and the solution of geometrical constructions,
A course for mature students in the higher
classes of the college,
''We arc "born v;ith the intuitive or precon-
ceived conceptions of certain geometrical
definitions as point, straight li^e, etc.,
which we call a priori conceptions,"
In the author's opinion geometry is more
difficult than the ordinary course in logic,
that is, if we re.ally want a broad conception
of space in m'^^'e dimensions than v/e are
living, therefore the study of geometry
should be reserved for the more mature minds
of college age,
CommeiLt , Modern psychologists have exploded
the opinion that we are born with intuitive
or preconceived conceptions of geometrical
definitions,
CLASSIFICATION
lIii-THUD-G-EO!.^TRY
DlbCUbSIONrBASKD OJI GI^!ISRA.L IL.PRii'byiOIlb U
10. "ilATHEMATICS FOR SERnCE"
Ernest R, Nardroff
Vol. II No. 3 pp. 116-l^i6 March 1910
While It is true that mathematics siiould be
taught for its cultural value, its service
value should not be disregarded, "Service**
is used in the sense of direct utility.
Several suggestions have been made as to the
method of teaching mathematics for service.
These are :
1. Introduce a large number of technical
problems drawn from trades and "allied sources,
2, Introduce illustrative problems from
mechanics and physics,
3t Introduce problems from strictly
everyday life,
4, Begin physics in the lowest grades,
5. The author's suggestion is to teach
additional mathematical subjects and in all
subjects to emphasize those processes that are
useful in scientific and practical fields as
well as in everyday life.
He recemmends for his curriculum in mathema-
tics the following:
First year: (First term - Elementary
Algebra
(Second term-Plane Geometry.
1G
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Second Year
:
(Third term-Advanced AlGcbra
(Po-urth term-aolid Geometry
and Mensuration.
Third Year: (Fifth term: Trisonometry
Logarithms, tables
blide Rule,
Surveying
(Sixth term: Analytical
Geometry
Foi^rth Year: (Seventh term: Differential
and Integral
Calculus,
(ji'ighth term: Iliscellaneous
problems based on
every-day or
scientific material
ReviGV7 of all courses
CLASSIFICATION
IffiTHUJJ-CURRI CULUII
DISCUS-. X?^^: B\2F.D UN EAPii'P.IPlNCE A
11. "equations"
James M. Taylor
;Vol. II No. 4 T^p, 133-146 June 191:*
^
The beginner in Algebra should distinguish
i between identity and equation. The identity
lis an unconditional equality while the equa-
tioijis a conditional equality.
Pupils should be taught ho^7 to make equations
before they are taught how to solve them.
The author states that in the Etud^j- of equa-
tions and systems the following points should
be emphasized:
"1. vo not misuse the axioms of equals by
^•Pplyi^o them to equations.
2, Hake clear the fundamental principles of
eouivalency of equations and systems,
3, In solving an equatioi] or a cyst cm of a
degree above *he first, find the linear
equations or linear systems which jointly are
equivalent tc the given equation or system
and that fundamentally the only way of deriv-
ing these linear equations or systems is by
factoring,
4, In solving systems use first the method
of elimination by substitution,"
CLASSIFICATION
' ITETHOD-ALGEBRA
'LIBRARY STUDY: AN ANALYTICAL STUDY A
(i
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"shortening the course in arithiiettc'*
Sherman Williams
Vol. II No. 4 pp. H7-I54 June I9IO
All \vork in arltlimetlc might "be classified as
1. Memorizing,
2, Acquiring processes,
3t A study of the principles underlying the
processes
.
During the first four years of school no
;
period of recitation should ezcaed fifteen
minutes,
I
The author believes that in the first six
jyears all examples should consist of small
inumbers and be expressed in the simplest way,
land that the greater part of the examples
1 should be solved mentally. Very little or
! nothing should be tauglit in regard to the
I
least com;jon multiple or the gre attest common
I divisor - there should be no i-ork in propor-
jtion, compound partj^ner ship, partial payments
true discount, average accounts, arithmetical
progression, square or cube root,
'CLASSIFICATION
: CURHICULUIi-ARITHLSTIG
I DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
I^.'^I.IATHEIIATIGS IN THE ETHICAL CULTURE HIGH
SCHOOL"
C# B YTalsb
Vol, II No. 4 pp. 155-163 June I9IO
A coFiprehensive report of the mathematics in
the Ethical Culture High school including its
1 , Aims
2. Organization and equipment of the
department,
3. Course of study
4, Pur.ils* activities
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUII
DISCUSSION: EASED ON AN EXPERII.IENT A
€
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-3i.'*T!IE NATIOITAL GEOLIETRY SYLLABUS COIUJITTEE"
Eugene H, Snlth
Vol. II No. 4 pp. I6A-I7O June I9IO
A report of the Syllabus comnittee QivinG
their consideration on all the points vzhich
were studied. These considerations are given
in some detail and are:
1. Axioms and postulates,
2, Terms
3. Symbols
4, Definitions
5. Informal proofs
6, Limits and incorjnensurables
7t Time and place in the curriculum
8, Purpose of teaching geometry
9f Historical "notes
1Q, Solid Geometry
nr /\ SS''"triC!AX'I Oil
Cl5ipaCl£ui.i--Lir"H0D-GE0IIi:TRY
COLSalTTEE REFDRT A
32.' '^OTT THE GUPJ^ICULUl! OF IIATHEI.IATICS"
Isaac J, Schwatt
Vol. II No. 4 pp. 171-177 June I9IO
Education depends on a variable, the require-
ments of life. Do our schools fulfill the
requirements for life?
The author doubts the utility of mathematics
in life and its educational value for the
student.
Much of the subject matter in mathematics
taken up by elementary and secondary school
pupils is beyond their mental age.
CL.1SSIFICATICN
CURRICULULI
DISCUSSION: BASED Oil GEITZRAL IIIPRBSSIOIT B
16. "Oil THE GURRICULUII OF LIATHELIATICS"
Isaa,c J, Schwatt
V^l. Ill No. pp. 1-8 September I9IO
A continuation of an article in a previous
issue of this magazine.
The author stresses the cultural value of
mathematics and suggests the study of infi-
nitesimal calculus for those Y^ho study the
subject for cultural purposes only.
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-The study of numbers can be taught as a prin- '
cipal tool for developing the mind,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUI.I i
DISCUSSION: BASED 0!! GENERAL IirpRESSION B
j
!
37. **FOPmL DISCIPLINE" !
H, Metsler
Vol, III No, 1 pp. 9-17 September 1910 ;
A discussion of the formal discipline concept.
At this time the author finds that it is fair-*
ly well agreed that there is a transfer of dis
cipline from one subject to another.
The debatable question now is the extent of
the transfer and ho?; it takes place.
The author says that the most im.portant thing
that a student should obtain from the study of
a subject is not information but mental 'pov/er,
proper ideals and ambitions and these ar§ for
the most part, transferable from one subject
to another,
CLAS::'IFICATION
VALUES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILIENT C
|
'28. "a SHORTEITED fori.! OF SYNTHETIC DIVISION
AND SOHE OF ITS APPLICATIONS**
Eugene R, Smith
Vol. Ill No. 1 pp, 18-20 September 1910
A shortened form of synthetic division is
demonstrated.
This method has considerable application in
finding plotting values, in diminishing the •
roots of an eqLiation, and in partial fractions
CLASSIFICATION
T'IISC^LiXj' '^-^ G-'^'Hr'
A LIEPJIRY STUDY; A COLIPARATI '/E STUDY B :
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-39.**A SII.:PLIFICATI0IT III ELEMENTARY TRIG-OUO-
IIETRY"
^.7. H. Jackson
Vol. Ill ITo. 1 pp. 21-23 Septeniber 1910
The method advocated by the author Is to
translate each trigonometrical problem into an
algebraic one.
This method xilll eliminate the ordinary rela-;
tions betvreen the ratios.
CIASSIFICATICi:
METHOD-TRIGONOLETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E:[PERILiENT £
4Q. "SOLID GEOIIETRY"
Hov;ard F, Hart
Vol. Ill No. 1 pp. d^-'c^S Septer:iber 1910
A notation for solid geometry is suggested
which Tzill be helpful in solving exercises.
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-SOLID GEOMETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIMENT I
41, '*S01IE REMARKS ON APPROXIMATE COMPUTATION'*
M, J, Babb
Vol. Ill No, 1 pp, 27-36 September 1910
A discussion of approximate computation v/ith
its relation to practical v7ork, accuracy, and
speed in computation, and" as an aid to the
understanding of higher mathematics,
CL/iSSIFI CATION
MISCELLA!:i:OUS-I.IETHOD
SUGGESTION FOR RESEARCH A
42. ''teachers' SAL.'ir.IES AND COST OF LIVING"
L. J, Arnett
Vol. Ill No. 1 pp. 37-42 September 1910
A report from the Bureau of Education at
77ashington, D, C, on Teachers* salaries.
It is shovm that salaries increase vilth dura-
tion of service.
I
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author concludes his report with the re-
mark that the question of a high or low
salary rests very largely with the teaching
1 'body.
In its broader sense it should concern not
I
only the teacher tut the entire community,
' CLASSIFICATION
T'"To ~
^
' AD"''I'''''^I'^T'^ * T^''^'''
LIBRARY 'study: A COLIPARATI^T S'lUDY B
"a G-rNSRALIZED DSPINITIO!! OF LII!IT"
E. D, Roe, Jr.
Vol. Ill No, 1 pp. 43-48 September 1910
This article suggests a logical point of view
from which a generalisation of the definition
of limit may be secured,
CL.^SSIFICATTON
I'lSCSLLAITEOUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E^CPERIENCE B
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, "SPECIAL DEVICES IN TEACHING GEOISTRY"
Paul Noble Peck
Vol. Ill No. y pp. 49-55 December 1910
The author makes Eevcral suggestions as an u,id
in the teaching of geometry. These include:
1. A card catalogue-with a proposition
written out on each card. During
class certain pupils are sent to the
board each with a card to explain
completely the proposition writtei:
out on the c-ard,
2. Charts prepared by the students
giving every lemma used in the proof
of each proposition,
3. To stimulate interest Ir. the histori-
cal side of geometry, individual
members of the f^ln,?'^ r^'^ort ^n '^.f'^'^'^—
ed toT)ics.
•] CLABbI?ICATTON
1!ETH0D-G-E0T!ETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPRRIENCK B
e
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-4^ "ALGEBRA SYLLABUS."
Report of the Committee,
Vol. Ill, No. 2 pp. 56-81 December 19 10,
A syllabus prepared for teachers.
The topics includea in element-^.ry and. inter-
nediate algebra axe:
1. Extension or arithmetic in algebra,
2. PiiTidamental operations.
I
3« Factoring.
I
4. Highest common factor and lowest
common multiple,
I 5» Fractions,
I
6, The simple equation,
j
7. Squa.tions in two and thjree unknowns,
]
8. Involution and evolution,
' 9. Exponents and rTiical^,
to. Imaginaries,
Jl. Quadratic equations in one and
several unloiowns,
12, Binominal theorem for positive integral
exponents
,
13. Inequalities.
14, Ratio and porportion,
15. Progressions,
The topics included in advanced algebra are:
1. Logarithms
2. Permutations ana combinations,
3t Complex numbers.
4, Determinents.
3. Theory or equations.
CLASS IFI CAT ICil
CURP.I CULUI.I-AI.G-EBRA
DlbCUSSIOII: BAbiiiD Ci: A TEST A
46 '*DE\':i:LOPLIEITT OF THE FULDAUiilTTTAL IDEAS OF
DIFFKRiiNTIXL CALCULUS
,
C, H, Graves.
Vol. Ill, No, 2 pp. 82-69 Docenbor 19 10
A review of the different methods by rhich
differentia,! calculus has been introduced to
students,
1. The G-reek **Method of ErJiaustions"
2. Leibnitz '^Method of Infinitesimals"
3. Newton '^Method of Fluxions**
4. Newton '^Method of Limits"
5. Cauchy **Method of Infinitesimals"
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF LIATHELIATICS CALCULUS
LIBRARY STUDY: A2I HISTORICAL STUDY A,
I'
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-42 ''IS THS AWw\G-E SECOITDAKY SCHOOL PUPIL
ABLE TO ACQUIRE A THOROUGH I'lTOWLSDaS OF
ALL THE Ll\THEI'.L/ITICS CRDrj.lRILY GIVEN IN
THESE SCHOOLS?"
I. J. Schwatu
Vol. III. No. 3 pp. lQl-128 llcirch 1911.
In answer to his question the author assumes
that:
1. Seconda.ry nathernatics has little ap-
plication in the daily work or the
average person,
2. The purpose of the secondary school is
to develop character and power or raind,
3. A strong mina can "be developed only
thro^ogh the neaiun of clear ideas.
4. Few high school ^aduates have the
privilege of attending college.
To the average student each "branch of mathe-
matics taken up is like an entirely new laji-
guage and curriculuii m.?.kers should keep this
in laind. The author is convinced that the
average student cannot cover the co^arse of
study in each of the mathematical subjects
as required by secondary schools ana at the
samie time gain a thorough knowledge of each
and everyone of the ideas presented.
An examination, if it is to be searching,
and no other should count, should be oral.
"The curriculum of the seconaary school
which helps the pupil to acquire maximum
mental power should, be that which best pre-
pares him for college entrance or xor any
other work." The article also includes a
nu^.iber of discussions or Professor Schv;att*s
DaToer
.
CLASSIKIUATION
CURRI CULU::-SECONDAHY SCHOOL
DISUUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
48 "HIGHEST COLZTON FACTOR"
Howard F, Hart,
Vol. III. No. 4 pp. 167-159 June I9II.
A method of attack is suggested in eliminat-
ing factors and reducing the work of factor-
ing by trial.
CLASSIrl DAT ION
LIETHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BaSKD ON EXPERIIIii'NT B
rf
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4£ "TRAINING FOR EFFICIEITCY I!T ELKIE'ITARY
:L\THErjvTICS'*
E. H. Kock, Jr.
Vol. III. No. 4 pp. 170-184 Jione I9II.
An economic treatment of the efficiency of
mathematics.
There has been increased efficiency since
the history of mathematics has been intro-
duced.
GLAbSIFIGATIOTT
YALUi;S-ELE!,!ENTARY
DISGUbSION: BASED ON GEI\"EPwAL IMPRESSION B
^ "AN ARITHHETICAL TEST IN THRJi'E PHILADEL-
PHIA HIGH SCHOOLS"
Jonathan T, Rorer.
Vol. III. No. 4 pp. 165-138 June I9II.
The arithmetic test included in tnis article
was si'ven to twelve hundred pupils in hi^b.
schools.
Fron this test the author concluaes that
hicb school boys and girls do not forget the
fundamental arithmetical operations. They
can do simple commercial calculations with
ren,sonable accuracy and speed. The study of
high school mathematics increases the ability
of students in accuracy and s-oeed.
CL'\salFi naTlON
TEST IITG-ARITH!.:ETI
C
SUCK>KSTION FOR RESEARCH ^
^ "THE NE^,7 SYII.ABUS IN ARITrlI.!ETI(J j?-OR NE?7
YORI^ STATE"
Charles A. Sharer.
Vol. III. No. 4 pp. 139-193 June I9II.
The new syllabus in arithmetic should have
for its principles the lollowing:
1. Memorization or the facts of n^amber.
2. Drill in the use of these facts,
3. Elimination of all objects and de-
vices that tend to convey the idea
that addition is counting.
4. Elimination of all explanation.
5. Elimination of all application or
number.
CLASSIFICATION
CUPJ^ICULUII-ARITiillETIC
DISCUbSlONfBASED ON EXPKRILIENT B
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WRESTING THE RESULTS OF THU TEACHING OF
SGIh'NUH"
SdT/ara L. Tliorndllio
Vol. III. No. 4 pp. 213-218 J^ane 1911.
A su^^Gestion for stimulatins interest in
science is offered. It consists of a series
or problems aenendins upon experience,
CLAbSlFlCATION'
Tii'^TING-SClHlNGS
SUGGKbTION b'OR RESEARCH A
^ "THE CURP.IUULULI-PRESENT THNUENCIES,
FUTURE POSSIBILITIES*'
J. T, Rorer.
Vol. IV. No. 1 pp 1-12 Sept. I9II.
Our present curricula are diffuse as applied
to the individual student. College entrance
requirements have affected cor own curricula
too much.
Psychologists have made many studies in aji
attempt to evaluate the subjects or the
curriculum "but their conclusions are usually
dra'.'n:! from insufficient data ana they do not
agree among themselves on the results ob-
tained. The results or educational agitation
Will be:
1. A careful and intelligent correlation
¥7ithin the mathematical field.
2. A correlation Tzith the rields of
applied mathematics.
3. A correlation with non-mathematical
studies.
4. A development of the aesthetic and
ethical value of mathematics.
The author concludes that the mathematical
teaching of the fut^ore must put more stress
on power of observation, reasoning and in-
vention. More attention must be given to
the instruments of our craft,
OLASali^'iUATiON
CURRIOULULI
DISCUSalON: BAbED ON A TEST A
c€
I.
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**T7HAT RESULTS ARE WE GETTIITG PROLI aRAPHIC
ALGEBRA?'*
Arthur v{, Snith.
Vol. IV. Xo. 1 pp. 13-20 Sept. 1911.
Sone applications of graphics which will -
prove to "be consiaera'blo aid in the teaching
of Tiathematics:
1. Positive and negative nunhers.
2. Single eq-uation in tv/o unknowns,
5. Locus problems,
4, Imaginary and complex number.
CLASalU'lCATIOIT
l^ETHCD-ALGEBRA
! DISCUSSIOIT: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A,
^ '^SOL'E TOPICS Of SCHOOL I.I.\THE:iATI(Jb OF
3PJ^:0IAL IMPORTA^^CE TO THOSE bTUDKNTS
wHO EXPECT TO STUDY AITaLYTIC GKOIIETRY
AND CALCULUS.*'
Walter B, Carver.
Vol. IV. Ho. 1 pp. 21-25 Sept. I9II.
This article presents many topics in which
students of analytic geometry and calculus
are deficient.
These include:
1. Rules for areac, volumes, etc,
2, Facility in factoring.
3, Division by zero,
4. Trigonometric functions,
5, The radian ac a '^nit of measurement.
6. Inverse trigonometric fiuictions,
CLASSIFICATION
E!TTRAI''CE P;.E0UIRE1II.'!TTS ANALYTICAL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EaPERIENCE 3
^ "S0I:E SUGGESTIONS ON DECREASING THE
MORTALITY IN OUR GE0L3TRY CLASSES."
William R, Lasher.
Vol. IV. No. I 26-31 Sept, 1911.
The early facts presented in geometry sho-tjld
be made interesting and striking. These
facts should be presented without proof.
As an aid in this teaching, o.orly work in
construction is helpful.
CLASSIFI CATICH
KETHOD-GEOMETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
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.21 '*SOLIE EXPSRIMITTTTS TESTTO .THE I.!OST RAPID
METHOD OF FACTORING THE TYPE az^+ Tdx f c."
Flske Allen.
Vol. 17. Ko. 1 pp. 32-34 September 1911.
A study ras made of the tliree methods of
factoring - cross product method, "splitting
the middle term" method, "multiplyirij-; by (a)"
method.
The cross-product method determined to be the
most efficient method,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETK0D-ALGE3PJI
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILIENT B
^ "NOTES ON THE TEACHING OF IIATHEilATICS IN
AN OBERREALSCHULE."
M. 0# Tripp,
Vol. IV. \ pp. 35-40 September I9II.
The Obcrrealsehule offers a course of nine
years. More time is devoted to mathematics
t?ian to any other subject in the curriculum.
There is a limited use of blackboards. Text-
books and homevrork play an unimportant part.
The author states that he believes the succes
of the Germans is due to the higlily trained
teachers of the secondary schools,
classification
::ethod-secondarz school
library study: c0l1?arati"'/e study a
^ "STUDY SUPERVISION: ITS NEEDS IN THE
LIATHEUATICS OF THE ELELIENTARY xMID SECON-
DARY SCHOOLS"
A. II. Curtis,
Vol, IV. No, 2 pp. 50-53 December I9II.
The author suggests that the study of stu-
dents be supervised for this system rill
gain for the pupil a habit of thought before
action, of neatness in form of work, of ac-
curacy under stress of time limit,
CLASSIFICATION
LiETHCD-SEcond.\ry-ele:.:entary
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
rr
f
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"TKE T7AY TO BEGIi: SOLID GEOI.STHY"
HoT;ard P. Hart,
Vol. IV. No. 2 pp. 54-57 December 1911.
"Solid geometry depends upon insight into the
figures: I know of no Tvay to give a "boy such
an insight except to develop it.*'
This statement of the author is supplemented
by a sample plan of attack- the theme of
vrhich is to begin at the beginning,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-SOLID GE0IIE:TRY
Discussion: BASED ON EXPERIIIENT B
62 "TTHAT in high SCHOOL IL*THELL^.TICS IS OF
MOST IIIPORTAITCE AS A ?REP.1?JITI0N FOR ANA-
LYTIC GEOLIETRY AI^TD THE CALCULUS IN
COLLEGE?"
Arthui^ Sullivan Gale.
Vol. IV. No, 2 pp. 56-64 December 1911.
Preparation in high school mathematics for
analytic geometry and calciilus should include
1. Four fundamental operations.
2. Factoring.
3. Theory of exponents.
4. Theory of logaritlims.
5. Solution of equations.
6. Study of graphs.
7. Theory of limits.
CLASSIFICATION
ENTRANCE P^QUIRELIENTS-HIGH SCHOOL IIATH.
ANALYT I C-CALCULUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
62 "VJHAT IN HIGH SCHOOL LLIITHEIIATICS IS OF
MOST IMPORTANCE AS A PREPAPJkTION FOR
AI-IALYTICAL GEOLIETRY AITD THE CALCULUS IN
COLLEGE?"
Maurice J. Babb,
Vol. IV. No. 2 pp. 65-74 December I9II.
"In high school mathematics there should be
a more thorough and intimate acquaintance
;7lth at least the elementary parts of the
subjects to be pursued in college."
CLASSIFICATION
EOTRANCE REQUIREIIINTS-Al^ALYTICAL GEOLIETRY-
CALCULUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIMENT B
ce
I.
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§2 "EDUCATIONAL VALUES III LIATHEuATICAL
TEACHING'*
H, E. HaTzlces,
Vol. IV. No. 2 pp. 75-76 December I9II.
The subject matter of nathematics is of
narrow educational value. The mental pro-
cesses Gained from the teachin£; of mathematics
are transferable. The moral and spiritual
qualities obtained arc of indefinitely vride
transferability.
CLASSIFICATION
VALUES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL ILIPRESSION G
64. "EDUCATIONAL VALUES IN UATHELL^TIC.\L
TEACHING"
H, E, Hawl:es,
Vol. IV. No. 3 pp. 85-89 Llarch I9I2.
A continuation of an article in the December
i s sue
.
Some of the moral qualities summoned by a
study of mathematics are:
1. Respect for truth.
2. Use of the intuition.
3. Appreciation of unity and harmony,
CLASSIFICATION
VALUES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON aE'^ERAL IITPFESSION C
6^ *^ALLIGATION"
TTillard A, Ballou.
Vol. IV. No, 3 pp. 90-96 Llarch 19 12,
The author suSo^^^'J^s that the teaching of
alli{^ation would be very helpful for the stu-
dent of chemistry.
CLASSIFICATION
GUTIRICUTLULI
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EaPERII.IENT B
I.
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66 "PROVISIOIIAL REPORT OF THE KATIOITAL COII-
::ITTEE oil A G'EOLSTRY SYLLABUS"
Howard F. Hart.
Vol. lY. ITo. 3 pp. 97-103 March 19 12.
A detailed reporjb of the national connittco
including:
1, An historical summary of attempts to
change the geometry course in France
Germany, Italy, England, and the
United States,
2. Logical considerations.
3» Special courses.
4, Exercises,
5. Syllabus of propositions.
CLASS IFICAT lOi:
CUR?:ICULU::-GEOL'ETRY
A CC!.1!ITTEE REPORT A
£2 "STAIIDARDIZATIO:-: OF ARITHLISTICAL !70PiC"
T7, L. Vosourgh.
Vol. IV. No. 3 PP. 104-117 Uarch 1912.
The author advocates the standardization of
arithmetic and suggests for study the tests
devised by Rice, Stone, or Courtis, These
tests can be used to mahe careful scientific
measures of changes in pupils for they are
objective measures of achievement.
CLA S S IFI CAT 1 01!
TESTING- ARITH:.21TIC
Discussion: based 0!t ait oejecti'^/e study ^
66 **m!AT SHOULjU BE THE ESSET^TIALb OF A
COURSE lU LJlTHEriaTICS FOR ELEI'EIITARY
SCHOOLS III imi YO?li CITY?*'
George B, Gormann.
Vol. IV. TTo. 4 pp. 127-135 June I9l2,
The results of the study are summarized thus
"The mathematical T^orl: of the oleiiont-
ary schools in UTew York City is in need cf
the fo^ln^Tirg:
1. Elimination of the tradit lnr":i , the
'unnecessary, the too difficult,
ii, Opporturlty for an intensive treat-
ment of topics, T7ith due regard to
reasonable correlation.
Ii
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3. SuGo^stiona as to the re5?^alts that
-nay reasonalDly "be expect ed in the
various grades.*'
LASSIFICATION
CURRI cululi-ele:.:h!ttahy
DISCUSSIO!!: BASED 0!T EaPHRIHIIGS
6^ ALGEBRA IN THE ELELIENTARY SCHOOLS*^
James H, Shipley,
Vol, No. 4 pp. 136-143 June I9I2.
Algebra should be introduced to the pupils
in the elenentary school for the alj^ebraic
nethod of solvin5 verbal problems is nucli
clearer and admits more readily of explana-
tion. Arithmetic and geonetric progressions
could be introd'j.cea when problems on insur-
ance and interest are studied,
Alze'bTpAf^ symbols, p?.rentheses, and g^^aphs
should be introduced in elenentary schools
as aids in the teaching of arith^^etic,
GLISSIi^'ICATION
LIETHOD-ALGEBRA
DI?=!f^l'sjsTO:T! BASh;D ON EA?ERIisNCE B
10 '^SHOULB F0R_1L GEOIIETRY BE TAUGHT IN THE
ELE:Ni:NTi\RY SCHOOLS? IF SO, TO miAT EXTKNT
B. J. Kelly.
Vol. IV. No. 4 pp 1^+4-149 J^Jne I912
A questionaire vra^ sent- to teachers all over
the United States and the results show that
it is a general opinion tha,t ro^^^Tifial c>eoTietVY
has no place in the elementary curriculum.
There was, however, a general appeal for the
constructional or invent ional geometry in
elementary schools.
The author concludes that informal geometry
should be introduced into the elementary
work:
1. TliroTOgli the course in drawing in
practically all the grades.
2. Through the work in arithmetic more
especially in the upper grades.
3. Through the manual training or other
mechsinical work.
4. Through the knowledge, experience,
'^•nd skill or the teacher,
GLASalJj'KJATIuN
ELENENTARY GUPP.ICULUiii
DISCUSSION: BASED Oil GKNkRAL IIlPREbSION ^
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11 "A:T ADDRSaS"
"S, S. GraTTley
Vol. lY. No. 4 pp. IS-^-Jol J^jiio 19 J2,
An inspirational address^to teachers revierr-
Ing; some or the current practices.
The main theme concerns the point of view
which pupils have towa,rd the subject of math-
ematics. Teachers should show them it is
nothing but common sense.
The speaher would eliminate the rjcrd ''oaLncel**
from the vocabulary also diminish much of the
unnecessary multiplying oi algebraic expres-
sions,
CLASSIFICATION
Discussion: ba?sd o:: experieitcs a
J2 ''T7HAT SHOULD COIIPP.ISE THT? SUBJECT liATTSR
OF THE AI^ITIILIIITIC I" THE ELEIIEl'.'TARY
SCHOOLS AilD III WHAT CPvADES SHOULD FORI.IAL
ARITHI.E3TIC 3E TAUGHT?"
H, J, TTightman.
Vol, IV. No, 4 pp, 162-172 J'jne I9I2,
A rather detailed study of what the curricu-
lum in mathematics for the first fotjir grades
of the elementary school should consist.
Some points to consider when making a curri-
culum for the elementary school:
1, The primary worl: must have as its
basic trend conformity to the natural
or physiological growth or develop-
ment of the child,
2, In primary work the child occupies
the center or the stage.
3. The primary work must make real and
clear the fiondamental number rela-
tions chiefly with the play motive as
the medium.
4, The grammar grade work must be respon^
sive and responsible to the every-day
practical life demands,
5. In grammar grade work the method of
Instruction plays a large part,
6. The granmiar grade work must perfect
skill in fundamental operations,
CLASS IFI CAT 101:
CURRICULULI-ARITHLIETIG
A DISCUSSION BASED ON &E!:ER.\L IT.IPRESSION B
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II ^^mAT SHOULD COI.:PRISE THK SUBJECT HATTER
OF THE ARITHLIETIC IN THE ELKTIKTTTARY
SCHOOLS AITD IN T7KAT GRADES SHOULD PORLIAL
ARITHIIETIC BE TAUGHT?"*
H. J. Wishtman.
Vol, V. No. 1 pp. 1-5 Septem^ber 19 12,
This is a cost inuat ion of the preceding-
article.
The author outlines the subject natter of
arithmetic which shoula be orfered in the
fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth graaes,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUM ARITHMETIC - 5th-6th-7th-8th
A DISCUSSION BASED ON GEirSRAL II^PRESSION 3
J4 "THE RUSSIAIT PEASAI'T LIETHOD OF LIULTI?LI-
CATION"
Joseph Bowden.
Vol. V. No. 1 pp. 4-8 Septenber 1912.
Many examples are worliea out to illustrate
the Rusaieji peasant method or multiplication
which really consists or the processes of
doubling ana division by two,
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLAIIEOUS-ARITHLIETIC
A LIBRARY STUDY: AIT INl^-OPIIATIONAL REPORT A,
2^ **^AT IIINi:.!U:i OF PRACTICAL APPLICATION
SHOU^LD BE INCLUDED IN A COURbE IN
ARITHMETIC?**
G, R, Dooley.
Vol. V. No. 1 pp. 9-17 September 19^^.
The conclusien of this article gives the
practical applications in a co'jirse in arith-
metic as:
1. Create the greatest interest,
2. Lay the best fecundation ror future
mathematics.
3. Give the maximum utility at any time
it becomes necessary lor a student to
leave school,
4. Proviae a sure me?jis of sizing up
pupils and directing them toward that
lire work for which they are best
ritted,
5. Inspire the stuaent with ideals or
labor and citizenship.
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6, Dnco'uraGe a spirit or eternal inquiry,
invest isat ion, ana observation,
7. Provide a certain IznovrledQe of the
things and of the people ox the v/orla,
' 8, Give some appreciation or wnolesome
I
economies ana a sense of proper rela-
' t ion snips ana proportions,
CLASSIFICATIOIT
APjeLlUATION OF UATHEI.JITIGS
A DISCUSSION: BASED ON EaPERIEITGE 3
I
16 **APPLIi3D ARITH:3TIC"
Louis L, Park,
Vol, V. IIo. 1 pp. 18-25 September 19 12,
Introauctor^/ vrork in arithmetic should con-
sist or concrete examples.
The practical problems given to the pupils
shoula be closely related to their interests,
CLASSin CAT ION
method-ahith::et i c
iJiSCUbSlOlT: BAHiHD ON EAPiiRlSITCE 3
21 '*17HAT LIINILTJLI Oi?' i^.AUTlUAL APPLICATIONS
SHOULD EE INCLUDED IN A OOURSI]: OF AP.ITH-
I^ilTIC? WAT ADDITIONAL APPLICATiC!^b aHCULD
3S INuLUdSD for PURPOSES OP IIENTAL DISCI-
PLIJIE?''
• "?7illiaiii Reea,
Vol. V. No. 1 pp. 26-30 September 1912.
A criticism or many practices found in our
schools which the author reels are the whims
of faddists.
If all the ho-ars oi school study were com-
pletely Given over to arithmetic, grammar,
history, geography, and languages, the author
feels the commercial world would be greatly
improved. Application is essential after the
early period of grinding drill,
CL.\S»Ii?IUATluN
LETKOD-ARITHIIKT I
C
DISCUSSION: BASiW uN EAi*lsRIKITCifi 3
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i
28 "EDUCATIONAL VaLUKd OF G-KOIIKTP.Y"
F. F, Declter,
Vol, V. IIo. 1 pp. 31-33 Soptember I9I2.
jTlie "benefits- derived. fr on the study of c,eO'-
jmetry arei
1. Appreciition of a type of the oeauti-
j
ful and the useful.
2, The stimulus to follovr the nodel and
the ability to do 20.
GLASS iJtj'IOATION
i
VALUh-a-GSOI'ii'TRY
iDIaCUsSlOII: BAyii'D 0!T G-MKRaL IIlPRKbSION B
22 '*EDUCATIO!TAL VALUES OU' G-EOT.IETRY"
vol. V. ro. 2 pp. 41-45 December '19I2.
A continuation of an article in the September
issue,
CLASSTi?"I0ATIO!:
VALUSb-aEO:.!ETRY
DISGUSSIOIT: BAbilJJ ON G-KITkRAL IIlPRKbSlOlT 3
80 '^^T^AL REPORT ON THK NATIONAL UOir^ITTES
PIFTSIHT ON THS G-ii'OI.IKTRY SYLLABUS"
Vol, V, No. 2 pp. 46-131 December I9I2,
A report in considerable aetail outlining the
course in G-o^ietry and placing emphasis on
certain propositions and exercises vrhich Trore
concluded to be vitally ir^portant.
This report also includes an historical intro-
duction vrith reference to France, G-ermany,
England, Italy, and the United States,
Other topics which received attention are:
1, Logical considerations.
a. Axioms
b. Definitions
c^ Informal proofs
d. Limits and incomxiensurables
e» Time and place in the cui'riculum
f. Purpose in the study of geometry
g. Points relating to solid geometry
2. Special courses
3. Exercises and problems
4. So^orces of problems
€
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5. AlGQ^or3.1c methods in tSGonetry
6. Syllabus of geonetry
GLASS IFICATIOlj
I
curi-^.iculul*-c-i;ci.:e:try
'Cc:.2:it;i:- p.rronT
6 J •a luteiioxic for cehtai:: ?rig-oito::etp.ic
'
, IDErTITII^S"
L. H, Rice.
Vol. Y. No. 3 PP. 145-146 LIcirch I9I3.
An arranfienent of the nanes of tr igononetr ic
functions is devised as an aid for pupils in
menorizinti identities,
CLASS IFI CAT ICiJ
IIETHOD-TRIGOITOIIETRY
DISCUSSION! BASED Oil EXPERILENT B
"THE trORK OF Ml E^IGLISH MTHELIATICAL
STUDENT''
i-, Batoioan.
Vol. V. No. 3 pp. 147-153 Li^j-oh
In most English schools- the student special-
ises in riathenatics Trith the object of gain-
ing a scholar ship at one of the universities.
The usual plan is to leave the student to do
the \7orl-: himself V7ith only occasional help
from the instructor on a difficult problem.
A great attempt is made to develop the artis-
tic faculty of the mathematical students.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRIGULULl-SSCONDAHY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
82 "PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE ARITHIETIC
COLCIITTEE"
Vol. V. No. 3 PP. 154- loo March 1913.
A questionnaire was- sent out to fifty-five -
people including experts in the fields of psy-
chology, pedagogy, and mathematics to deter-
mine the general opinion in answer to the
following questions!
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1. i'/h.at is the prlne reason for toa.cliinj^
: aritlimctic in gra(ies V to VIII as our
ochools are generally organized?
2, TTliat is the greatest need for refora,
if we are to o.ccon-^llsh this result?
CL.\SS IPXCATION
.. CURFaCULUlI-LSTKOD-ARITHIIETIC
^COmiTTEE REPORT B
64 CERTAIN PR03LE::S III THE TEACHING- OF
SECONDARY IIATHELLITICS"
David Eugene Smith.
Vol« V. No, 3 pp. 161-179 March l9l3.
These questions are - discussed in this article
without drawing any conclusions;
!• Has the day of secondary ciathematics
passed?
2, YTny should not all mathematics "be
elective?
3» Does the girl need to study algebra?
4, TJhat shall be the nathenatics of our
technical schools?
5. The problem of our backward American
mathematics.
6, The question of parallelism.
7. Are we malting mathematics interest-
ing?
6, The function problem.
|
9. The problem of our duty. '
CLASSIFICATION '
I.2:TH0D-SECC!nDARY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON KXPERIENCS A
6^ *'IN T^AT OPEPJITICNS IN .IRITHIIETIC SHOULD i
A PUrIL BE REQUIPJ^D TO UNDERSTAITD THE REA-J
SONS FOR THE STEPS TAIiEN? IN YJHAT 0?EP-.\-
TIONS SHOULD SUCH A REQUIPJII.IEITT BE POST-
PONED TO A LIATURER AGE?"
A. M. Curtis.
Vol. V. No. 3 PP. 180-182 March 1913.
The author suggests- the- following plan of
treatment for every subject in arithmetic;
"Explain by genetic mode of teaching each
step and process presented in a very "imple,
brief forn so as to appeal to the eye in
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i strikingly cIqdj: arrangcncnts. Follow with
imuch. drill and practicGo"
iCLASSIFICATIOIT
' LIETHOD-ARITHL^ITIC
DISCUSSICli: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
86 '^.TIIAT LIATHEI1\TIGAL SUBJECTS SHOULD EE
IITCLLDED IN THE CUTJiICULUU OP THE
SECONDAPvY SCHOOLS?
"
Charles L, LicKeelmi^
Vol. V. No. 3 PP. 183 Ma^ch 1913.
A very short introduction to the succeeding
article, 0
6X ""T^IAT LlATKE:iiTIC.\L SUBJECTS SHOULD 3E
INCLUDED IN THE CURPJCULUII OF THE SECOIHD-
ARY SCHOOLS?"
Charles L, LIcIIeehan.
Vol. V, No. 4 pp. I93-I96 June I9l3.
A continuation of an article in the Ilarch
issue.
The secondary school would oq aided by a re-
form of college entrance requirements,
A tliorough and long-sustained study of atith-
metic between the ages of ten and seventeen
would enable the pupil to acquire an under-
standing of its principles and considerable
facility in applying them.
If necessary leave the study of algebra and
geometry until college years.
CLASSIFICATION
CUP"^ I '^ULU^ '—S'^CO"''^D -C^l£
DISCUSSION:BASEb ON GENERAL INPRESSION B
88."IIATHE!.IATICS IN T!{E SECONDARY SCHOOL, FROM'
THE POINT OF VIEl^ OF THE INDUSTRIAL ESTAB- '
LISHT.!ENT'*
Sanford A. IIoss '
Vol. V No. 4 pp. 197-205 June I913
There are five directions cited in T;hich a
student secures benefit from mathematical
training in industrial life;
1« Vocational directing
2, Hind training
,
3, Culture
4, Detailed mathematical knowledge •
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5. Llenory trainlns
CIASSIFICATIOi:
OBJE CT I^^ ^ -Sr C OND.'^JIY S CIIOOL
DISCUSSION: 3ASr^ aZIH^RAL IIIPRESSIO!^
j
QQ) ^ W'HT.T ^^ip ?TA mp'-pT'/V rnj"^ ^^T^ SUBJECTS S'''IOUL''^ E"^ T''^''—
!
CLUDED IN THE CUHP.ICULUI.I OF THE SECOITDAEY
i SCHOOLS FP.OI.! THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE IN-
;
DUSTPIAL ESTAE-LISHIIEITTS''
I Vol, V No. 4 pp. 'dOc~-d\'^ June 191^
Of forenost inportance is a tlioroUiiliness of
the matnenatiCE taught in the elementary
schools,
I
The author "believes that nen are more profi-
1 cient than women in the teac:^':-7 of mathe-
i
matlcs,
CLi^ ggT'!^TC\"TO-^
GUripjCULLiT-SECONDAP.Y SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON G-ET^H^PJIL EHPP.ESSICN C
90. "THE CUT-RIC'-T.^::: OF ILITHEIIITICS IN SECOND-
AT.Y SCTIOOLS**
G, Evans
Vol. V No. 4 pp. dL\i^'df>J> Jime 1913
Five important ains of mathematical teaching:
1 • Symholism
2, Applications
3. Function concept
^'
, Space intuition
5. Logic
•
The article also includes an outline of m-^-^h-
ematical worh that should be required of
every student in a general hig'.' ^ -^ -^^"^ -
CUPP.I T;1L^!+« ( IHOOL
DISCUSSION J BAS"^"^ -ilXPEHIENCi!; _
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i
ll.^VTH'lT imTHEimTIGAL SUBJECTS SHOULD BE lU-
civd:^d I!T th"^ cupp.iouluii op THK S1?C0NDA'^.Y
SCHOOLS bV.or. ^'^"^ "^nT-m yT2^ OF THE COLLSC-
Ii:. S. Crr.wley
Vol, V !:o. 4 pp. i!^4-^>39 J^wJio 1913
"roach the students alvjays to "base their vrorl:
on the underlying principles. Banish nemory
rorh from nathenatics, except for the every-
day fornulae, for definitions,' and for such
of the results as require to "be rixed in the
niind for future reference. Stimulate brain
effort.'^
CLASSIFICATIO!!
CUP?.UCULl^-SP CO!TD.AP-Y SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED OH KAPKRIEHCE B
92."THiT :!ATHK1!ATI0AL SUBJ^ICTS SHOULD BE IH-
CLUDED I!: THE CUPPJCULU^: OF THE SECO!TD.\P.l'
SCHOOLS FRO!^ THE POIHT Or V1"V/ CP '^HK TECH!*T«
CAL suhool"
. .!Urthur 3. iic,tliav7ay
Vol. V IIo. 4 pp. 240-242 June I9I3
In preparation for a technica.l school there
should be a rovie^? in elenentary al^^ebra in
the senior yea.r, with special attention to
clearness, neatness, and accuracy in the
f-ondanental opera,tions, A similar review of
elementary arithnetic anc'. ^eor/^t"" •^<^\il6.
also be useful,
CTJiSSlC"-I(JATiON
UURHI ClTLUn-S h;gundaky school
Discussion: BASii'D OH ExPKRIEHCE g
^."vTHAT L^ATHi:;I.IATXUAL saBjL'CTb briOULD BE IH-
^'LUDED IH THE CURRICULUH OP T'-TE SEGOHDARY
SuHuuLb FROM THE PulHT Ui^- ViKV/ OP THE Ce^LLEGE"
Robert J, Aley
Vol, V Ho, 4 p:, 243-246 Juiie 1913
Students who enter college ought to be fa,ni-
liar rrith the art of conputing as illustrated
in arithnetic and algebra.
They should have a cojnplctG nastery in alge-
bra of the fundamental operations, indices,
and equations.
I'
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"In one try tlie-- sriould h.-uve an appreciation
of the value of lo.^ioal rcaf^onins,
i ULA.SSI^ICATIO'M
I
CU?P.ICULUI.T-ii:cONl)AP-Y yCHUuL
pK TTCO q c;
j
94 . "3012 ID2AS Oi: Tlli:; STUDY UP GEULETKY"
Cli?.rles R, Shultz
jVol, YI !To. 1 pp. 1-9 September 1913
iTo obtain "better results from the tcachinG of
j
geometry teachers should so simplify the sub-
jject that it may "be of more educational value
ito the students - so that they may more fully
I
comprehend its value.
Arouse interest in the subject by constant
^reference to the historical backsround of
geometry but always heep the systematic,
logical treatment of the subject as an essen-
tial element in the training for intellectual
ineeds of life,
'CLASSlH'IuATIOr!
i
HJi'THOD-G-YOTIYTP.Y
^A LIBRaP-Y bTUDY: A COI:PARa"'T^'E STUDY A,
^p . '^A GRAPHICAL TH^THODS"
S, Douglas lailan
Vol, YI ITo. 1 pp, 10-16 Septem.ber 1913
G-raphical m.ethods arc of r^rcat aid to stu-
dents in th§ solution of problems -^/^ ^^ure
mathematica.
The author illustrates the method or graphical
.multiplication and division,
ICLASSIFIGATIOH
iLETHOD-PUT'.E G-^OI.Iii'TRY
A LIBPJiRY bTUTDY A
£6, "ORTGIlTALa IN GHOIETP.Y"
Harry B, liarsh
Vol, VI No, 1 pp. 17-?1 September 1913
Originals are for most students interesting
examples of applied geometry and time must be
given in the classroom to the interested stu-
dent; who works an original by himself even
though his proof is long and he uses up much
of class time in the explanation of hi<^v -nroof.
i j
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OriGi5i;3,is sliould be looked upon a plen,sa,rit
breali in the routine of forinai theorems,
CLASSIi-'ICATlON
METHOD-GHOLETRY
DISCUSSION: BAbKD UN EXPERIENCE B
£2»'*"HE PURi^ObE AND THE CONTENT Ob' A COUHbE OF
NATHET'jiTIGb FOR TECHNICAL AND IIANUAL TRjUNING '
HIGH schools"
Frederic!-: w, G-entle!na,n
Vol. ''I No. 1 pp. 22-40 September 1913
The author sent out a list of questions to one
hundred of the larcest public high schools in
the United States in order to get information
concerning present actual conditions in m.anual
training or technical hi^h schools, or in hi^h
schools having manual training departments.
A course of mathematics for the schools dis-
cussed is proposed by the author based on the
requirem.ents
;
^ 1 • That it V7ill give as m.uch poTjer as
possible to those pupils who can re-
main tv70 years or less, Trhich I call
short tim.e ru'nils,
2, That it vrili furnish for those T.^ho
can remain throughout the course an
incentive to complete tJie four years-
possible graduates,
3. That it TJill render it possible for
those desiring to enter some higher
institution to be able to do so -
college preparatory pupils,"
CLALSSiflUATION
CURRI CULUII-SBCONDARY SCHOOL
DISCU'bSlUN: BASED ON OBJECTIVE STUDY ^
28, "efficiency vs. the INDIVIDUAL"
Leoni^.rd U, Passano
Vol. VI No, 1 pp. 41-30 Septcm-ber 1931
There has been considera,ble criticism of the
teacher and his methods or teaching, the
reasons for rrhich seem to be due to:
1« Over-organization of the educational
system,
2. The demand from the "practical" man
for a "product" which the true eauca-
tor refuses to "Produce",
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3. The alDnorraal Grov/th of "eff i cionc:;**
nanaGenc:it in the industrial rrorlcl,
CLASSiFlUATION
TUTTHUD
DISGUSSIOTT: BASED OH QEI^TkPAL IlIPRKSblON
^
99> "PRELILIINAP.Y REPORT Ob' THh" (JUI!:.!ITTEE 0!:
t::stiitg- thj^i results of g-kui.ietry teaohihg.«
Vol, VI IIo, 2 pp. 58-63 Decer.ber 19 13
A nunber of matheTnatics ter^ohers vere quest-
ioned to deternine what particular results of
geometry teaching rere not liheiy results
unique to the teaching of gee -etry. These
results vrere obtained.:
1, Ability to reason lo^Vcally
2, Ability to express on- *s self \7ith
precision,
ULASSIi-'KJATlON
VALUES-aEOIIETRY
CUlttliTTEE REPORT 3
10C.**THE GOlfPRblHiiTISIVE EXAJIINaTIOF IN IMHE-
LIATlUb'*
Ernest H, Koch, Jr.
Vol, VI ::o, 2 pp. 54-79 Decenber 1913
**A conprehensive exanination is a rational
attempt to test the degree of adjustm.ent of
an individual in the scheme of life".
Our examinations have not been comprehensive
because xre have failed to tahe a comprehensive
view of !:nowledge. We have failea because we
have to follow five fundamental considerations:
1. The child is entitled to his scienti-
fic inheritance, to his literary in-
heritance, to his aesthetic inheri-
tance, to his religious inheritance,
but he must discern the general lav/
of truth which binds them,
2, The true purpose or exaninp.t ions is to
indicate the quality and measure the
quantity of individual adjustment to
an arbitrary standard determined by
the aim of education,
^, Llan is the measuire of all tuings.
'I
I
i
t
J
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4, The efficiency of any exanination
system unless risely actiziinisterea "by
a philosopher is subject to the frail-
ties of human Judgment.
5t The form, and rornaiism of an examina-
tion should always be free from the
vaG-a^'i^^ personal idiosyncracies
•
ULASSIi?*IGATION
T?:STING-SECOTTD.\RY SCHOOL
DlSCUaalON: BASED ON KaPEKIBNCE
^
K^l. "co::prehe!tsivk ka.v_iinatio!ts"
F, Eugene Seymour
Vol, VI !^o, 2 pp. 80-86 December ^9^\^
The chief aim in an examination sho^ild be to
find out TJhether or not we have accomplished
our purpose in teaching the subject,
A [^ood teacher of geometry is one who succeed-
ed in creating a habit of systematic and logi-
cal thinking.
The author advocates a schem.e which would en-
courage independent review and independent
study on the part of the pupil and thereby
eliminate form.al examinations,
TESTII'G-SECONDAJ?!' SCHOOL
DISGUSSIOIT: BASED OH G-EITTTJIL IT.IPRESSIOH H
122,"THE coLir^" ^i^^ e::a;hijitio:i as ah en-
""""
"TT n-T'c'rjiH
A. H, \7ilson
Vol. VI Ho, 2 pp. 87-93 December 1913
The author criticizes the old type of entran-
ce exam.ination bec-^.use:
•If The exsjiiination is ."-.ou^Lu of as an
end in view for both teacher and
pupil,
2, T'' ''.iGn is not a perfect
^
. -its : "ficulty is a very vari-
able quantity,
3, The practice of cramming v;ith tlic
aid of a tutor lo deplorable,
4, There is an absence of correlation
of studies,
5, A number of students enter college
burdened with conditions,
CU^SSiriCATIOH
TESTIHG-SECOHDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED OH QEITERAL IIS'HESSION
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lj^."Tin: coinpnEiiEiicr/E i:: the
Howard P. Hart
Vol. VI :;o. 2 pp. 94 -.29 December 1913
Tlie conprehonsive examination in matlienaticG
requires that the subject matter of mathema-
tics be simplified.
Teaching methods must be selected for develop
ment of initiative, independence, and power
of thought in the pupil,
CLASSiriC^TION
Tr 3Ti:"G—SE GO'IDAnY SGHOOL
DTscussiC':^: l:.-^^ ::AL ilipressioii b
2v^."''^IAT IIATinilATICAL SUBjr GTS SHOULD 3E IN-
CLUDED III THE GUPJIIGULUU OF THE- COLLEuE?"
C. E. Guthrie
Vol. VI :io. 2 pp, 100-105 December 1913
This article was written by a member in the
department of physiology and gives a medical
ma.n's point of view as to the training in
mathematics
•
The author believes that mathematics, whether
taught in the high school or college, should
be taught slb a laboratory subject in order
that the student may acquire a. concrete and
physical knowledge so that he may be effi-
ciently equipped for work in physics, chem-
istry, and physical chemistry,
GL-ISSIFIGATIOIT
GUHT.I CULU^.I-GOLLEGE
DISGUSSIOII: EASED Oil EXPELIEUGE, B
105 "'VI-IAT :.LfiT!!EILA.TIGAL SUBJECTS SHOULD BE
IHGLUDED IH THE COLLEGE CUTIRIGULUM?"
P. J. Holder,
Vol. VI. No. 2 pp. 105-112 December 19 13
Colleges should offer for the prospective- -
teacher of secondary m§,thematics courses
which will give him a thorough laiov/ledge of
the fundamental principles and reasons for
studying mathematics.
The article is to be concluded in a later
issue.
G
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The author does not ans'.rer the qucccion rc'.isccT
in the title in tliis p^rt of the .'.rticle,
CIAS3I7I.1V.:'XD'T
106. "All EXPERIIvSNT III GRADING PROBLEI.IS IN
ALGEBPvA"
EdT/ard L. Thorndike
Vol. VI No. 3 pp. 1^^3-13'^ llarch 1914
A list of twenty-fiv5 problems is included in
this article \;hich v/ere graded bjr two hundred
teachers of natheaatics.
The study showed that there is inability to
judge the difficuj.ty of problems.
CLASSIFICATION
TEST-ALGEBRA
SUGGESTION FOR RESEARCH B
107."IL^THET.1ATIGS AS A IIEAIIS TO CULTURE AND
DISCIPLINE"
A. Duncan Yocun
Vol. No. 3 pp. 135-157 March 1914
Four classes of mathematical material must be
included in the general elementary course of
study, namely:
1, All mathematical material useful for
the non-specialist that which is
applied and can be definite and cer-
tain for all.
2, All mathematical material v/hich is
strong enough in its sensational or
emotional appeal to be presented to
all.
3, Any material irhich is essential for
prcpara,tion for more advanced study.
4, All mathem^atical material essential
as preparation for specialization and
for general mental training.
CLASSIFICA'^ION
CURiaCULULI-SEGONDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION! BASED ON GENERAL 4
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108.'*T7HAT LIATHi^lulTICAL Kr:OULE]DG-S AND ABILITY
MAY RKASONABLY Bll EXPECTED 0? THE STUDEIIT
ENTERING COIiEGE?"
Janes II, Ha,rt
Vol. VI No. 3 pp. 158-165 March l9l^
The student entering colle£:.e should have a
IcnoT.'ledge of the funda,mcntal facts of arlthne-
tlc and be able to perform its processes v^ith
rapidity.
In algebra he should have matjtered the princi-
ple subjects and be able to reason out all
processes and test results.
In geometrj?- he should be ftimiliar uith defini-
tions and properties of the ordinary forms of
geometry and be able to represent them by fig-
ures.
He should be introduced to an elementarj'-
course in solid geometry.
The student entering college should have
learned to read and understand a textbook
Y.'ithout help from the teacher,
CLASSIFIGATIUN
ENTRANCE REQUIRNLIENTS-COLLEGS
DISCUSSIONJ EASED ON AN OBJECTIVE: STUDY A,
109 1 "PR}-:SHI;1AN ALGEBRA AND THE A^/ERAGE
FRESHI-IAN"
Ella Durgin Gray
Vol. VI No. 3 pp. 166-181 llarch 1914
The study of algebra stimulates mental grovrth
for:
1. It cultivates the pov/er of discrimin-
ation betT.een the accidental and the
char 'jctcri Stic,
2. It furnishes an extensive field for
e::ercise of judgment.
3. It develops practice in generalization.
4. Algebra gives training in flexibility
in expression.
5. It develops power of achieving and
fosters persistency and patience.
The average freshman has difficulty in algebra
for he lacks the patience for detail, has no
sense of form, a-nd does not correlate.
The average freshman can be aided in his study
of algebra by our elimination of vrords that
connote v;hat is mechanical rather than mathe-
matical. Provide the student vrith checks upon
his possible errors.
CLASSIFICATION
METKOD-ALGEBIIA
DISCUSSION! BASED ON GENEPJIL ILIPRESSION B
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no. "ARE PARTICULAR ABILITIES ITECESSARY FOR
PUPILS TO GAIN AIT UNDERSTAIIDIITG 0? TUT. r:LEII]':iI-
TARY A:ID secondary IliiTHELIATICS AS USU.\LLY
GIVEN AT THE PRESENT TIL2:?"
Charles F. VHieelock
Vol. VI No. 4 pp. 192-197 June 1914
There are three different kinds of subject
matter in the nathenatics of the elenentary
and high school:
1 , That T/hich deals vrith the technical
language of mathematics
.
2. That YThich may he apprehended by the
senses or represented to the imagina-
tion.
3. That T'hich is abstract and requires a
development of the reasoning faculties.
In the third type of subject matter vre find
that pupils have particular abilities, but
there is no reason uhy any normal child should
not be able to progress in all three kinds of
subject mntter,
CLASSIFICATION
lOSTHOD-SECONDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN 05JEGTI^/E STUDY B
JJM.'VSOLT E^CPERIZNCES '.TITH A CLASS OF REVIEW-
ERS IN GEONETRY"
Sara C. V/alsh
Vol. VI No. 4 pp. 198-202 June '914
An interesting article illustrating v/hat can
be done v/ith a class in s^onetrj if only you
can Droject the right attitude toYzard the ^.vork.
CLASSIFICATION
r:ET-:OD-GSOLIETRY
DISCUSSION* BASED ON AN EJJ^ERINENT 4
112 **DECOUPOSITION INTO PARTIAL FRACTIONS BY
MEAl'IS OF REIIAINDERS**
Eugene Randolph Smith
Vol. VI No. 4 pp. 203-208 June 1914
Several illustrations are given to demonstrate
the method of decomposition into partial frac-
tions by the equivalent process of talcing
remainders.
This method is simple in application with very
little calc\ilation necessary.
CLASSIFICATION
I'ISGELLANEOUS
A LIBRARY STUDY! INFORMATIONAL REPORT 4
J
Q
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1U."ARE P.^KTIGULAR ABILITIKS riEGESSAHY FOR
THE PUPIL TO GAIN A:T UNDERSTANDING OF THE
elei2:ntary and secondary liatheliatics as
as usually gi^/en at the presi.'nt tiiie?"
Maurice J, Babb
VOL. VI No. 4 pp. 209-216 June 1914
Particular abilities are not necessary to pro-
gress in the study of mathematics but to ob-
tain results the teacher should strive for
more original rrork, more cultivation of imag-
ination and observation than a development of
the memory faculty,
CLASSIFICATION
MISGELLAI-IEOUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
1 lA.^IIATHEIIATICS: THE SUBJECT AND THE TEACHER"
Frederick C, Ferry
Vol. VI No. 4 pp. 217-228 June 1914
The greatest lesson to be gained by the aver-
age student from the study of mathematics is
accuracy.
This article is chiefly a discussion of cer-
tain criticisms made of the subject matter
and methods of teaching,
CLASSIFICATION
VALUE S -LIATHEI.IATICS
discussion: BASED ON GENEPJIL IIIPRSSSION ^
1 15 , "THE LIATHEL1ATICAL PESSILIIST"
W, R, Ransom
Vol, VII No. 1 pp, 1-10 September 1914
The attitude of students to?;ards mathematics
depends to a very large degree upon the per-
sonality of the teacher.
The teacher should spend less tine in correct-
ing papers and more in study. The author pre-
sents a list of books vjhich rill enable the
teacher to have a broader outlook of the sub-
ject and aid in his teaching,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ONGENEPwAL ILIPRESSION 4
Q
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-1 16. "USE OF TEXTBOOKS IN THE EXAIJINATIOII IN
"TRIGONOlffiTRY"
B, C. Van Ingen
Vol. VII No. 1 pp. 11-14 September 1914
The author sought the opinion of teachers of
mathematics in high schools and colleges and
also of engineers to determine v/hether the
use of textbooks in an examination in trigo-
nometry was good practice.
The replies received indicate that high
school teachers are divided in opinion: the
colleges are opposed to the free use of the
book but advocate its restricted use.
The author suggest p an examination in tro
parts-one using no aids - the other part to
be v/orked with use of text, data, etc,
CLASSIFICATION
TESTIlIG-TRIGONOLiETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILCNT £
HI, "HOW SHOULD SECONDARY LI VTHEI.LA.TICS FOR
GIRLS DIFFER FROII THAT FOR BOYS?"
Jean F, Robertson
Vol, VII No, 1 pp, 15-16 September 1914
There should be a difference in the problems
of application in mathematics for boys and
girls.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-SECOITDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GEMRAL IIvTRESSION C
JMS.^HOT? SHOULD SECONDARY IIATHELIATICS FOR
GIRLS DIFFER FROU THAT FOR BOYS?"
Llary Adelle Evans
Vol. VII No. 1 Top. 17-^^3 September 1914
The author concludes v-ith these remarks:
1, There should be available for girls,
as an elective, a strong course in
mathematics.
2, Every girl should have a.n apprecia-
tive ImoTzledge of the essentials of
business arithmetic in order to
administer her own affairs,
3t A knowledge of statistical graphs is
necessary to the intelligent reading
of newspapers, magazines, etc,
4, Vocational mathem:itics should include
the elements of algebra, geometry,
and arithmetic.
Q
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5. The cLiffGrence in secondary mathema-
tics for girls from that for boys
lies in its applications and is deter
mined by their capabilities and oppor
tunities and not by their sex,
CLASSIFICATION
T.ETHOD-Sla'GONDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GEIJERAL II.IPRESSION B
119. "THAT I:!ATHS:.IiVi?ICAL SUBJECTS SHOULD BE IN-
CLUDED IN THE COLLEGE CURRICULU1.I?"
P, J, Holder
Vol. VII No. 1 pp. d^'dS September
A discussion continued from a previous iscue.
The practical side of mathematics is criticiz.-
ed for emphasis in teaching mathem2,tics should
be on the cultural and intellectual practical-
iiy.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRI CULUII-COLLEGE
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENEPJIL IMPP-ESSION Q,
120, "THE IIATKELLATICAL TRAINING OF GIPOLS IN
GERILAITY"
Carrie Butz
Vol. VII No. 1 pp. 27-33 September 19
H
A revlevj of the present system of mathematical
training in Prussia which dates from 1908.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUII
LIBl^Y STUDY 4
121
. "GFjU'SIAPi SCHOOL liATHSIlATICS'*
Harrison E, '7ebb
Vol. VII No. 2 pp. 37-48 December 1914
The content of grammar school mathematics has
been left largely to chance, or to psychology.
Included in this article is a questionjiire
which was sent to teachers and administrators
to determine what position grammar school
mathematics shall taiie and of v/hat its subject
matter will consist,
CLASSIFICATION
CURP'JCULUM-ATITHIffiTIG
SUGGESTION FOR RESEARCH B
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122, "G:::o!i!j:TRY o? pour diiiensions"
Henry P, Manning
Vol. VII No. 2 pp. 49-58 December 1914
A number of theorems of the ge one try of four
diiiiensions are j^iven to shov/ hov; this branch
of geometry is studied and how simple it
really is,
GLASSI?IGATION
GUHRI GULUII-FOURTH DI1!ENSION
LIBRARY STUDY 4
123
. "BLAM PORLIS IN ALG-EBRA"
Albert Harry Wheeler
Vol. VII No. 2 pp. 59-67 December 1914
By removing from the statement of a process
example all references to values, a nei7 type
of exercise in mathematics is created in
T7hich operations alone are Indicated.
Such a combination of symbols of operation is
called a blank form.
Blank forms train the pupil to discover vjhat
should be done first. They encourage origin-
ality.
CLASSIFICATION
I£STH0D-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIIilNCE B
"APPLICATION OF THE PELL EQUATION TO THE
PROBLELI OF EXTRACTION OF THE CUBE ROOT OF
A BINOMIAL SURD"
E. S. TThitford
Vol. VII No, 2 pp. 68-71 December 1914
This article illustrates the use of the Pell
equation,
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLANEOUS
LIBRARY STUDY 2
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1^5*" 'lilLELISNTARY GKOLSTRY' AlID THE 'FOUNDA-
TIONS'"
H. E. "lebb
Vol. XIX No. 1 pp. 1-12 Januar^r ]g26
The author presents a list of fundamental
principles for "elementary geometry"
The author believes that if T;e would study the
relation of geometry to physics the problem
of elementary geometry would be considerably
clarified.
If Y7e could only agree on a workable set of
assumptions and a useful list of underfined
ele;nents, all that comes after that boundary
could be treated experimentally or loFCicallv .
CLASSIFICATION
ICTHOD-G-EOirETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
126
. "MTHEyjlTIGAL RECREATIONS"
Martha Pierce
Vol. XIX No. 1 pp. 13-^54 January 1926
This article includes many interesting pro-
blems and puzzles suitable for entertainment
at a mathematics club meeting,
CLASSIFICATION
LL^THEriATICS CLUB
LIBRARY STUDY: APPRECIATION LIATERIAL ^
127 . "RULE AND REASON IN ALGEBRa"
Prof, Ralph Beatley
Vol, XIX No. 1 pp. 25-29 January I926
Not everything in mathematics can be proved
for example -5 x -3 =15
The author believes that teachers are not
expected to prove the above equation is true
and that no one can.
Reasoning in mathematics must begin somevhere
with certain undefined notions, definitions.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-ALGEBRA
discussion: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
f
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128 "THE TEACHING OF MATHELIATIC3 IN m
ENGLISH SEC0I:DAHY SCHOOL"
Mar^^aret Brovm
Vol. XIX No. 1 pp. 30-35 January I926
A six year course is the usual offering in
mathematics in English secondary schools.
An outline of the course includes;
First year: one period a v^eek to geo-
metry four periods to arith-
metic-during the second sem-
ester two of the arithmetic
periods are used for algebra
Second year: tTJo periods and one home
Third " work to arithmetic or numer-
ical trigonometry-geometry
Fourth " Trigonometry - geometry
Fifth '* Reviev/ plane geometry
Sixth " Solid geometry, conic sec-
tions or calculus-advanced
students
The recitation method of conducting a class
in mathematics is seldom used in English
Secondary schools.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUM-SECONDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERILSNT B
129 "SOME LO^/ERS OF THE CONIC SECTIONS"
Ivlargaret L. Chapin
Vol. XIX No. 1 pp. 36-45 January I926
An interesting historical study of cones ajid
conic sections mentioning the work of Pytha-
goras, Llenaechmus, Apollonius, Desargues, and
Pascal,
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF lIATHErjlTICS
LIBPJIRY STUDY: All HISTORICAL STUDY ^
130 "SOLS HIGHER ASPECTS OF SECONDARY SCHOOL
IIATHELIATICS"
Chester G. Baudman
Vol. XIX No. 1 pp. 46-51 January I926
An inspirational message to teachers on the
value of mathematics,
"Liathematics increases the fa,ith of a man who
has faith; it shov/s him his finite nature v^ith
respect to the Infinite; it puts him in touch
j
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TTith Imiuortality in the form of nathenatical
lavjs that are eternal; it shov/s him the futil-
ity of setting up his childish arrogance of
disbelief in that rrhich ho cannot see."
CLASSiriGA'::iON
OBJIilCTIVL'S-SECONDi^.Y SCHOOL
Discussion: BASED OIT GEI'OillAL ILS'RESSION A
131 »"A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OP CHECKING UPON
ACCURACY IN ADDITION"
John R, Clark and E.L.Vincent
Vol. XIX No. 2 pp. 65-71 February \9d6
Purpose: to determine the effect of twenty
days of practice in checking in single column
addition, upon speed and accuracy in single
column addition, and upon efficiency in more
complex addition and in multiplication.
Subjects : eighty-seven fifth and sixth grade
pupils.
Procedure ' pupils Tjere first given an initial
test of twenty-five single column additions -
time four minutes. On the basis of mental
age, intelligence quotient, and initial test
score pupils Tzere divided into tv.'o groups "
one group checking - the other not. In scor-
ing the percent right uas multiplied by the
actual number right.
Results : 1 , The practice of checking addition
of single columns results is a
greater efficiency in addition.
2, The non -checking group attempted
more additions.
3. The checking group obtained a
greater number of correct addi-
tions.
4, In a random sampling of over 2,000
column additions non -checking
group had an accuracy of 11*9%
the checking group had an accuracy
of 90.1,^.
5. Practice in checking single column
additions transfers to more com-
plex addition, but not to multi-
pij-ication.
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-AKITHLIST I
C
MINOR RESEARCH ^
I
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132.'*CU1^RENT PRilC^IGl.' IN JUIHOR HIGH SCHOOL
MATHL'IIAJIGS'
Edward- H. Worthington
Vol. XIX 2 pp. 72-76 February ''9^^
A study ivas nade of the mathematics curriculum
in junior hi^h soaools by sending out ques-
tionnaires and retjeiving answers from junior
higli schools.
This study showed that:
1. Mathematics is usually required five
periods per v/eek in grades seven and
eight, while the ninth grade pupul
has a choice between algebra, general
mathematics, and business aritlimetic,
2. Most of the junior high schools are
using the nev/er type of text.
3. Trigonometry, statistics, and interest
tables are popular with many, while
demonstrative geometry, logarithms,
slide rule, and interest graph are
some topics which are taken up by few
junior high schools.
CLASSIFICATION
CURP.ICULUI.:-JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AIJ OBJECTIVE STUDY B
133 "THE INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
GEOLIETRY**
John K, Hefferman
Vol. XIX No. 2 pp. 78-80 February I926
Pupils should be introduced to geometry by
the laboratory method.
Let the pupil discover the proof of a theo-
rem. At first let the pupil formulate his
OT/n definitions.
CLASSIFICATION
HETHOD-GEOLISTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E>CPSRIEITCE C
134 "APPLIED IIATHEIIATICS IN HIGH SCHOOL"
Pearl Judkins
Vol. XIX No. 2 pp. 81-85 February I926
Teachers can accomplish more by making the
primary aim of mathematics sentimental.
The application of mathematics is not our
primary aim but should be taught for the
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^purpose of developing any "understanding and
comprehension of one's environment.
Mathematics is an exact science but many of
its applications are not, for ex, the interest
formula in practice is approximate,
CLASSIFICATION
APPLI CAT lON-LIETHOD-SE COIIDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
135 "THE USE OF THE FUNCTION CONCEPT IN
FIRST YEAR AL&EBRA"
Eleanor S. Booher
Vol. XIX No. 2 pp, 86-98 February I926
The national committee on the Reorganization
of llathematics recommends:
"The one great idea which is best adapted to
unify the course is that of the functional
relation .
"
The study of verbal problems will help the
pupil to understand the relationship between
variables.
In carrying out this idea teachers must not
teach functional theory as such. The graph,
table, and formula are important means of ex-
pressing relationships among quantities,
CLASSIi-TCATION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A COLHIITTSS REPORT 4
0^ "EFFECT OF CERTAIN TYPES O1-' SPEED DRILLS
IN ARITHMETIC"
A • I • Me s 3 i clc
Vol, XIX No. 2 pp. 104-109 'February I926
Problem: to determine whether it is advlsa-
able to emphasize speed or accuracy in
teaching addition to pupils in the fourth
and fifth grades in the elementary school.
Sub.jects : 272 pupils in the fourth and fifth
grade.
Procedure ; Pupils divided into two groups -
accuracy and speed. An addition drill last-
ing four minutes was given each day for
twenty days.
I4
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Concluglons ; 1. The accuracy group exceeded
the speed group by 2.6% in
speed and by 32,5/^ in accura-
cy.
2. ^.7% more pupils gained in
speed when accuracy '.7a s em-
phasized than when speed v/as
eaphasiscd,
3 . rroi.i the viov/^olnt of speed
it makes little difference
which is emphasized. From
the viewpoint of accuracy it
is much better to emphasize
accuracy,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ARITHI'ETIC
MINOR res:-;ARCH ^
m. "THE ACCURACY OF THE VALUES FOR Pi"
Sidney "17aIck
Vol, XIX No. 2 pp. 110-111 February I926
Pi has been evs.luated from the value 3 to the
value out to 70? decimal pla,ces rhich was
worked by \7illiam Shanks,
Three epochs in finding the ratio of Pi,
1, Up to I65O A.D. used geometric methods,
ii, I65O to middle of 18th cent, used the
1
method of analysis - infinite series,
3» Middle of 18th cent, to present time
interested in the nature of Pi whether
it is rational or transcendental,
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF LIATHEIIATICS
LIBRARY study: AN HISTORICAL STUDY B
138 , "lL3^R0rH'!.aS!>TT IN ALGEBPj\ TEACHING"
A. B, McCain
Vol. XIX No. 2 pp. 112-114 February 1926
The author suggests that pupils make their ovm
simple equations in solving problems in algebra
instead of using mechanical formulae,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON G?:NEPJIL IL!PRESSION C
rr
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"TEACHING PLANE GEOL^ETRY ITITHOUT A TEXT-
BOOK**
Theodore Strong
Vol, XIX No. 2 pp. 115-119 February I926
If pupils are Introduced to theorems in plane
geometry as though they ATcro ori£,lnal exer-
cises, the problem of toachinc pupils hov; to
attack originals vrould practically be elini-
nated.
GLAS:iFICATION
i.iethod-geolu::try
discussion: based on EXPERIENCE B
140. "A REVIE'7 OP PROF. LIOORE S PPwESIDENTAL
ADDRESS"
Harry English
Vol. XIX No. 3 pp. 129-139 March I926
The author reviev/s an address nade in 1902
by Prof. Moore to bring out the prophetic
character of the address.
Prof, Moore in 1902 advocated more emphasis on
the practical side of mathematics - the labo-
ratory method based on 3. tv;o - period Dlan,
CLASSIFICATION
MISGELIJINEOUS
LIBRARY STUDY: A CRITICAL STUDY B
J41,"THE FOURTH DIL2NSI0NS AND HYPERSPACE"
Miss Thereas Tromp
Vol. XIX No, 3 pp. 140-146 March 1926
"The fourth dimension is a space at right
angles to length, breadth, and thickness,"
Fourth dimensional geometry is built up by
ana.logy.
Time should not be considered as the fourth
coodinate. Time is an a,ttribute of all space.
Evidence of the fourth dimension is found in:
1, Electricity
2, Orbital motion spheres
The author has made a poor choice of vrords in
her description of the fourth dimension.
CLASSIFICATION
I II S CE'LIA-Tiu'OUS-FOUTiTH DII.IENS ION
LIBRARY STUDY S
f
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1^2. "USE OF THE imiNTORY TEST IN PLANE'
GEOIIETRY"
Leoncird D. Haerter
Vol. XIX No. 3 PP. 147-154 March 1926
A study Y:as made to determine what inTormation
pupils beginning the study of plane geometry
in the tenth school year had before they began
formal study.
Procedure ; A yes-no test of thirty-six items:
a completion test of twenty items; a computa-
tion test of ten items; a.nd a construction
test of tv/enty-six items vras devised and given
to 74 pupils on the opening day of school.
Results ; A median score of the class r^as 63
Conclusions ; 1, Pupils begin the study of
plane geometry today T/ith a
large store of geometric in-
formation.
2. Teachers should be able to
accomplish more work in the
tenth year than before.
CLASSIFICATION
TE ST ING-G^' 0! TRY
MINOR RESEARCH ^
143
. "IIEETING THE ATTACKS ON ALGEBRA"
Mary J. Qulgley
Vol. XIX No. 3 pp. 155-161 March 1926
Traditiona,l algebra has little educational
value. Mathematics teachers of today must
dispel the idea that algebra is as useless as
it is difficult.
The author gives a ver^'^ interesting comparison
between the presentation of topics in the
traditional algebra and in the nevf algebra.
CLilSSIFICATION
LffilHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE, B
144 "THE SOLUTION OF QUADRATIC AITD CUBIC
EQUATIONS ON THE SLIDE RULE"
R. C. Colwell
Vol. XIX No, 3 pp. 162-165 March I926
This article Includes a solution by the
slide rule of any quadratic equation, cubic
c
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equations of the form u'+ 5u = 3 and u^t aix^^b
also a method of solution In v/hlch all three
roots of the cubic are found,
CLASS IFICATION
I^IETHOD-ALG-EBRA
LIBRARY STUDY ^
145 ''SOKE INTERESTING SIDE LIG'TTS UPON ELE-
LIENTARY IIATHELIATICS, INTRODUCING A NS\7
EXPA^TSION op BINOLIINAL THEOREII"
LIrs, L. H. Meeks
Vol. XIX No. 3 pp. 166-168 March I926
Some relations that exist between powers of
numbers.
Included Is a table for a binominal expanded
to the 10th, poT7er. This method of expanding
a binominal by use of a table is much easier
than the formula method or by multiplication,
CLASSIFICATION
LSTHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E:^PERIENCE A
146 "WHY IS IT?"
P, Stroup
Vol, XIX No. 3 pp. I69-I73 March I926
Pupils should be Introduced to beGlnning
algebra through the door of experiment and
discovery and should not be presented with
too many rules and exercises of one kind.
Rules of algebra should not be Introduced
until there is a background of personal experi-
ence.
The author also presents a more favorable ap-
proach to the study of geomentry.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ALGSBRA-GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
147 "SUPILEIIENTARY PROJECT IN PUI'CTIONAL
GRAPHS"
J. S. Georges
Vol. XIX No, 3 pp. 174-178 March I926
The graphical representation of the functional
concept suggests an excellent field for sup-
plementary project in mathematics for stu-
dents of greater ability and to interest
I
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-those vih.0 take mathematics as a required sub-
ject, but have not developed any particular
interest in it.
classification
i:ethod
discussion: based on ait experilient b
148 •the oldest ALGORISII IN THE FRENCH
LANGUAG-E**
A.E.Houghtaling & F.M.Clarke
Vol, XIX No. 3 pp. 179-183 March I926
The oldest French Algorism is in the Biblio-
thecue Saint eG-enevi eve , Paris,
The author gives a translation of this algor-
ism which is divided into four parts:
1. A treatment of numbers
2. A consideration of the six fundamen-
tal processes
3. Division by the gallej'- method
4. Extraction of cube roots
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF LIATHEIIATICS
LIBRARY STUDY: AIT HISTORICAL STUDY B
149 "HEPJISY AND ORTHODO:C^ IN GEOIJETRY"
G-eorge W, Evans
Vol. XIX No. 4 pp. 195-201 April I926
A brief resume of the causes for dispute
about Euclid. The author suggests that v;e
follov.' Euclid in his main purpose, do not
hesitate to use trigonometric functions as
orthodox geometric ratios, make the determi-
nations of Pi the culmination of the year.
CLASSIFICATION
LxETHOD-GEOlISTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION £
j^."THE INDUCTIVE lOHTHOD ON JUNIOR COLLEGE
LIATHEMATICS"
H. C. Christofferson
Vol. XIX No. 4 pp. 202-205 April 1926
An experiment was made using the factor theor-
em in advanced algebra to determine whether
the deductive or inductive method of presenta-
tion V7as the simplest to understand and which
was the most convincing.
c
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Students voted in favor of the Inductive
development
•
CLASSIFICATION
IS -^HOD-JUNIOR COLLEGE
discussion: based on experiment B
1^."H0W LiUCK ELEUENTARY ALGEBllA. IS RELELIBERED
BY FRESHKEN ^:rHEN ENTERING COLLi^C-E?"
Walter Crosby Eells
Vol. XIX No. 4 pp. i06-^U April 1926
A study made to determine how much elementary
algebra is remembered by freshmen rhen enter-
ing college.
Method ; A short test covering items of funda-
mental importance in first year algebra was
given to 85 students during the first reek of
college. Forty minutes v.'as allovzed for the
test. The 35 questions of the test are in-
cluded in this article.
Results ; College students sho^.7ed an inadequacy
in the handling of simple algebraic fractions,
subtraction of negative numbers, drawing a
graph from a formula,
CLASSIFICATION
LIISGKLLAIIEOUS-TESTING
MINOR REASE.IRCH A
152. "regreatio::al values agkie^/ed through
iiatheijatigs clubs in secondary schools"
Marie Gugle
Vol. XIX No. 4 pp. 214-218 April I926
There is a great deal of interesting material
in mathematics vzhich rre do not have time to
acquaint the pupil viXth it is to organize a
mathematics club. A club develops initiative,
interest, a.nd appreciation,
CJ-AS3IEICATI0N
MATKEIIATICS CLUB
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENE'RAL. IMPRESSION B
I€
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INDIVIDUALIZED IITSTRUCTION IN dl- 01.3TRY"
Mary Potter
Vol. XIX No. 4 pp. 219-^27 April ^9'd6
The individual netliod of instruction vTitliout
the formal textbook T/as used by the author in
teaching geometry.
The author wrote her omu textbook r/hich con-
sisted of a loose leaf notebook of zaimeographed
sheets. Each theorem is presented as an origi-
nal. The class recites by the socialized Tneth-
od. Such instruction puts the pupil on his
own responsibility and develops initiative,
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-G-EOIIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E;{PHRIMENT B
154. "THE 'attack' IN PROPOSITIONS ON I^TEQUALITY
OF LINES**
Arthur Haas
Vol. XIX No. 4 pp. 228-23^ April 1926
The author explains a general method of ap-
proach in teaching propositions in geometry
involving inequalities.
Several theorems are T7orked out in detail by
this method.
CLASSIFICATION
:iETHOD-&EOriETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPSRILIENT B
1^."a:I ELECT I ^Ti! COURSE IN LIATBELIATICS FOR THE
ELEVENTH AND T^7EL?TH SCHOOLS Yi:i\RS"
Gordon R, Llirlck & Vera San ford
Vol. XIX No. 4 pp. 235-241 April 1926
This article includes an outline of the mathe-
matics v.'ork of the eleventh and t\7elfth years
as it is now given in the Lincoln School.
The course is designed to replace the one
semester umits of intermediate algebra, trig-
onometry, solid geometry, and advanced algebra,
A year of plane geometry is a prerequisite for
this elective course.
In the eleventh grade the chief factor is the
function concept.
cI
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-In the tv/elftli year the first half year*
3
v:ork Is the extension of the function concept
to that of chancre of a variable quantity.
In the last half of the tv;elfth year the time
is devoted to the study of advanced algebra
aijd trigonometry,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULULI-IITH 12TH
DISCUSSION: BASED ON HXPERIMENT B
156 . "THE GALL OF LIATHEMATICS"
Prof, David E. Smith
Vol. XIX No. 5 pp. 282-290 Hay \926
An exceedingly inspirational essay by the au-
thor in ans\7er to that often asked question -
why is mathematics studied?
"TTe study mathematics because it is one of a
small group of subjects like reading, history,
and geography that are linked up viith a large
number of the branches of human knowledge,*
CLASSIFICATION
I;IATHEIaATICAL PHILOSOPHY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
157 , "THE POETRY OF LaTHEIlA'riCS"
Prof. David E. Smith
Vol. XIX No. 5 pp. '^9^-296 Llay I9ii6
Poetry and mathematics have this feature in
common - each says more and in fev/er v/ords than
in any other written forms.
The merit of mathematics and poetry consists
in its truth,
"Perhaps the strongest bond of sympathy be-
tween mathematics and poetry, is the endless
invention of each."
CLASSIFICATION
LLVTHELIATICAL PHILOSOPHY A
1^. "REVISION OF COLLEGE PREPARATORY LLATHEIIA-
TICS"
Marie G-ugle
Vol. XIX No. 6 pp. 321-328 October 19:^6
During the last t^7enty-five years \ie have
witnessed an improvement in the definition of
college entr:;.nce requirements and also in
II
c
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Toorganization of the teaching of nathematics
according to the pupils* requirements.
The author offers a list of changes T/hlch the
secondary schools can make if they have not
already^isoan outline for a course in demon-
strative geometry,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-CTJRRICULUM-SEGONDilRY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION; BASHID ON COIHIITTSE REPORT B
159 **THE TEACHING OF SECONDARY IIATHEIIATIGS
IN HOLLAND"
D. J, E, Schrek
Vol. XIX No. 5 pp. 329-3^2 October I926
There are tv7o chisf types of secondary
schools in Holland, the Higher Burgher School
and the G-ymnasiun.
In the five year course of the Higher Burgher
School the curriculum of mathenatics consists
of arithnetic, algebra, and geometry. The
geometry includes plane and solid geometry,
Diane trigonometry, and descriptive geometry.
The curriculum in the G-ymnasi^om is similar to
that of the Higher Burgher School except that
in place of descriptive geometry is offered
analytic geometry and calculus.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUn-SECONDARY SCHOOL
LIBRARY STUDY: AI^I lilFORLIATIONAL REPORT A,
160 "T^ORDS OF CLASSICAL DERIVATION IN COLILION
IIATHELIAT ICS VOCABULARY"
Vol. XIX No. 6 pp. 343-3^8 October I926
CLASSIFICATION
MISCALLANEOUS
LIBR/JIY STUDY: VOCABULARY STUDY A
161 "COURSE IN SOLID gsoii::try"
William A. Austin
Vol. XIX No. 6 pp. 3^9-361 October I926
The author suggests a revised course in solid
geometry because the usual teztbook method
does not conform to present-day requirements
of educational theory.
II
f
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,A plan is advanced for the reorganization of
the subject-matter of solid geonetry,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRI CULU1.I-METH0D-SOLID aS0:.i3TRY
DISGUSSIOiT: BASI^D ON K>CPERi::^NCS A
162 "CHECKING UP THE PROFITS'*
G-eorse E, Evans
Vol. XIX No. 6 pp. 362-365 October I926
A comparison of the papers of prophecy in
mathematics, one by Prof. E. H. Lloore, the
other by David Eiigene Smith.
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLANEOUS
LIBRARY STUDY: A COIIPAEi\TI^/E STUDY B
I63 "CLASSROOLI FiETHODS IN TEACHING ALGEBRA'*
Joseph A. Nyberg
Vol. XIX No. 6 pp. 366-372 October I926
A discussion of the conditions of classroom
methods in large public high schools and sug-
gestions by the author of a remedy he has
found.
The author divides his class period of forty
minutes into three parts, first part for diag-
nosis, second part for drill, third part -
preparation for the homework or assignment.
The teacher should see to it that the pupils
read the textbook and dig out the explanations
themselves for this is valuable training for
life. All work dealing with the development
of a subject should be done in class.
CLASSIFICATION
I.IETHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN E}a'ERII.ENT A
164 "DISCUSSION"
P. Stroup
Vol. XIX No. 6 pp. 373-374 October I926
A discussion concerning the place of intui-
tive geometry in the curriculum.
CLASSIFICATION
CURR I GULU!J"GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL ILIPRESSION B
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- 165 "^YOU laiOW TIKAT I LIEAll"
Raymond K. Morley
Vol. XIX No. 7 pp. 385-394 November I926
A criticism of certain textbooks when the
author depends on '*You know what I mean."
There are difficulties of meaning in our
mathematical system, for instance the words
limit, cancelling.
There is not a great deal we can do about
this but we can use real improvements when
they appear.
CLASSIFICATION
TKXTBOOKS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON S>CPERISNCE 4
166 "SOIIE VALUES OP ALG-EBRA"
Harry C. Barber
Vol. XIX No. 7 pp. 395-399 November I926
"If we think of the algebra course as the
gradual unfolding of certain great ideas
which enrich the experience of the pupil: if
T/e believe that the most important thing we
can do in the algebra class is to get the
pupil to think I if we consider it at least as
import int to have interesting ideas about
negative numbers and its history, as to have
rules for manipulation, we may act in the
light of the faith that is in us",
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTIVES-AmEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENEPAL ILIPRESSION ^
167. "DRAFTING FOR TEACHERS OF SOLID GEOLSTRY'*
John T7. Bradshaw
Vol. XIX No. 7 pp. 400-407 November 1926
A nurabor of drav/ings are included in this
article to illustrate the method of clino-
graphic azonometry in drav;ing pictures,
CLASSIFICATION
TEACHER TRAINING-SOLID GEO.
LIBRARY STUDY B
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H 68, "AIT ANALYSIS 0? FRIilSHI.IAN COLLEGE LIATHE-
IIATICS"
^rof. E, E, \7atson
Vol. XIX No. 7 pp. 406-A10 November I926
An analysis of freshman college mathematics
examining the amount and nature of material
in geometry that is assumed as a foundation.
It is concluded that a fair knowledge of
plane geometry-vocabulary, basic ideas, theo-
rems - is essential for success in freshman
college mathematics.
CLASSIFICATION
REQUIRELIL'NTS-COLLEGE LIATHEIIATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A^I OBJECTIVE STUDY 3
I69 "SUGGESTIONS ON CONDUCTING THE RECITATION
IN GEOMETRY"
JasDer 0. Hassler
Vol. XIX No. 7 pp. 411-418 November 1926
This article deals vrith methods of presenting
geometry so as to develop power and hQ,bits
of careful, accurate, and independent think-
ing, rather than as a finished model of de-
ductive logic.
classification
i.:ethod-geoi.:etry
discussion: based on gsner^u. ilipression b
170 "BOOKS THAT HELP LIAKE LIATHEIIAT ICS
INTERESTING"
Truman P. Sharuell
Vol. XIX No. 7 pp. 419-428 November 1926
A list of books:
1. For mathematics clubs
2. For teachers
3. That are out of print
CLASSIFICATION
niSCSLLANSOUS
LIBRARY STUDY: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ^
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171
.
"discussion"
John J. Hall
Vol. XIX No. 7 PP. 429-432 November 1926
A critical reply to an article appearing in
a roocnt is.-ue oi"" t:iis uaGaisine,
In opposition to a. st:itGuo:it ;:i:i.c1o i:ae
author of the former article that the rela-
tion (-5) X (-3) =^ 15 cannot be explained and
that teachers are not ©xpecteo. to explain it,
the author of this article sug£;ests a method,
CLASSIFICATION
l^THOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION! EASKD ON EXPERIENCE B
172, "A FEW CONSTRUCTIVE PHASES OF I.IATKEI.{ATICS
IN LIFE"
W. Paul uebber, J, P. Cole
Vol. XIX No. 8 pp. 449-455 December 1926
Mathematical knov-ledge is necessary to read
the literature of many foundation subjects
such as chemistry, physics for research pur-
poses.
All science tends to become mathematical,
Llathematical knowledge is valuable for;
1. Bridge building.
2. Statistics
3. Militc.ry affairs
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION OF L'JITHEIL^TICS
DISCUSSION: EASED ON GENERAL IIIPPJilSSION 4
VQ. "TEACHING LOGilRITHMS TO HIGH SCHOOL
PUPILS IN EIGHT RE CITAT ION PERIODS"
Barnet Rudman
Vol, XIX No. 8 pp, 456-471 December I926
The author presents a detailed outline of
the subject of logarithm teaching complete
in eight recitations.
The subject of these recita.tions are;
1, "Meaning of "logar ithras" and their
usefulness,
2, Finding comi:ion logarithms of numbers
, Interpolation
• Operations on logarithms
5. Finding the nui.aber corresponding to
a logarithm
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6. Recapitulation and individual in-
struction
7. Compound interest problems and ex-
ponential equations
8. General review
CLASSIFICATION
LIETIIOD-ALGr.'BP.A
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIMENT ^
124. "THE HTOM SIGNIFICANCE OF I.IATHEIIATICS"
'Tilliam L. Schaaf
Vol. XIX No. 8 pp. 472-463 December I926
Prof. Keyser says: "hope of improvement in
mathematics teaching whether in secondary
schools or in colleges lies mainly in the
possibility of humanizing it,"
In ansvjer to this statement the author sug-
gests that system of popula,r lectures be
designed to convince people that mathematics
has a vital contact v;ithout daily lives, and
has great human significance.
The author includes in his article just such
a course uhich he gave at the College of the
City of New York,
CLASSIFICATION
CURP.ICULUII
DISCUSSION: EASED ON EXPERIlffiNT A
17^ . "A PLEASAITT APPROACH TO DEIIONSTRATIVE
GEOI.IETRY"
E, V. Sadley
Vol. XIX No. 8 pp. 484-486 December l9'^6
A little time spent on the appreciative side
of geometry at the beginning of a course
will prove valuable later.
Give time for discussion of the different
phases of individual interest in geometry
then perhaps let them write a theme,
CLASSn^IGATION
METHOD-GEOISTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIICENT C
II
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176 . "TRA^/ELING I.IATHEILiTICS"
Miss "argaret Strltzlnger
Vol. XIX No. 8 pp. 490-495 December 1926
A fascinating travel talk usin^ the matlaena-
tical vocabulary as often as possible,
CLASSIPICAT'ION
riATHEMATICS CLUB
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
177 . "note on the FALLACY"
Vfalter H, Carnahan
Vol. XIX No. 8 pp. 496-498 December 1926
The fallacy that "^pa-rt of a line se^raent
equals the whole" is presented in this article
T7ith great detail.
The author sugsGsts that fallacies malie very
interesting curios for presentation at math-
ematics clubs,
CLASSIFICATION
MATHEI-iATICS CLUB
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN Ei^'ERIlIENT B
17S . "^.THSN IS A PROOF NOT A PROOF"
P, Stroup
Vol. XIX No. 8 pp. 499-505 December 1926
Emphasis in memorizing shoula be on those
facts that have been proved.
The best test of the mastery of the details
of a proof is the investigation of its con-
verses and opposites.
The development of the student should be
given preference over the perfect development
of the subject.
The teacher should be permitted to teach the
subject rather than explain a book on the
subject.
CLASSIFICATION
L^lTHOD-GEOIiETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON aSIIEPvAL ILTRESSION A
I
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-17^ »*AIT OPEN LETTER"
HlraLi B. Loomis
Vol, XX No, 1 pp. 1-4 January 1927
An open letter addressed to Prof, Bobbitt
which states the opposition of the author to
certain assunptions which Prof, BobMtt made
in his book "How to Make A Cin-riculum"
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUM
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION ^
180 "FADS AlID PLAIIE GEOMETRY"
H, D. Merrell
Vol. XX No. 1 pp. 5-18 January 1927
The author feels that our public schools are
subject to too many fads for some of which
the psychologists are responsible.
The alliance betvreen mothers' clubs, weak
superintendent, and pseudo-psychologist has
shifted on the schools many responsibilities
that properly belong elsev/here.
The business of a geometry teacher is to
train and exercise the logical faculty and
cultivate the habit of vjork.
The opinion now seems quite unanimous that
the values we hope to extract from geometry
are best realized by preserving its identity
and presenting it in something akin to the
traditional order.
Many of the articles in the mathematical
magazines are more hajrmful than helpful to
the young teacher,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-GEOMETRY
DISCUSSION! BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION G
181 **rjVTHEMATICS AlID SCIENCE"
Harvey A. Neville
Vol, XX No. 1 pp. 19-25 Jajiuary 1927
Mathematical reasoning is the only true con-
servative influence in the v/orld today.
Aims in the teaching of mathematics:
1, Practical
2, Disciplinary
3, Cultural
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-The cultural aim T7ill be more nearly realized
"by an intense emphasis on the concrete nature
"of the subject.
The mathematical need of the beginner in ele-
mentary science is the ability to solve
arithmetical problems involving proportion
and percentage.
The article includes a test given to freshmen
at college with results obtained on the test.
The errors were not mechanical but in reason-
ing,
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTIVES OF IIATHEMATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
182 "INTEREST OF PUPILS IN HIGH SCHOOL LIATHE-
LIATICS AND FACTORS IN SECURING IT"
Alfred Davis
Vol. XX No. 1 pp. 26-28 January I927
High school mathematics is capable of making
a universal appeal. Several studies have
been carried on to determine the interests
which pupils have in mathematics.
The results of these studies show a very fa-
vorable attitude on the part of the pupils
toward mathematics.
Girls should recognize the importance of
mathematics and elect it as a study. Pupils
should be graded according to ability to ob-
tain the best results.
The teacher's mastery of the subject should
go far beyond that vrhich he teaches,
CLASSIFICATION
I.!ETHOD-HICtH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A TEST ^
183 "A LIATHEMATICS CLUB**
Llary Caroline Hatton
Vol, XX No. 1 pp. 39-45 January 1927
The mathematics department of Leonia High
School organized a club to supplement class-
room work. T3ie aims of the club are:
1, To open up possibilities in the
field of mathematics for a worthy
use of leisure time.
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2. To create an interest in the practi-
cal application of mathematics as
the specialist uses it today.
3. To acquaint the student with the
scholarly work that has been done in
the development of mathematics, and
to stimulate admiration for the
scientists in this field and their
work
,
CLASSIFICATION
I^ATHEIIATICS CLUB
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILIHIT ^
184 "ANALYSIS VERSUS SYNTHESIS"
Alma M Vfuest
Vol. XX No. 1 pp. 46-49 January 1927
Since the principle aim of teaching geometry
is to give the pupil power to think out solu-
tions of problems and not to give him geomel^-
Qric facts, teachers must stress that phase of
demonstrative geometry which develops analyti'
cal thinking rather than encourage the memo-
rizing of s^mthetic proofs.
classification
i:hthod-geolietry
discussion: based on experience b
185 "GENERAL LIATHE1.IATICS"
Prof. Raleigh Schorling
Vol. XX No. 2 pp. 65-81 February 1927
The rapid growth of general mathematics con-
stitutes one of the most striking changes in
the first quarter of the twentieth century.
General mathematics is an introductory, basic
course which includes the simple and signifi-
cant principles of arithmetic, algebra, intui-
tive geometry, statistics, a,nd numerical trig-
onometry. These subjects are so taught as to
emphasize their natural and numerous inter-
relations.
The causes that gave rise to general mathema,-
ticc were:
1. The nev; philosophy of secondary
education,
2. The status of mathematics a decade
ago,
3. Appearance of junior high school
texts
4. The vnritings of T, Percy Nunn,
J
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Included in the article la a list of alas of
a course in general mathematics, a list of
conditions favoring the sro\7th of general
znathematics, and an outline v;hich 'vTill "be
helpful to teachers as a guide in the control
of attention.
CLASSIFICATION
GENERAL HATHSilATIGS-OBJECTI^/ES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON KCPSRIENCE ^
186 "RIGOR VERSUS EXPEDIENCY IH THE PROOF OF
LOCUS ORIGINALS"
Elmer R. Bowker
Vol. XX No. 2 pp. 82-90 February I927
In building a geometry 77e have t\70 methods of
attack:
1, Start 'jith postulates and prove as
propositions those theorems v;hich
might easily be inferred from these
postulates-rigorous development,
2, Accept without proof what is easily
understood and proceed immediately
to the proof of theorems v/hose truth
is not readily seen - expedient
method.
The author proposes as a method of proof for
locus originals the following:
1, Insert in the syllabus in the proper
logical sequence seven fundamental
locus theorems,
2, Prove locus originals by quoting
these theorems,
3, Require no original locus proofs
which cannot be handled by quoting
these theorems,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-GSOIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
187 PROOF OF AI^I ORIGINAL EXERCISE"
Master Walter Beyer
Vol, XX No 2 pp. 91-92 February I927
The proof of the following original is given
in detail:
Hypothesis: On the sides of any triangle A^C,
equilateral triangles ASC, CDB, 3FA, are con-
structed.
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To Prove: AD, BE, FC are concurrent.
CLASSIFICATION
ORI&INAL CONTRIBUTIOIJ-G-EOLlETRY
1£8."th2 ,\rithlietigal product i'/hness of util-
itahiait social, aiv'd scieiitific id12als
vie^d historically"
Prof. • G. 17. Llyers
Vol, XX No. 2 pp. 93-100 February t927
A study tracing t.ie evolution of aritlimetlc
in history.
Social and community ideals alone delay rather
than accelerate arithmetical pro^^ress.
Not reason but social approval was the recor;-
nized authority until Greek times.
CL;lS3IFICATI0N
HISTORY OF LIATHELIATICS
LI3PA.RY STUDY: AN HISTORICAL STUDY ^
189. "THE USE OF PROBLSl.IS IN TEACHING ELEI.IEN-
TARY ALGl-BPJl"
Prof, E. H. Taylor
Vol. XX No. 2 pp. 101-111 February 1927
Elementary algebra should begin and end vrlth
the solution of problems, for teaching pupils
to solve problems means teaching them to think
through neT7 relations.
Some of the uses of problems are:
1. To get desired results,
2. To arouse interest s-to show a motive
for learning new processes,
3. To obtain the ability to think in
general nuraerical symbols,
4. To develop the complete general solu-
tion of types of problems,
5. To fix processes, test their mastery
and to ap-oly theqi.
CLASSIFICATION
IffiTHOD-ALGEBPJl
DISCUSSION! BASED ON E:a'SRIENCE A
190. "THE IIIDDLE OF THE ROAD"
W, A. Snyder
Vol, XX No, 2 pp, 112-122 February 1927
The author warns against the hurried adoption
of certain ideas that are only in the experi-
I
SP4
'Cental stages and sugrjosts a conservative
progressive program in mathematics for grades
nine to tTvelve,
A semester course in algebra is added for
those who are average and below average.
Competition is necessary to produce the best
results. Textbooks should not be changed too
often.
Drill vzorlc and practice problems are necessary
but do not overload the students.
Fused or correlated mathematics could be made
a practical course for boys and girls \7ho do
not continue school after high school,
CLASSIFICATION
IdETHOD
DISGUS:3I0N: 3A.S3D ON AN EXPEHIIiENT B
191 , "soLffi OF Euclid's algebm^."
George W, Evans
Vol. XX No, 3 pp. 1^^7-141 March 1927
Of the thirteen books credited to Euclid,
six are entirely algebraic, and four of the
others are to some extent algebraic.
In dealing with the algebra of Euclid y:c can
make our teaching clearer and more comprehen-
sible by using the notation that made possible
the wide spread of mathematical Icnowledge in
modern times.
Included in this article are:
1, The theorem of the G-nomon
2, The formulae of Book II
3, A formula of approximation
4, Ancient G-raphics
5, The antique discriminant
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF LIATHSllATIGS-zVLaEBRA
LIBRARY STUDY: AN HILTORICAL STUDY A
192. "A NUI.IBER OF THINGS FOR BEGimmS IN
GEOMETRY"
Vesta A. Richmond
Vol. XX No, 3 pp. 142-149 March 1927
It is important that beginners in geometry
realize that geometrical forms and mathemati-
cal relationships exist everywhere.
The work of the mathematics club does not
always fulfill this need.
II
i
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191, "objectives in teaching intepj.sdiate
algebra"
• Prof. T7, D. Reeve
Vol. XX No. 3 pp. 150-160 March 1927
The article includes a list of objectives in
intermediate algelDra classified as:
Ob.lectives in teaching functions
factoring
ratio, variation, and
proportion
simultaneous linear
equations
quadratic equations
simultaneous quadratic
equations
higher eq-uations
graphs
binomial theorem
arithmetic progressions
geometric **
exponents and radicals
logarithms
history of algebra
comDlex numbers
CLASSIFICATION
OBJE CT I 7ES-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION G
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194 . "THE PR03LSI.I OF ALGEBPJk INSTRUCTION
John J. Birch
Vol. XX No. 3 pp. 161-172 March 1927
There is a need for a thorough training in
the fundamentals before the general mathema-
tics course is offered. Then there should be
frequent drills and reviews of past work.
Mathematics is valuable for its training in
correct and useful habits of cogent thinking.
Mathematics is connected with our everyday
life.
Many students are handicapped by the tradi-
tional notion that algebra is different.
The entire course in algebra must be so organ-
ized as to place emphasis on the development
of ability to grasp and utilize ideas, pro-
cesses and principles rather than to acquire
a mere facility or skill in manipilation.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION A
1t
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. 195 "DIRSCT CULTURAL iIOTIVATION FOR
1
. DHMONSTRATIVE GSOLIETRY"
P. Stroup
Vol. XX No. 3 pp. 173-177 March 1927
Demands for attention can be based on the
desire for self iaproveinent
. Stimulate in-
terest in geometry by susGesting that geome-
try is a proving ground for straight thinking.
In assisting a student in a recitation ask
questions v;hich will stimulate mental action.
Show the importance of defining terms and
of thinking of their definitions,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-GEOLISTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
196 'the place and TEACHING OF CALCULUS IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS"
Susie B. Farmer
Vol. XX No. 4 pp. 181-202 April 1927
Calculus is the logical outgrowth of present
day tendencies in the reorganization of math-
ematics courses in secondary schools and in
the improvement of mathematical instruction.
The calculus must be developed as a continu-
ation of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.
The pupils should be taught ideas, not nota-
tions and definitions, and they must be shovm
relationships in concrete cases before they
can think in abstract terms.
The author suggests certain subject matter
with method of presentation which might be
followed by secondary schools,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRI GULUIJ-CALCULUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
197 "UlTIFORII GRADING OF EXALIINATIONS IN
ALGEBRA**
JoseT)h A. Nyberg
Vol. XX No. 4 pp. 203-211 April 1927
This article explains a method by which dif-
ferent teachers can grade an examination
paper in algebra and all agree on the score.
The problems are analyzed and each problem
consists or a number of distinct and inde-
pendent steps - for example - the problem:
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; Solve the followins set of equations "by
the sulDstitution method, and check
4x 7y - 23
3x - 5y - 7
This problem consists of four steps or four
separate problems. There is a penalty for
each kind of error,
CLASSIFICATION
TESTING-ALG-EBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A TEST B
198 a STUDY OF THE EI^RORS I.IADE IN A NINTH
YEAR ALGEBRA CLASS"
Virginia 7attawa
Vol, XX No, 4 pp. 212-222 April 1927
A study of the errors made by a beginning
class in algebra for a period of three months.
These errors occurred in oral and V7ritten
work. The class under observation had a me-
dian score 110 by the Otis Intelligence Test,
The greatest number of errors noted vrere
caused by incorrect arithmetical combinations.
The result of this study uouJ.d seem to justi-
fy the statement that many of the difficulties
ordinarily attributed to algebra are in real-
ity difficulties of a more deep-rooted nature.
A second study was made during the second
semester using practically the same group,
A total number of 407 definite errors \iere
recorded. Of these mistakes
35.4^ were errors in simple arithmetic
18.7^ " " sign
10,8^ " " copying or reading
10,3^ H n « incorrect
operation
9.3)^ ** " •* caused by a lack
of understanding
of terms
CLASSIFICATION
IvIETHOD-ALGEBRA
SUGGESTION FOR RESEARCH 4
199 **IaATHEI.IATICS IN THE JUITIOR HIGH SCHOOL"
E, H, Taylor
Vol, XX No, 4 pp, 223-235 April 1927
The organization of the junior high school
has offered a great opportunity for improve-
ment in high school mathematics.
1e
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^The author suggests as a course in mathema-
tics for the junior high school:
Grade 7 one year of arithmetic
a half year of observational
Grade 8'^ and intuitive geometry
\a half year of algebra
Grade 9 a lialf year of algebra
"
" " demonstrative
geometry.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUII-jmilOR HIGH
DISCUSSION: BASED OH GENERAL IIIPRESSION 4
200 «A RIDDLE FROM ARCHILIEDES'*
George Evans
Vol, XX No 5 pp. 243-252 Hay 1927
How did Archimedes get his tv70 accurate
approximations to V 5^ There have been many
guesses based upon
1. Euclid's formula for aDproximating
to>r2T
2, Heron's descrlption^of the -orocess
he used to find\/720.
Both of these methods of attack to solve the
riddle are taken up at length in this
article.
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF IIATKEIIATIGS
LIBRARY STUDY: All HISTORICAL STUDY ^
201 '*?JILLIAM J.UIES AND HENRI POINCAJRE**
Prof. II. H. Ingraham
Vol. XX No. 5 pp. 254-264 May 1927
An historical paper giving a brief survey of
the lives of William James and Henri
Poincare vzith a consideration of some of their
philosophical conclusions.
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF MATHEIIATICS
LIBRARY STUDY: AN HISTORICAL STUDY ^
e1
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202 "THE FOUR FUi'TDAI.IErITAL ARITHLESTICAL
PROCESSES IN ADULTS"
Inga 011a Helseth.
Vol. XX No, 5 pp. 265-273 May I927
A liimcograph ras used to make a record of the
length of time required oy college students
(sophomores) for the various parts of addi-
tion, substraction
,
nultipllcation, and divi-
sion, 26 subjects took part in the experi-
ment.
Results : in general one half of the tine
spent on the problems was given to the mechan-
ical parts of copying problems, recording
ansTjers, making figures needed in the compu-
tations.
Larger muscular responses are in college
students.
Addition appeared to be the most automatic
of the processes.
The vrhole study suggests that the adult's
response to a situation has often been exper-
imentally built up by the individual through
the integration of many different reactions
to many concrete lines of stimulation.
The author does not drau definite conclusions
but merely inferences,
CLASSIFICAriON
IIETIIOD-ARITHLIETIC
discussion: BASED ON OBJi:GTI\rE STUDY B
^03. "MATHEMATICAL CONTEST"
Helen M, Walker
Vol. X:{ No. 5 pp. 274-279 May 1927
A mathematical contest suggested for enter-
tainment at a mathematics club meeting,
CLASSIFICATION
K^TEI.IATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION MATERIAL
204, "A CRITICAL EVALUTION OF INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION IN TAThTLIATICS"
Wilma Shaffer Flewelling
Vol. XX No. 5 pp. 280-265 May 1927
The essential characteristics of the technique
of the individual method are 5
1. The assignments (covering an entire
unit of v/ork) are made in advance.
€
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2. The pupil vjorks up to hie capacity,
3. The class e;:ercise» is modified as
the work progresses,
4. The v/ork assigned is divided into
units
.
5. VJhen required v.-orl: is completed the
pupil is excused from the class,
CLASSIFICATION
LETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
20^, "THE LABORATORY METHOD IN TEACHING OF
GSOL'^ITRY"
C, A, Austin
Vol. XX Ho. 5 pp. 286-294 Llay 192?
A group of teachers proposed that plane
geometry, since it is an experimental science
and should be taught observationally
,
descrip-
tively, and experimentally should be taught
to children as a laboratory science. Their
method of procedure brought out in a clearer
vray such items as constructions, definitions,
theorems, demonstrations, recitations, assign-
ments, tests and measurements, revievrs, labora-
tory apparatus, outside reading and activity.
The steps of pupil activity are as follovrsS
1. He makes constructions according to
specific directions.
2. He takes measurements on his construc-
tions and performs computations to
lead him to desired conclusions,
3. He makes an analytic study of the
conditions of construction to discover
an apparent truth,
4. He gives the apparent truth as a
theorem and then prepares demonstra"
tion,
5. He applies this truth to many exer-
cises and Toroblems,
CLASSIFICATION
IvIETHOD-G-EOISTRY
DISCUSSION: EASED ON AN EXPERII.ffiNT B
206. "ROIIANCS OF LL\THEI1\TICS'
Prof,-H. E, Slaught
Vol. x:-: No. 6 pp. 303-309 October ^9^7
A very interesting story of the birth and
grov/th of the number concept in the human race.
if
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The story of the number system in the romance
of mathenatlcs.
Our nimber system is:
1 . Gonplete
2. Contirjpus
3. Adequate
4. Alive a,nd rorking today
5. Greatest achievement of the human
race
.
CLASSIFICATION
tlATKEI'iATICAL PHILOSOPHY
LIBRARY study: AH HISTORICAL STUDY A
"POSTULATES AND SEQUENCE i:i EUCLID"
G-eorge Y7, Evans
Vol. XX No. 6 pp. 310-320 October 192?
Postulates or definitions are statements
that appear not to be dependent upon implica-
tion. They are the foundation of the science
of geometry.
The impression that long ago the basis of
geometry v/as fized is not so for even one
of Euclid's immediate successors felt free to
choose his ovm postulates.
Geometry, including its algebra, is still
preparatory.
We shall never again have our geometry fixed
for geometry belongs not to the books written
about it yesterday, but to the people v^ho are
thinking about it today.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-GEOL^ITRY
discussion: based on general IL3>RESSI0N a
208. "AJI E/iRLIER PLACE FOR THE CALCULUS IN THE
CURRICULUir*
Prof. Ltartin Nordgaard
Vol. XX No. 6 pp. 321-327 October 1927
Since so many students take only one year of
college mathematics, the author suggests that
some abstruse portions of trigonometry, col-
lege algebra, and analytics be omitted and
that in their place the concepts of rate,
slope, continuity, maxima and minima be taken
up.
ft
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The cultural and practical values of calculus
are being recognized, and this changing atti-
tude izay even bring calculus to the high
school senior as an elective. If this change
should occur the method of presentation of
calculus must be modified.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRIGULDII-CALCULUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IlIPRKSSION B
209. "A FEW CLASS-ROOM DEVICES TO STILIULATE
INTSRI-.'ST IN I.'ATHI.'MATICS"
Sara B. F. Rabourn
Vol. XX No. 6 pp. 328-333 October 192?
This article includes a fer; of the devices
rhich teachers and author have used to stimu-
late interest in mathematics. Some of these
are
:
1* Experimental class in laboratory
plane geometry,
2. Contests betvjeen pupils for review
purposes
.
3. Note-books.
4. Exhibit in plane geometry.
5. Construction plates.
6. Discussions of topics of historical,
scientific, mathematical nature.
CLASSIFICATION
LETHOD-GEOLETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
210 "TT70 VARIABLES"
Alice VT. Farrar
Vol XX No. 6 pp. 334-343 October I927
The tv/o variables are skill and understanding.
It is doubtful whether any skill not fourided
on understanding will long remain at the level
of a skill.
Two important aims of a beginner's course in
mathematics are:
1, The development of a problem-solving
attitude of mind.
2. The development of the feeling that
the whole system is thoroughly
understandable.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
I
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-211 "HOVr ALICE t'lADE PI MU EPSILON**
Prof. Ja,mes B, Shav;
Vol. XX No. 6 pp. 3^4-348 October I927
New adventures of Alice In Y7onderland. This
story is suitable for entertainment at a
nathematics club meeting,
CLASSIFICATION
IIATHEI'^ATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION UNIT B
212 "THE TEACHING OF LMHEHIATICS IN GERIIAI'IY
SINCE THE Y7AR"
Fritz Malsch
Vol. XX No. 7 pp. 355-369 November 1927
A comprehensive study of the teaching of
mathematics in G-erman schools including a
number of references to publications dealing
with changes.
A few facts are noted:
1. Correlation with other school sub-
jects is made v/herever possible,
2, History of mathematics is stressed,
3. Applied problems should be taken from
actual situations in the outside
world.
4, Instruction in mathematics should
not hesitate to become speculative
and philosophical.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A^I OBJECTIVE STUDY ^
213 "SOLIE SUG€-ESTIONS ON THE TECHNIQUE OF
TEACHING PLAI^TE GEOLIETRY"
E, B. Cowley
Vol. XX No. 7 pp. 370-374 November 1927
The method of teaching plane geometry which
the author suggests is the result of a study
of over siz years. The method is as follows:
1. The first feAT weeks are given over
to the work v/hich will acquaint the
pupils with new terms and learning to
make constructions,
2, When proofs were studied, a small
group of closely related theorems
were assigned.
f
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3. After tho assignment v/as explained
each pupil set to rork for himself
In his o^7n way.
4. When the pupil thought he had master-
ed an assignment, he v:as given an
oral test,
5. When the majority of tho class had
mastered an assignment, class had a
written test.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-aEOIiETRY
DISCUSSION: BA3HD ON AI^T EXPERIMENT B
214 **LEST T7E FORGET**
Theodore Llndqulst
Vol. XX No, 7 pp. 375-580 November 1927
In this day of project problems we must not
forget some of the old principles that have
stood the test of time. There is danger in
project problems becoming so much project
that the real essentia.l, the problem is lost.
An old principle which we must not forget Is-
"Mal-^e progress slowly." Also remember that
constant reviews are necessary. The most
effective review is the daily review which
is wholly disguised.
CLASSIFICATION
HETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION C
215 "an ATTELIPT TO IMPROVE COMPUTATION"
Llary Potter
Vol. XX No. 7 PP. 381-385 November 1927
Educational studies as well as our own obser-
vations show that our eighth grade graduates
do not compute with even reasonable degree of
accuracy. Drill is the suggested remedy.
Long drills are a waste of time.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ARITHMETIC
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A TEST B
t
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-216 "LOOKING BACKWARD"
H, L. IIcGullough
Vol. XX No. 7 pp. 386-388 November 1927
A critical review of the article "Fads and
Plane Geometry" by llr. Merrell,
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLANEOUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
217 "F.\LLING IN LOVE WITH PLAIN GEOMETRY"
Caroline Hatton & Doris H. Smith
Vol. XX No. 7 pp. 389-402 November I927
A comedy in two acts.
CLASSIFICATION
MATHEMATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION :1A.TERIAL B
218 "HAS ALGEBRA CERTAIN REAL VALUES FOR
THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT OF TODAY?"
Prof. Winona Perry
Vol XX No. 7 pp. 403-406 November 1927
The author lists the real values as:
1. Algebra is a necessary tool in the
le-rning of the physical sciences.
2. It is a requirement for entrance
into certain professional and tech-
nical schools,
3. Certain parts of it increase our
understanding and enjoyment of gener-..
al reading,
CLASSIFICATION
OBJSCTI^/ES-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
219 , "ESTHETICS AND MATHEMATICS'
Prof. David E, Smith
Vol. XX No. 8 pp. 419-428 December ^^^1
In considering mathematics in relation to
the beautiful, the field might properly in-
clude all that vie designate as the fine arts.
There are discussions of:
Antiquity of the subject
The golden section
Spirals
Music and mathematics
CLASSIFICATION
MATHEIUTICAL PHILOSOPHY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
II
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^2Q."FUITGTIQNS IN GENEIUL, AND TlUi FUNCTION
(X) IN PARTICULAR"
Prof. T^alter B. Carver
Vol. XX No. 8 pp. 429-434 December 1927
A function was one of the earliest notions
encounterGd in raathematics
.
Definition: y is a function of x if y arvd x
are so related thit v/hen x is given any value
the value of y is determined.
CLASSIFICATION
MISCSLLAI^TEOUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A
^."OBJECTIVES IN TEACHING DELIONSTRATIVS
GEOLiETRY"
Prof. W. D. Reeve
Vol. XX No. 8 pp. 435-450 December \9:i7
A list is classified as*
1, General objectives
2, Objectives in teaching congruence
parrallel lines
quadrilaterals
polygons
ge one trie
constructions
inequalities
circles
proportion and
similarity
areas of poly-
gons
regular poly-
gons
lines and
planes in space
metric solid
geometry
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTI^/ES-GEOLSTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE C
3. tt w 11
4. n n tt
5. n tt n
6. It tt tt
7. It tt tt
8. n n H
9. n tt tt
10. n n n
11. (1 n tt
12. tt tt n
13. It tt tt
222 . "OBJECTIVES IN INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA"
Joseph A. Niberg
Vol. XX No. 8 pp. 451-458 December 1927
The author asGuaes that "intermediate" alge-
bra is the pupil's third semester of algebra.
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The article Includes an outline in the form
of 89 lessons in algebra, each lesson cover-
ing one day's v/ork.
CLASSIFICATION
OBj:.: cT IVE s-algebra
discussion: based on EXPERIENCE ^
"LIATHESIS"
Vol, XX No. 8
An amusing and
CLASSIFICATION
MATKSIIATICS CLUB
APPi^CIATION I^TERIAL
pp. 45i^-465
entertaining
Ella Bro^Tnell
December ]9'd7
play in one act.
B
224."s0lie pedagogical aspects 0? g^^oistry
teaching'
Mabel Sykes
Vol. XX No, 8 pp. 466-472 December 1927
The author suggests a list of topics v/hich
deserve a place in the geometry course.
Many recent texts call attention to the plan
of proof before giving the proof in detail.
Many recent texts also give more or less
attention to analysis as a method of attack-
ing problems. No adequate training in analy-
sis can be given vzithout a careful organiza-
tion of ma^terial into units V7ith proper
placing of emmasis,
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-GSOLIETxRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EICPSRIENCE B
• "SOLID GEOLIETRY ^/ERSUS ADVANCED ALGEBPJl'*
W, P. Babcock •
Vol. XX No^. 8 pp. 478-480 December 19:^7
A question^ire was sent to the heads of mathe-
m?;tics deplartments in several eastern colleges
to gain their opinion of the question v:hether
solid geometry or advanced algebra gave the
greatest values.
The replies from these quee tion|h,ires showed
a great difference of opinion,
"
#
1u8
-Two criticisms which seem fairly general are:
1. That college freshman are r.-eak in
elCiTicntary algebraic technique,
2. The introduction of the calculus into
all secondary schools is questionable,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUII-SOLID GEOLSTRY-ilLGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTI^/E S^:UDY £
226 "INTRODUCTION TO THE IITPINITE"
David Eugene Smith
Vol. XXI No. 1 pp. 1-9 January 1928
'*In elementary mathematics we give our pupils
a definition of infinity as a number without
limit, which has a very little meaning to our
pupils."
The author suggests ways of picturing the
infinite so that a new vision may appear for
the pUDils.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-SECONDAHY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GSIIERAL IMPRESSION B
227 **TEACHING BY PARABLES"
V7. V. Lovitt
Vol. XXI No. 1 pp. 10-17 January I928
In the parable we find similarity of princi-
ples but disparity of detail.
The parable is one of the simplest and clear-
est methods of catching the attention and mak-
ing the meaning clear.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL II.IPRESSION B
228, "ADJUSTING THE COURSE OF STUDY IN NINTH
GRADE LIATHEI.IATICS TO THE ABILITY
OF THE PUPIL"
Hildegarde Beck
Vol. XXI No. 1 pp 24-30 January I928
A report of a committee selected to solve
the problem of adjusting instructional needs
to slow, average, and fast sections.
cf
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Jllental differences; 1, differences in mental
age, 2. difference in "brightness or dullness
as expressed b'" I.Oi.
Some of these differences are:
1. Mental dullness or "brightness covers
all phases of intelligence.
2. Dull pupils need routine drill.
3. "Vocabulary differences are very
marked,
4. Differ in length of instructional
units.
5. Dependent versus independent work
characterizes the contrast betv/een
bright and dull pupils,
A suggested course of study for the dull
group is included,
GLASSIFICATIOiT
CURP.ICULUI,I-9TH GRADE
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GOLILIITTEE REPORT ^
229 "TWO LIETHODS OF TEACHING GSOLIETRY"
James D. Ryan
Vol. XXI No. 1 pp. 31-37 January I928
A discussion concerning syllabus method of
teaching geometry versus the textbook method.
The author advocates tlie syllabus method for:
1, The theorem is made an orignal
exercise,
2, Proofs are easily remembered when
first learned v/ithout text. Pupils
should keep blank books and make
their o\7n texts,
3, The barrier between study of theorems
and originals is removed.
CLASSIFICATION
llETHOD-GEOELITRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
230 "CIVIC VALUES IK THE STUDY OF IIATHSIIATICS"
A, S, Adams
Vol. XXI No. 1 pp. 37-42 January I928
From the study of mathematics there results:
1. Mental habits of neatness, accuracy,
persistence, and attention,
2. Development of intellectual honesty.
3. Satisfaction of the individualistic
avocational aim.
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTIVES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL BIPRHSSION C

no
,231 **BHGINIIING aEOLIETRY AND COLLEGE ENTRANCE"
Ralph Beatloy
Vol. iCCI No. \ pp. 42-46 January I928
The introduction of certain theorems from
solid geometry is sug^^ested for a course in
geometry but any such change should be accom-
panied by a change in college entrance re-
quirements,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUH-GEOLSTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
232 , "ASSUMPTIONS AND PROOFS"
E. Russell Stabler
Vol. XXI No. 1 pp. 46-46 January 1928
Pupils must be shown the pra,ctical utility
of "assumption aiad proof" in order to have
such a clear understanding that they can apply
them to real life . situations.
Pupils should realize tlie frequent desirabil-
ity of ch^vnging assum-otions in ordinary life.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-GEOLDTTRY
DISCUSSION! BASED ON G-SITERAL IlIPRESSION B
233 * "DISCUSSION"
Harry C. Barber
Vol, XXI No. 1 pp. 49-50 January 1928
Algebra becomes too mechanistic, too manipula
tive as taught today. The modern tests are
somerhat to blame for this trend.
The remedy is difficult but the removal of
such i.7ords as "cancel" a,nd "transpose" will
heln considerably,
CLASSIFICATION
MTHOD-ALGEBPvA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE £
224."Y;'HAT APJ3 THE REAL VALUES OF GEOIIETRY"
Y/inona Perry-
Vol. XXI No. 1 pp. 51-55 January ^9^0
Students are more able to solve problems of
everyday life involving the ability to drar
and prove conclusions because of their in-
creased pouer in solving exercises in geome-
try successfully.
CLASSIFICATION
VALUES OF GE0L1ETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENEP_AL ILIPRi;SSION B
Ii
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:2^."CIRCL3S THROUGH NOTABLE POINTS 0? THE
TRIANGLE"
Prof. Richard Morris
Vol. X}:i No. 2 pp. 63-71 February \928
A study in the application of many of the
notable points in determining circles.
1. Circles on three Doints
2. " " four "
3. " " five "
4. » six "
5. General theorem
CLASSIFICATION
CUI^^^I CULUil-GSOlIETP.Y
A LIBRARY STUDY 4
236 , "THE Y/HY AND THE HOY/ IN ALGEBRA"
Harry B« Marsh
Vol. X>:i No. 2 pp. 72-82 February 1928
Without the "TThy" in alcebra the subject
TTOuld become mechanical, dry, and Linint ere st-
ing-
The question "How" is vitally important for
the various processes in algebra are to be
used as vrell as understood.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
discussion: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A
237 . "EXTRANEOUS DETAILS"
Vera Sanford
Vol. XXI No. 2 pp. 83-91 February I928
The mathematical problems which arise in
business, economics, and science contain un-
necessary detail and often insufficient detail.
\7hen the pupil has to sift out the data neces-
sary for solution of a problem he is compeled
to exercise judgment in differentiating be-
tvreen details which are important and v:hich
are not.
The use of detail is a valuable tool but it
loses its effectiveness when used too con-
stantly.
I
CLASSIFICATION
ilETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
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^38 . "GEOIffiTRY HUI'l^IIZED'*
Erma Scott
Vol. X/:i No. 2 pp. 92-101 February 1928
A play in one axt suitable for presentation
at a neeting of the mathematics club,
CLASSIFICATION
1'IilTHL^rA.TIGS CLUB
APPRECIATION HATER IAL ^
2^. "ABILITY G-ROUPING OF STUDENTS IN SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL IMHELIATICS"
M, Bird Weimar
Vol. XXI No. 2 pp. 102-107 February 1928
Three groups of students of different ability:
1, Slow group-taught mastery of elemen-
tary principles of mathematics as they
shall need in their life v/ork and an
appreciation of the value of mathema-
tics,
2, Medium group: cover the same work as
the honor group but receive more
help from the teacher.
3, Honor group: do decidedly original
Y/ork, depend on themselves in ^vorking
out problems,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-HIGH SCHOOL IA.THEI.:aTICS
discussion: b^sed on an EXPERILIENT B
240
. "THE FORLI OF THE UNI^/E'RSE"
David Eugene Smith
Vol. XXI No. 2 pp. 107-110 February 1926
In the teaching of mathematics in our high
schools we neglect to teach the form of the
universe about us.
The author suggests that teachers read and
then incorporate in their teaching such vnrit-
ings as:
1. Prof. Keyser "Concerning the Figure
and the Dimensions of the Universe
of space."
CLASSIFICATION
}.IE'?HOD
LIBRARY study: AN HISTORICAL STUDY ^
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"241
. "Ul^IDERSTANDING AI:D PRACTICE"
Joseph Jablonower
Vol, XXI No. 2 pp. 111-115 February I928
Practice through use increases and. makes
vivid the understanding of meaning,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
242. "A CHAPTER Oil THI: AESTHETICS OF THE
QUADPJITIC"
Prof. J, B, Shaw
Vol. XXI No. 3 pp. 121-134 March 1928
Mathematics is one of the fine arts, dealing
with purely ideal or non-material objects.
Qualities found in mathematics that determine
its artistic value:
I
1, Design
i 2, Symmetry
! 3. Rhythm
! 4. Harmony
5. Unity
^CLASSIFICATION
PHILOSOPHY OF LIATHEMATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
i
1
243 . "ON THE NATURE OF ALGEBRAIC LANGUAGE"
J, S, Georges
Vol. XXI No. 3 pp. 154-150 lte.rch I928
Pupils must understand the language of alge-
bra for variables a,nd algebraic expressions,
the essence of algebraic language, makes the
generalization of specific relationships
possible
,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
244. "AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN SOLID GEOMETRY"
Louis A. McCoy
Vol. XXI No. 3 pp. I5I-I62 March 1928
The author gives a sample achievement test
in solid geometry which he has used and found
valid. The test is divided into three parts
and tests three distinct abilities.
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1 . To discover if pupil has a correct
idea of lines and planes in space.
2. To discover if the pupil has a visual
working menory of the import ';'.nt solids
3» Testing pupil's knov/ledge of riensura-
tion formulas.
This new t^'-pe of test v/ill serve to (;ive
interest and impetus to the teaching of solid
geometry,
CLASSIFICATION i
testing-solid g-eoiietry •
discussion: e.\sed on a test study B
245 . "iSOTOnIC POINTS OF THE TRIANGLE"
Prof. Richard Morris
Vol. x:a No. 3 pp. 163-170 March 1928
A discussion of Isotomic points of the tri-
angle and the angle points,
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLANEOUS
LIBRARY STUDY B
246. "TECHNIQUE AND DEVICES CONDUCTIVE TO
BETTER TEACHING OF GEOI.IETRY"
Laura Blank
Vol, XXI No, 3 pp. 171-181 March 1928
1, Selection of a text in Y/hich the
proof of the teorems is left some-
vrhat to the pupils,
2. Introduction of algebraic notation
v.'henever possible,
3. Use material objects to show the
figure
.
4, Develop use of notebooks including
corollaries.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-GEOMETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
247 'I'lATHEMATICS AITD MODERl^T LIFE"
George B. Olds
Vol, XXI No. 4 pp. 183-196 April 1928
The relation of mathematics to modern life
is its relation to the life of all times.
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j
-Teachers should read the histories and bio-
graphies of the great men of mathematics so
that they may become aware of the sweep,
grandeur, and universality of the science.
CLASSIFICATION
LIATHEIIATICAL PHILOSOPHY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A
248 FINDING- PLANE AREAS BY ALGIIBRA"
Joseph B. Reynolds
Vol. XXI No. 4 pp. 197-213 April 1928
This article gives some applications of alge-
bra by showing how to find a number of plane
areas by means of the limiting values of the
summations of series,
CLASSIFICATION
LISTHOD-ALaSBRA-GEOLETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
249 "THE LESSON OF DEPENDENCE"
David Eugene Smith
Vol. XXI No. 4 pp. 214-218 April I928
llathematics is full of exeimples of dependence
and from the study of variables students may
learn the lesson of dependence v/hlch is ex-
pressed in our everyday life.
All costs, expenses, joys, sorrows, weight,
and volume, etc, depend upon something else,
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTr/SS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON SXPSRIEITCE ^
250 "CONTRIBUTIONS OF IIATHELIATICS TO IIODSRN
LIFE"
Dr. C, C. Camp
Vol, XXI No, 4 pp. 219-226 April I928
The existence of mathematics gives the human
mind the reason for believing in its own
power to think consistently and in the essen-
tial accuracy of its careful processes.
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.^athemiitics demonstrates itself in:
j
1, Music
\
2. Physics
3. Engineoring
' 4. BioloGy
i 5. Geology
6. Statistics
GLASS 11^ I GAT I CII
,
VALUES OF IIATHEMA-TICS
i DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL ILIPRESSION B
1
i i
'2^, "THE GRAPH A3 A LEANS OF PICTURING
RELATIONSHIPS"
H, C. Christofferson
Vol. XXI No. 4 pp. 2-d7'-^3& April 1928
The author discusses the use of graphs to
picture functional relationships. The forms
discussed are:
1. The line graph in statistics.
2. Graphs of functional relationships,
Graphiag may be used as a project to motivate
signed numbers.
Graphs are powerful tools in:
1. Statistical data
2. Derivation of formulas
3. Solution of maxima and minima problems
GlASSIFIGA^nON
LIETHOD-SEGONDARY SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A
"THE NF,7 LIATHELIATIGS AS A PART OF THE NEW'
EDUCATION 'ITS NATURE AND FUNCTION'"
Walter F. Dov/ney
Vol. XXI No. 4 pp. 239-243 April 1928
The nev7 mathematics makes definite contribu-
tions :
1. The individual child is considered,
2. The analysis of concrete situations
teachers them to learn by doing,
3. There is a moral training in the
proper teaching of mathematics.
CLASSIFICATION
ISTHOD-VALUE
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
I
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-253
, "MATHSIIATICS MID SUIJSHINE"
H. E. Slaught
Vol. x:a No. 5 pp. May 1928
This article brin^^s out the importance of
mathematics in present-day civilization and
the benefits which ive unconsciously share by
the mathematical achievements of the race.
These examples are included in the article:
1, Mathematics reveals the heavens to us,
2, Mathematics reveals the earth to us,
3. Mathematics is a chief requisite in
: our army, navy, and air service,
4. Mathematics is fundamental to all
physical sciences,
5. Mathematics is an important tool in
many of the biological sciences.
6, Mathematics is an important element
in many forms of bea,uty,
CLASSIFICATION i
VALUE OF LL/^THEIIATICS
discussion: based on general ILCPRESSION 4
^54. "TliCS IN RELATION TO LLA.THEr.IATICS"
David Eugene Smith
Vol, XXI No, 5 pp. 25:5-258 May 1928
The poet's and philosopher's conception of
time is discussed.
In the teaching of geometry a new interest
can be awakened if, from thinliing of the
mystery of time, a little of the mystery of
space is taught with a new vision,
CLASSIFICATION
PHILOSOPHY OF LIATHELIATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GEIfERAL ILIPRESSION ^
255 "LIATHELIATICS IN MODERN BUSINESS"
Edith Clarke
I
Vol, XXI No 5 pp. 259-267 May I928
The author cites some of the many mathematical
problems which arise in the modern electrical
research business. We seldom have an engi-
neering problem which is pure and simple
mathematical problem, therefore, students
must be taught how to make the step from
physical relations to mathematical relations
so that they can know how to apply their
mathematics,
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICS
DISCUSSION; BASED ON EyCPERIENCE ^
i0
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256 "applications OF INDETERIIINATE EQUATIONS
TO GSOrJITRY**
Lit Q. Tripp
Vol. XXI No. 5 PP. 268-272 May 1928
An Important problem in secondary mathematics
is to find concrete material for vitalizing
the T7ork in elementary algebra and geometry.
The solution suggested is the use of more
arithmetical work.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-GSOLIETRY-ALG-SBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
257 "LL^THELIATICS IN SCIENCE"
H. W, Taylor
Vol. TZZl No. 5 pp. 273-279 Uay 1928
Without sound and adequate training vrell
started in youth, mathematics will be for
most people practically unattainable. This
training should include a first course in
calculus for Dupils who sho\T ability.
CLASSIFfCATIoSj
APPLICATION OF LIATHEIIATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EJO^ERIENCE 4
258 "GEOMETRY NOTES"
M, H. S. Moriarty
Vol. XXI No. 5 pp. 280-291 May 1928
This .irticle discusses a collection of notes
on certain propositions as they appear in
certain textbooks with a criticism of the
statement of these propositions.
A study of these statements shows that accu-
racy in speech and simplicity in demonstra-
tion should be taught so that the student
may have nothing to unlearn as he progresses.
Authors should present faultless language
and consistant logic because youth makes
both the word and the tho^oght of the book his
own
.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-TEXTBOOK-rxEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON Al^I OBJECTIVE STUDY B
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259 "OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRANSFER LIAKING IN
ELEIvIENTARY LIATHEIIATIGS**
Joseph Jabkonower
Vol. XXI No. 5 PP. ii92-302 May 1928
The author assiimes:
1. Training tends to remain specific.
2. If transfer is to be acconpllsl]?,-' it
must be practical,
; 3, There is danger that the novice will
make an undiscriminat ing transfer.
In the light of these assumptions the author
discusses the following aspects of mathemati-
cal method:
1. The method of exclusion,
;
2. Use of epithets.
\
3. Solution of equations,
i 4, Theory of function.
5. The postulates,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON G-ENERAL ILIPRESSION
260, "THE EVOLUTION OF NUI.IBERS-AN HISTORICAL
DRAMA IN TV:0 ACTS"
H, E, Slaught
Vol, XAl No., 6 pp. 305-315 October 1928
A play in two acts v/hich would prove very
entertaining for a mathematics club,
CLASSIFICATION
ID^THSMATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION UlTIT ^
I
261, "THE INFLUENCE OF GENERAL LIATHEI.IATICS ON
THE SUBJECT LIATTER AND ON THE THEORY AND
TECHNIQUE OF THE TEACHING OF MATHEIUTICS'*
Laura Blank
Vol. XXI No. 6 pp. 316-325 October 1928
The idea of correlating the branches in mathe-
matics among themselves and with other sub-
jects has done much to humanize and psycholo-
gize mathematics,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-G-ENERAL LLATHELUTICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL BEPRESSION B
1
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^62. "THE IIAINTENATIGE OF FUITDAMENTAL ARITILMETI
GAL SKILLS IN THE JUITIOR HIGH SCHOOL"
H, E, Benz
Vol. XXI No. 6 pp. yii6-:>:>5 October \9-d'd
The author malies the assumption at the be (gin-
ning that arithmetic siiills are vjorth acquir-
ing because of their usefulness in life, A
large percentage of our hi^h school graduates
enter into life vrork without that command of
arithmetical computation^ Tjhich they should
have •
The author suggests as an Improvement of this
situation that teachers of junior high school
mathematics should spend some time each vzeek
in giving her pupils such drill or practice
in arithmetic as will maintain those skills
which ha,ve been built up in previous grades.
CLASSIFICATION
L!ETHOD-i\RITH:m'T I C-J .H . S •
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
263 **nATHEIiATICS ONE HITNDRED YE.^.S AOO"
Harrison G-, Meserve
Vol. XXI No. 6 pp. 336-343 October 1928
A study of mathematical textbooks of about
a hundred years ago. The L.uthor concludes
that from this study it would show that new
mathematics is not so very new after all,
that most of what we call nev/ can be found
in the old books.
CLASSIFICATION
TEXTBOOKS
A LIBRARY STUDY B
264 "AN ADDRESS OF WELCOME"
William B, Show
An address of v/elcome delivered before the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLANEOUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
0
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265 "GRSIilTIiIGS FROII THE NEW MQLAND ASSOCIA-
TION 0? TEACHERS OF LliVTHEIUTICS"
VI, L. Vosburgh
Vol. XXI No. 6 pp. 347-349 October 1928
An address delivered to the Nation Coimcil
of Teachers of Mathematics, The author
points out the value of this council to the
teachers of mathematics,
CLASSIFICATION
I.:iSCELLANSOUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
266 "IIATHEI.IATICS AND IIODERI^ LIFE"
Harry C, Barber
Vol. XXI No. 6 pp. 350-352 October I928
Mathematics must justify its presence in the
curriculum by its value in the life of each
pupil. These are the criticisms of mathema-
tics of the seconda,ry school:
1, Too meagre a definition of mathema-
tics and too narrow a concept of its
possibilities,
2, The use of obsolescent material.
3, The note method of presentation,
CLASSIFICATION
IvIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
267 » "IS GEOIISTRY POSSIBLE?"
;
Jeanette F. St:itham
I
Vol. XXI No. 6 p;?.. 353-350 October
i A teacher of '^eonetry must use various meth-
ods, for variety helps to hold the interest
of the pupil.
The author sug^^^sts:
1, Cultivate the imagination by requir-
ing an oral proof.
2, Encourage v/ork on original theorems,
3, Review each week's work hy giving a
test each Friday,
classification
method-g:-oi.ietry
i
discussion: based on experience 8 ^
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-268;'*THl"i POSITION OF THL' HIGH SCHOOL TjiACHER
OF lIATHLTulTICS"
Griffith G. Evans
Vol. XXI ITo. 6 pp. 557-36i£ October I928
Some practices ^.Thich make the present rjoei-
tior. of the hi^h school teacher of laathena-
tics Linsatisfactory
:
1, Students are made to feel that educa-;
lion is play, not v/ork.
2, The currlculUEi is crowded v.'ith sub-
jects which are irrelevant to educa-
tion.
3, The teachers have not sufficient
freedom as individuals.
CI^iSSIFICATION
IIETKOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL ILJriESSION C
269, "EDUCA" lONAL TESTS-TO STANDARDIZE OR NOT
TO STANDAl^DIZE"
T7. D. Reeve
Vol. x::i No. 7 pp. 369-359 November 1928
Present v/eakness of new-type tests:
1. Many contain obsolete material of
no possible importance.
2. Some of the tests are poorly arranged.
3. Certain speed tests tend to glorify
the machinery of mathematics.
4. Tests do not measure attitudes, appre-
ciation, and the like.
The author does not condemn standardized tests
but suggests certain improvements in construc-
tion and use.
Teachers should make objective tests so that
they v/ill have both measuring and diagnostic
value
,
CLASSIFICATION
TESTING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTI'.^ STUDY B
270. "STUDY OR RECITATION FIRST IN SUPERVISED
STUDY IN MATHEMATICS CLilSSES"
Karl R, Douglass
Vol. }Ga No. 7 pp. 390-397 November 1928
Prom time to time the question has been raised
as to vrhether it Y/ould not be more effective
to have the recitation follow rather than
precede the supervised study period,
)
r€
-This the problem.
Subjects: ten ix^irs of sections of pupils in
hi^;h school. Three of these pairs v/ere
classes in iiathematics, one pair in each of
the three years of junior high school. The
;
pupils to be assisned to each pair of sections
'T;ere than paired off so as to malce each pair
consist of pupils of approximately equal
composite intellisence and mathematics test
; scores and chronological age,
Test v/ere administered for the first few and
the last few days of the term.
Finding: Results of tests given by four
tables. Author concludes that the results in
mathematics classes consistently favor the
recitaiion study sequence.
It seems quite clear that neither plan is
peculiarly adapted to the more gifted or the
less capable students,
CLASSIPICAriON
L2TK0D-HIGH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTIVE STUDY E
22J.. "ABILITY GROUPING- IN riATHEI.IATIGAL CLASSES"
Fletcher Dure 11
Vol. XXI No. 7 pp. 398-^111 November 1928
Advantages of ability instruction:
1. The \7ork is adapted to the ability
and tastes of the indiviaual pupil,
2. Pupils receive more satisfaction and
joy in their v;ork.
3. Arouses self-activity,
4. A deeper and more vital pedagogic
research is made possible for the
teacher.
5. Combines the best principles of indi-
vidual instruction -with the best of
group instruction,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERIIaTNT B ;
272."F0PULARIZIIIG- PLANE AND SOLID GEOLIETRY"
Gertrude V, Pratt
Vol, :CXI No. 7 pp. 412-A^l November 19^8
Methods which may be employed by the teacher
to help popularize geometry.
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1. References to the history of geometry,
2. Strengthen the pupil's pov;er of
observation and appreciation of geo-
iiietric form.
3. Select a textbook v/hich is good to
look at, and easy to handle.
^. Indulge in mathematical recreations,
5. In classroom procedure stimulate the
pupil's imagination, interest, and
the desire to read and investigate
through references to subjects they
linow little about.
CLASSIFICATION
I'aETHOD-PLAIIE & SOLID GEOIIL'TRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A
273 "SUPrOSS THERE V7SRE NO LIATHELIATICS"
Vol. XXI No. 5 pp. 428-9 November 1928
A story which emphasizes the value of mathe-
matics in our everyday life,
CLiiSSIFICATION
; IIATKEIIATICS CLUB
'APPRECIATION UNIT B
274 **THE PROJECT IIETHOD AND THE SOCIALIZED
RECITATION"
Joseph Ja,blonoT7er
Vol. X>:i No. 8 pp, 431-441 December I928
A study of the project method and the social-
ized recitation from the point of vietr of
their contribution to pedagogy and to the
teaching of mathematics in particular,
**These methods of teaching prepare the child
for adult life on a high level of creative
endeavor and courageous attitude tow3.rd an
ever moving and never arriving world.**
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION A
^ 22^ "THE FORI.IULA IN SECONDARY EDUCATION"
0. H. Bigelow
Vol. XXI No. 8 pp. 442-453 December I928
Algebra should be introduced to the young
pupil as a symbolic language specially
c
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.
adapted for making concise statenents of a
numerical kind about matters vrith which he
is already more or less familiar,
CLASSIFICATION
I METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EriPERIENCE ^
276 "THE TEACHING OF PROPORTION IN PLANE
GSOLETRY"
Warren R. Good & Hope H.Chipman
Vol. XXI No, 8 pp. 454-464 Dece,ber I928
A report of a survey of two guides in the
teaching of proportion: ,
1. Professional literature |
2, Textbooks in plane geometry
;
Results : The theory of proportion, as taught,
'
has become a ma.tter of algebra, not geometry.
In geometry the purpose of the treatment
should be to enable the pupil to master the
geometric materials concerned.
It is desirable that the useful facts of pro-
portion be reviewed or presented in conjunc- .
tion with the -oroblems to which they apply.
j
CLASSIFICATION
j
METHOD-GEOLuDTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTIVE STUDY B
i
277 "STETTART^S THEOREII, V?ITH APPLICATIONS"
Prof, Richard llorris
Vol. XXI No. 8 pp. 465-478 December I928
|
A presentation of the Stewart theorem. V7e
j
are grateful to Stewart for his labor in the i
Ren^aissance of geometry, I
CLASSIFICATION i
MISCELLANEOUS
LIBRARY STUDY A
278 "A DIFFEREITT BEGI^rillNG FOR PL^UIE
GZOI.IETRY"
H. C. Christoff erson
Vol XXI No. 8 pp, 479-482 December I928
This article suggests a beginning for plane
geometry different from that of Euclid or siny
textbook yet published.
i
I
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.This method of beglnnlns plane geoaetry postu-
lates the congruence by three sides, congruence
by tv.'o sides and the included angle, and con-
gruence by two angles and the included side,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-GEOISTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIEI^ICE B
279 **THE VISUAL METHOD OF SOLVING /iRITHIIETIC
PR03LEIIS"
Vol. XXI No. 8 pp. 483-489 December I928
There are three ways of solving an arithmetic
probl en;
1 , Abstract algebra
2, Ordinary aethod
3, Visual method
The visual method calls for a drawing to
illustrate the problem.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-ARITHLiSTIC
DISCUSSION; BASED ON K'CPERIEI^GE B
280 the NEED FOR LIORE ADEQUATE i.IEASUREL!ENTS
OF ACHIE'/ELIENT IN ARITHL'ETIC"
Paul V, Sangren
Vol. XXII No. 1 pp. 1-13 January I929
The primary problem in measurement is that
of defining the ability, quality, or factor
to be measured.
Validity, reliability, and objectivity are
measuring devices in arithmetic which will
hold over measurement of abilities in other
school subjects.
In the field of measurement in arithmetic
today, there is a need for:
1, The construction of an "original
inventory** test which v/ill determine
what sort of arithmetical equipment
the child possesses as formal instruc-
tion in arithmetic is begun.
2, Prognostic tests in arithmetic.
3, Instructional tests to accompany
certain ^ext^oo'k. series,
CLASSIFICATION
TESTING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A,
i
i
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I
' 281 "A REPLY TO *THE POSITIOII OF THE HiaH
SCHOOL TEACHER OP IMIELLA.TICS ' **
Elizabeth B. Crowley
Vol. x:ai No. 1 pp. 14-17 January I929
A reply to statements made in a recent
article of this magazine. Students may as
well feel that education is play for is there
anything to be gained by making the process
of education distasteful drudgery?
We owe a duty even to the v/orst type of stu-
dent for if he be turned out of the school
and thus freed from wholesome restraint,
society may pay the price by having another
criminal on his hands.
In reply to the statement that the curriculum
is now croY/ded v/ith subjects v/hich are irrele-
vant. Hiss Grov/ley replies - "Boys and giJ^ls
differ in aptitude and in interests. The
public high school was not established to
furnish a steady supply of pupils for col-
leges.
CLASSIFICATION
ESTh^OD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IIIPRESSION B
)
282 , '»GENERALI ZAT ION"
Ernest B. Lytle
Vol. x:ai No. 1 pp 18-22 January 1929
Generalization as a principle of teaching
mathematics is often neglected.
cess of learning there must be concrete iDarti-
In the pro-
part;
relat-culars and to be of value they ;nust bo
ed, organized, given meaning and significance.
Successful teachers prefer that their students
make their own rules realizing that students
need continually to be directed and urged to
generalize their methods and results.
The frequent use of the question "VJhat liave
you learned?" also helps to form habits of
generalization.
Both particulars and generals are necessary
in the teaching process and their proper
balance is vital in teaching. Particulars
are needed to insure meaning and comprehen-
"s'ion of generals; generalizations are needed
to serve as suggcstors and to make loiov/ledge
useful.
CLASSIFICATION
LdTIIOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL II^IPRESSION ^
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^83. "a study of prognosis in hig-h school
algebra"
Joseph B. Orlealis and Jacob S.Orloans
Vol. XXII No. 1 pp. 23-30 January 19^9
Because there is an ever increasing enroll-
ment in our hi5h schools today of pupils o?
varying abilities there is need for an in-
i
strunent that villi test a pupil's ability in '
algebra and prognosticate his probable success
or failure. The Orleans Algebra Prognosis
Test is an example of such a test.
Each school v,'ill have to determine its own
standard in such a test but the test may be
used safely for classification and elimination
of the poorest pupils.
GLASSIFICA-ION
USTHOD-ALG-BRA ;
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A TEST STUDY B :
284, "THE FUNCTIONS OF INTUITIVE AND DEHONSTRA-
Trm GEOI.IETRY"
Laura Blank
Vol. }CXII No. 1 pp. 31-37 January 19^9
Mensuration Tzhich is akin to intuitive geo-
metry ha,s been included in the mathematics
of the eighth grade for a score of years.
Intuitive geometry as developed is more con-
ductive to reasoning. Intuitive geometry is
distinctly a junior high school subject.
All theory'-, formulas and other authorities
shall be discovered and tested out by means
of some sort of individual or class investi-
gation ,
Demonstrative geometry is a senior high school
subject. Principle purposes of instruction
in demonstrative geometry are:
1, To exercise spatial imagination,
2, Familiarize pupil -vith the great
fundamental theorems,
3, To develop the appreciation of demon-
stration ,
4, Ability to use this method of reason-
ing T/hen it is applicable,
5, Form habits of exact precise state-
ment •
CLASSIFICATION .
laETIIOD-GEOLilTTRY i
DISCUSSION- BASED ON GENEPJ^L IMPRESSION ^
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-^o5. "ABILITY GMS3IFIGATI0N IN NINTH GRADE
ALGSBl^"
L. E, llensenkamp
Vol. XXII No. 1 pp. :>b-46 January 1929
Our educational system is becoming loss se-
lective with regard to mental ability which
has brought about ability groups to keep in
adjusting the varying needs of the individ-
ual pupil. Method of classification:
1. Divide the pupils into four groups-
three of vrhich are assigned to alge-
bra and the fourth to a class in
ninth grade arithmetic. The tliree
algebra groups are characterized
according to ability,
2, Bir advising less gifted pupils to
substitute a course in arithmetic
for algebra, the number of failures
in ninth grade mathematics is greatly
reduced.
The adjustment of instruction to the ability
of the group:
1 , The superior group do everything in
the textbook,
2. In the case of the slow group empha-
sis should be on fundamentals and the
useful. Complex and abstract material
should be eliminated, A close contact
with arithmetic should be maintained,
CLASSIFICATION
:i-IETHOD-ALG-EBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERILCENT ^
286."G-E0LTETRIC AIDS FOR ELEI.SNTARY ilLG-EBRA"
Alberta S. TTanemacher
Vol. XXII No. 1 pp. 47-57 January \9'^9
Intelligent comprehension and interpretation
of algebra are more important than mere manip-
ulation. The author suggests three very sim-
ple instruracnts for use in the construction of
simple formulas, namely: toothpicks, string,
and squared paTjer,
CLASSIFICATION
lIDiTHOD-ALG-ZB?^
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EJCPSRIENCE B
i
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-282. "GRAPHS AS A PilltT OF COOK'T.ATI^yi: I.IATHE-
LIATICS"
Fletcher Dure 11
Vol. x:^II No. 2 pp. 65-79 February I929
In the graph \ie have as a kind of geometric
symbolism, areas, and lines. Also on a graph
'^e have symbols of the algebraic species,
number signs, words, and often symbols like
the dollar sign.
G-raphs not only have practical uses but also
equally important disciplinary and cultural
values. As life becomes more complex the
values of a transcendent symbolism increase.
The article includes a classification of
gra^ohs and their different values.
CLASSIi^I CATION
METHODS-ALGEBRA-GSOMl]TRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE 4
286, "THE POINT SYSTEI.I OF TEACHING ALGEBRA"
Bailey M, V7ade
Vol, :cai No. 2 pp. 60-82 February 1929
The point system is this: for the first ten
-
minutes of each recitation period the pupils
are given a number of problems relative to
the days assignment. The pupils score is
the number of problems correct. A perfect
score for the month is 100 points.
Advantages of the point system:
1. The scoring is strictly objective.
2. The method is fair.
3. It gains the teacher her attendance
record.
^. Pupils are brought to their task at
once
.
5. The method is economical of the
teacher's time,
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AI'I EXPERIlOiNT B
289. "teaching THE VERBAL PROBLELI IN INTERMEDI-
ATE alg::bra"
Barnet Rudman
Vol. XJIII No. 2 pp. 83-92 February 1929
Textbooks fail to offer v/hen introducing
"vrord problems" the formulation of a plan of
solution.
The author offers two reforms:
1, Analytic method of solution.
i
I
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2, A more systematized arrangement of
problem material for purpose of
increased thoroughness in the teach-
ing of the subject.
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION; BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
290
.
"GROirPlNO IN GEOLHTRY GLASSES"
H. Weissman
Vol. :c-:il No. 2 pp. 93-108 February 1929
An ans-er to the important question of abili-
ty grouping. The plan outlined in this arti-
cle offers a compromise between the purely
individual plans and the vrhole-class proce-
dure
.
iThe plan is based upon three main points:
: 1, The pupils are divided into three
groups of different abilities, work-
ing in the same classroom under the
same teacher,
2, Each group proceeds according to
syllabi, differing in quality and
quantity of subject matter,
3. The grouping is not permanent,
A sample of syllabi is given also a sample of
examinations
,
CLASSIFICATION
;LIETH0D-GS0I.2'TRY
DISCUSSION: BASED Oil AN EXPSRILlENT B
291 ."CONCERNING ORIENTATION AND APPLICATION
IN GEOLIETRY"
D. G. Ziegler
Vol. XXII No. 2 pp. 109-116 February 1929
In their teaching of geometry teachers must
answer for the pupils the questions:
''What is geometry, anyway?"
"Why study geometry?"
To remedy this situation the essential formal
work should be introduced by means of many
applications.
The plan instituted by the author was a six
weeks course in intuitive geometry before
formal work was started,
CLASSIFICATION
I.IETHOD-GSOLISTRY
DISCUSSION! BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
r
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- 222 "RADIO AI:D AIHPLAIIE DI3TAITCSS"
P, H, Kygaard
Vol. XXII No. 2 pp. 117-120 February 1929
With the development of the radio and the air-
plane interest has arisen in the problem of
finding the shortest distance between any two
points on the earth's surface.
The author solves many problems of this type
by the use of the great circle course,
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION OF lililTHELiATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON Ei^SRIElTCE B
295 "THE CULTUR.\L VALUE OF LIATHELIATIGS"
Aubrey J. Kompner
Vol. XXII No. 3 pp. 127-145 March I929
The author attem^ to show that mathematics
has a message of fundamental importance, that
it makes a large contribution to the possi-
bility of orienting oneself in nature and life.
CMSSIFICATION
03JEGTI'^/S
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION A
294 "CONTROVERSIES ON LIATHEIIATIGS BETV7EEN
T7ALLIS, HOBBES, BARl^OI?"
Plorian Cajori
Vol. XXII No. 3 pp. 146-151 March I929
The author notes some of the topics discuss-
ed by Wallis, Hobbes, and Barrow,
These are:
1, Foundation of mathematics.
2, G-Gometrical proportion,
3, Sobbes* Claim that algebra and geome-
try may yield contradictory results,
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF MATHEHATIGS
LIBRARY STUDY: AIT HISTORICAL STUDY A
^95 . "THE ITEWER TYPE OF 1.IATHELIATIGS"
John A. Sv;enson
.
Vol, XXII No. 3 pp. 152-155 March 1929
;
The national Committee on Math.eniatical Re-
quirements has recommended tht.t the ninth
grade should contain both algebra and
I r
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Seomotry. Calculus is making its appearance
in high schools. In all branches of mathema-
tics more attention should be given to general
methods
•
^ CLASSIFICATION
i CURRICULUI.:-ALGEBRA-Ci:OI.IUTRY i
Discussion: BASED UN COLIIITTLE RIPORT B
'
£96. 'V\ STUDY PROCEDURE USED IK THE DETERxMIMA-
?
TION OF OBJECTI^/ES IN THE TEACHING OF
I
i;athe:.:atics"
! J. S. Georges
'Vol, :{XII No. 3 pp. 156-165 March 1929
,
This study reports the evaluation by a group I
of teachers of secondary school mathematics
of the merits of certain procedures used in
.
the determination of mathematical objectives.
\
CLASSIFICATION !
OBJECTIVES
i
SUGGESTION FOR RESEARCH C '
291. "THE USE OF LLIITHELIAT I CAL HISTORY IN
TEACHING"
J. 0, Hassler
Vol. :a:il no. 3 pp. I66-I7I March 1929!
In recent years v/e have come to res^lize the '
value in knowing the history of a subject.
The value to be found in the history of mathe-
matics either in high school or college
teaching is summarized by the author thus:
1, The knovrledge of the history of the
development of the mathematical
processes he is learning will kindle
the pupil's interest in the subject
matter,
2, A knoT/ledge of the history of mathe-
matics on the part of the teacher
gives him a source upon v/hich he may
draw to enrich and enliven his teach-
i
ing.
3, A knowledge of the history of mathe-
ma.tics gives both pupil and teacher
an appreciation of the value of the
subject and its inseparable and vital
connection with the development of
civilization.
CLASSIFICATION I
LIETHOD
!
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE 4i
i
J
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^298 '*rj\.TIIEI.IATICS HI IIIDUSTRY AND RESEARCH"
E. J, Hartln
Vol. XXII No. 3 pp. 172-177 March 1929
Those vrho use mathematics as a means of solv-
ing problems in applied science outnumber
those preparing to become mathematicians and
therefor the author believes that they de-
serve courses of instruction plajnned to meet
their needs.
The author suggests a laboratory course in
mathematics in the high school to bring out
the importance and utility of principles of
high school mathematics,
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION OF MATHEII^ITICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EJCPERIENCE B
299 "INFORIIATIONAL I.'iATHELIATICS VERSUS GOI.I-
PUTATIONAL IIATHSIIATICS'*
Charles H. Judd
Vol XXII No. 4 pp. 187-196 April I929
Informational mathematics will be greatly re-
duced if the critics of computational mathe-
matics continue to determine the amount of
mathematics which shall be taught in the
school by measuring the amount of computation
performed by the ordinary man.
Advocates of a reduction of arithmetic think
that anyone of average intelligence can mas-
ter informational arithmetic without very
much training.
The author advocates a change in the method
of teaching mathematics because statistics
shoT7 that there are more failures in arithme-
tic than in any upper grade subject in the
elementary school and there are more failures
in algebra than in any freshman subject in
high school.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTIVE STUDY ^
300 **THE PERI.IA1IENT NATURE OF THE NECESSITY
FOR MTKEIIATICS IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL"
Louis C. Karpinski
Vol. XKIl No. 4 pp. I97-2O2 April 1929
Intelligent appreciation of simple aritlimeti-
ci
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cal facts Is desirable for every citizen of
the American Commonwealth.
The teacher of mathematics should familarize
himself Tvith application of mathematics to
other sciences so that his pupils may have
the faith that mathematics is the inevitable
development in a universe where there is in-
telligence.
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTIVE
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
3Q1 **LIATHEIIATIGS AND THE FUTURE'*
Charles N. Moore
Vol. XXII No. 4 pp. 203-214 April 1929
This article discusses the past and present
contributions of mathematical ideas and mathe-
matical processes to the advance of science
and the progress of civilization.
The field of application of mathematics is
widening rapidly.
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION ^
302 "THE CULTURAL VALUE OF MATHEMATICS"
!7, U, Rankin
Vol. XXII No. 4 pp 215-223 April I929
Culture is an intelligent interest in the
past, present, and future achievement of man.
The author studies with relation to mathema-
tics the follovring achievements of man:
1. The number system
2. Language
3. Process of thinking
4. Art
5. Music
6. Architecture
7. Transportation and communication
8. Medicine
9. Political economy and sociology
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTIVES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION ^

O03 '•I'lATHEI.IATIGS PLUS"
Florence Brooks Miller
Vol. Xiill No, 4 pp. 224-231 April I929
The teacher must arouse interest in that
\7hich he is teaching and to do this he must
be enthusiastic.
To keep their teaching alive teachers must
have a thoroijgh knov/ledge of the subject mat-
ter, a kno'.7led3e of interesting bits of mathe-
natical history, and a fund of general infor-
mation ur)on which to draw,
GL.ISSIFIGATION
METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON SiOPERIEKGE B
304 **a:J AIIALYSIS 0? THE LEiUlNING-UITITS IN
PROCESSES 11: ALGEBRA"
G-lenn R. Pease
Vol. rai No, 5 PP. 245-233 Hay I929
The author approaches his study of purely
abstract elements involved in the fundamental
functions of beginning algebra from the psycho
logjcal viewpoint of the learning-miit , unit
skill. The learning-unit is a functional unit
The problem ;
1, Identification of those individual
unit -skills that make up the subject
matter of the fundamental processes
in first year algebra.
2. The determination of the relative
difficulty of the above identified
learning-unit,
3, Identification of the typical errors
connected \7ith the mystery of each
learning-unit.
4. How much teaching, how many examples,
and how many drills should be used to
bring each learning unit to the point
where they function correctly?
Plan: Tests were constructed for the various
pedagogical divisions of the field, each test
Including representative problems for each of
the identified learning-units. At the comple-
tion of any unit of textbook material, the
corresponding test was given, 35^ first year
algebra students participated in the study.
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-FlncLinp;s : 39 tables show the findings.
Data shows
:
1 • The extreme complexity of the mental
functions involved in first year
algebra.
2, This research indicates the line of
: further research,
: 3. Only in the light of such an analysis
of learning-units can pedagogically
adequate tests be constructed, drill
niaterial appraised, and the "flow" of
error frequently 'oropcrly determined.
CLASSIFICATION
ALGSBRA-IIETHOD-LIAJOR RESl'ARCH A
305 . "a study of pupil REACTIONS"
Lulu E. Mcmilians
Vol. XXII No. 5 pp. 284-29^ Llay \9-d9
A study of the kinds of questions asked by
pupils and the frequency of other individual
contributions, and the factors influencing
either or both. Twenty-four pupils of junior
high grades were involved in the study.
Plan ! Each day the number of simple questions
asked, the number of thought questions and
contributions, the type of work occupying
the major part of the class period, and the
general class attention were recorded.
The v/ork of the class period was classified
into four parts: presenta,tion, assimilation
organization, and recitation. The data
showed a wide variance from day to day.
Findings ; They were statistically treated
and included five graphs.
The author does not drav/ any conclusions
from the data. However, the findings have
meaning and are indicative of the present
situation, and suggestive of causes and
,no+>'ods Of attack.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SUGG]:STION FOR RSSL^ARCH B
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'306, "THE VALIDATION OF NE'7 TYPES 0? TLXm
GEOHIETRY TESTS'*
Harry A. G-reene and R.O, Lane
Vol. XXII No. 5 pp. 293-301 May )929
Teachers are convinced that the greatest good
for their pupils comes from the more frequent
use of smaller unit tests, designed to furnish
measures of each major unit of instructional
material as soon as instruction on each unit
is completed.
Advantages
:
1, Assurance of validity in the tests,
i
2, Increases reliability of resulting
measures.
3. Insures teacher an opportunity to
identify the specific difficulties
of individual pupils early so that
corrective instruction may be given
at a time when it v/ill count,
CLASSIFICATION
GEOLSTRY-TIISTING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A TEST STUDY B
307 » "HUI.IAN INTEREST PUT INTO I.LITHEI.IATIGS"
Stephen Lea cock
Vol. XXII No. 5 pp. 302-304 May 1929
The author suggests a method of making pro-
blems on money sums and fractions interesting
to the pupil, A story of adventure is ^7oven
about the -oroblem,
CLASSIFICATION
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EICPERILIENT B
208, "ADJUSTING AKJ-EBPa TO ABILITY LEVELS
THROUGH THE TIi:E SLEIISNT"
Lessie LI, Cline
Vol, XXII No. 6 pp. 309-317 October 1929
An experiment conducted at the Bloomington
High School to adjust algebra to the differ-
ent ability levels of the pupils. Homogeneous
groups \7ere planned and they vzere permitted
to progress at the rate determined by the
ability of the pupils composing it.
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During t:ic third week of the second semester
all first year algebra classes were given an
arithmetic test which determined the place-
ment of a pupil in a normal or sIot; section i
alge l)r a •
Advantages of the plan:
1. The bright students can advance
qui clay.
2. The possibility of being dropped
baclC^slow sections has served as a
Spur to lazy pupils in normal classes
3. It has reduced the number of failures
4. Slov; pupils have opportunity to ask
questions Y'ithout fear.
5. It has helped to develop habits of
industry in slov/ iDupils,
CLASSIFICATION
ALG-EBRA-ISTHOD
discuss: 3i:; based on aii objecti"^/s study a
202, "PROVING THE EQUALITY OF THE BASE ANGLES
OF AN ISOSGELLES TRIANGLE"
Joseph A. Nyberg
Vol. x::il No. 6 pp. 318-319 October 1929
The author gives a proof of the theorem that
the base angles of an isosceles triangle are
equal, 7:ithout using the angle bisector,
CLAS3IFI CATION
GSOIIETRY-LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERIENCE B
iJLO,"THE ITEED FOR TESTING PRACTICES IN CURRI-
CULULI REVISION"
i7m, Herbert Edwards
Vol. XK.1I No. 6 pp. 320-322 October 1929
Two testing habits characteristic in the math'
ematics classroom:
1, Testing for mastery
2. " after study
Unless tests are provided before and after
each unit of instruction by the curriculum
builder these dangers nay arise:
1, Curriculum will be misused.

2, No provision for discovering those
pupils who have already achieved one
or more aims for the iinit,
3, No provision for raeasurine; extent to
v/hich the miterial in the unit con-
tributes to the realization of the
aiias of the unit,
CLASSIFICATION
TESTING-
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTIVE STUDY B
3JJ.."THE PLACE OF LIATHEMATICS IN JUNIOR HIG-H
SCHOOL EDUCATION"
Agnes Rowlands
Vol. Ycai No. 6 pp. 323-332 October 1929
A subject has educational value if:
1. It helps the pupil in the exploration
of his OYjn mind,
2. It establishes correct habits and
attitudes.
The study of mathematics brings one ±n contact
v.'ith the infinite and gives one an understand-
ing of the f7orld,
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECTITES-JUITIOR HIOH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
112. "TEACHING- QEOLIETRY INTO ITS RIGHTFUL
PLAGE"
J. 0. Hassler
Vol. 7D:11 No. 6 pp, 333-3'^ 1 October 1929
A discussion concerning the teaching of geone-
fcry.
The best efforts of the teacher shoulL. be
spent to secure active, self-motivated pupil
participation so as to develop habits of inde-
pendent thinking.
The teacher must use practical applications
of geometry, and emphasize the functional
relation. The teacher must knoT7 the subject
far beyond what he teaches,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
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.2il."l7HAT THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE IffiANS TO
BEIIIDJI FINANCIALLY"
Mabel Frances Rice
Vol. X}CII No. 6 pp. 342-347 October 1929
The children of the 7th and 8th grades of the
junior hi^h school department of the Bemidji
Sta,te Teachers College determined by the ques-
tionaire method "7/hat the State Teachers
College Ileans to Bemidji Financially,"
.Arithmetic formed the nucleus of the study and
the pupils learned to make sensible estimates.
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION-ARITHrSTIC i
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERILENT B '
314 , "A LAYMAN LOOKS AT MATHEMATICS"
John R. 0. French
Vol. XXII No. 6 pp. 348-360 October 1929
,
The author tells his own experience in mathe-
matics to drive home to his readers the fact i
that teachers must answer for the pupils these^
questions:
1. \7hat is it all about?
2, ^Tny should I vrant to do it?
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD
:
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A
'
315 * "INDIVIDUAL 'JORK ALGEBRA"
Martha G. Cooke
Vol. XXII No. 6 pp. 36 1-365 October 1929
Individual v;ork in ninth grade algebra vras
conducted in two groups a superior group and
an average group. Members of the group uorked
ac rapidly or as slowly ac they desired.
The work was divided into blocks. 7/hen a pu-
pil felt he understood the work in a block, he
was to ask the teacher. for a test on the mater-
ial. Charts were posted showing the position
of any pupil in relation to the other pupils
in the amount of v.-ork done.
The 8.uthor concludes that the individual meth-
od as used in these classes v.-as useful in
mastering material which is vuxely tool mater-
ial.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTI^/L' STUDY B
i
i
I
J
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-316 "absurdities due to division by Z3R0"
Florian Gajori
Vol. X^ai No. 6 pp. 366-368 October 1929
Martin Ohm was first to drav; the inference
from the definition of division in algebra,
that division by zero is impossible.
Bolzano gave the earliest presentation of the
fallacy resulting from division by zero.
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OP IIATHEIIATICS
LIBRARY STUDY: AN HISTORICAL STUDY A
317 "SIGNIFICANT FACTS IN THE HISTORY OF THE
IIETRIG SYSTEM FOR TEACHERS OF
JUITIOR AND SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOL LIATHELIATICS"
Edv.'in TI, Screiber
Vol. X}CII No. 7 pp. 373-381 November I929
An interesting paper on the history of the
metric system. Some of the high lights of
the history are:
1. Mother earth the mother of the meter.
2, Meter devised by the French scien-
tists, Bords, Lagrajnge, Laplace,
Monge, and Condor cet in the 18th .-.ent-
ury.
3. A meter shall be the ten-millionth
part of the distance from the equator
to the North Pole, measuring on the
meridian passing through Paris,
4, The meter of the Archives,
5« Metric convention signed at Paris
May 20, 1875.
CLASSIFICilTION
HISTORY OF MTHEIi\TICS
LI3Ri\RY STUDY: All HISTORICAL STUDY A
318 "LOCOPHOBIA: ITS CAUSES AlID CURE'*
George H. Selleck
Vol. XXII No. 7 PP. 382-389 November 1929
Some suggestions are made to aid the pupils
having difficulty v.'ith loci problems.
1, Introduction to loci problems come
in algebra. Put a good definition
of locus in the algebra.
2, Study graphs as loci.
0
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3. Begin the study of loci very early
in the geometry work and keep it up
all through.
^. Talk about locus as often as possible
CLASSIFICATION
IIETKOD-GEOI.IETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EJCPERIENCE B
319 ** SELECTING TESTS FOR IIEASURING ACHIEVE-
MENT IN HIGH SCHOOL I.IATHEI:IATICS"
Llinerva Desing
Vol. XXII No. 7 pp. 390-396 November T929
Testing by the ner-type examination has be-
come a teaching device. Essentials of a good
test:
1. Validity
2. Reliability
3. Directions and ease of administration
4. Relative objectivity
5. Scoring key convenient for use
6. Presentation of norms
7. Economy
CLASSIFICATION
TESTING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
320 "A FWH DETERIiIINANTS IN BUILDING THE
COURSE OF STUDY IN rjlTHEI.LATICS"
Gertrude Jones
Vol. XXII No. 7 pp. 397-404 November I929
Before building a course of study in mathema-
tics a general objective must be set up for
all ma.thematical study.
The objective of every tea,cher of ma,thematics
is the development of the poT7er of quantita-
tive thinking,
CLilSSIFICATION
OBJECTIVES OF IIATHELIATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON e::perience B
321 "variability AND FUNCTIONALITY IN HIGH
SCHOOL LIATHSrjlTICS"
Laura Blank
Vol. XXII No, 7 pp. 405-412 November 1929
The study of variation brings out numerous
interesting contacts and inter-relations for
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-the pupil, impressing him with the great
bre .dth of application of mathematics.
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION OF IMHELIATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON G-SNERAL IMPRESSION B
322 ''A MATHEFiATICAL NIGHTI.IARE**
Joseph Skerrett
Vol. XKII No. 7 pp. 412-417 November I929
A play in three acts written by a pupil of
the senior high school,
CLASSIFICATION
LIATHEI.1ATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION LIATERIAL B
323 "a PLAI^l FOR MEETINGS OF MTHELIATIGS
TEACHERS IN A HIGH SCHOOL"
H, P. McLaughlin
Vol. XXII No. 7 pp. 418-426 November I929
The author gives an outline of the monthly
meetings of the mathematics department in a
high school with the subject to bo taken up
at each meeting,
CLASSIFICATION
TEACMER ILIPROVEllENT
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E^O'ERIENCE A
324"HAI^IDLING PROBLEIIS IN ARITHLIETIC BY TYPE"
Clark D, Lloore
Vol. XXII No, 7 pp. 427-428 November I929
A plan is suggested to help pupils solve pro-
blems in arithmetic. It consists of a method
of review and drill on each type of problem.
CLASSIFICATION
LffiTHOD-AKITHMETIC
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
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"SOIIE OBJECTIVES TO BE REALIZED IN A
COURSE IK PLANE GEOLIETRY"
Sister Alice Irene
Vol. x:ai No. 8 pp. 435-446 December \929
The author discusses the cultural objectives
or mathematics.
1. Appreciation of beauty in the geome-
tric forms of nature, art, and indus-
try.
A favorable attitude toward geometry was
created by:
1. Introduction to geometry through
nature
2. Organization of scrap-books
CLASSIFICATION
OBJECT IVES-GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILIENT B
326 "a COLIFARISON OF THE L'lATHEMATICS IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF GERI.LA.NY AND
ENGLAND AITD THE TRAINING- OF TEA-
CHERS OF SECONDARY FiATHElIATIGS
IN THESE COUI'ITRIES "VITH THE
UITITED STATES"
James H. Zant
Vol. XXII No. 8 pp. 447-461 December 1929
Mathematics in G-erman Secondary Schools:
1, Organized as parallel units, extends
over T^hole system.
2. Content of course of study: arithme-
tic to calculus, historical and philo-
sophical survey, functionality.
England- Hathemc.tics of secondary school:
1. Organized - course of study - not
controlled by the examinations.
2. Content: minimum course for the first
examination. Course for the second
examination
.
G-ermany and England have the same standards.
Training of secondary mathematics teachers,
G-ermany: 16 years of formal education the last
of vrhich is spent in university \vhere he spe-
cializes
^
subject matter. State examination.
Two years under guidance of approved secondary
school. Professional ejcamination. Rarely
get permanent appointment before the age of
thirty,
England: 17 years of formal education with an
honors degree. 12 v-'eeks of practice teaching.
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-United States: 16 years of fDrnal education
v:ith B,A» degree before a teacher can teach,
permanently in a high school. At least l2
semester hours in college mathematics,
CLASSIFICATION
CURx^I GULUli-THAGHL'R TRAI^IING-
LIBRARY STUDY A
327 **LL\THEI.L\TICAL OBJECTIVES"
R. M, TTinger
Vol, X:ai No, 8 pp, 462-466 December 1929
Objective found in mathematics:
1, Furnishes a view of infinity.
2, Possesses qualities of beauty, anal-
ogous to those of poetry, music,
sculpt ure
,
3, Mathematics becoming essential to the
study of economics,
CL;\SSIFICATION
OBJECT IVS3
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
328 "SUGGESTIONS FOR A FIRST LESSON IN
ALGEBRA"
H. F, Llunch
Vol. XXII No. 8 pp. 467-471 December 1929
A first lesson in algebra presented as a
sight-seeing trip,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
329 "A NEAR TRAGEDY"
Florence Books Uiller
Vol. XXII No. 8 pp. 472-481 December 1929
A play in tv7o acts suitable for presentation
at a mathematics club meeting,
CI^ASSIFICATION
LIATHEI.UTIGS CLUB
APPRECIATION MATERIAL ^
I
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. 33Q '*IF"
Ruth Snyder
Vol XXII No. 8 pp. 482-486 December I929
A play in two acts shouins the importance
of mathematics,
CLASSIFICATION
HATHEL'IATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION LIATI^IAL ^
331 "COIiEG-E ENTRAITGE REQUIRSISNTS IN
GEOLIETRY"
Prof. Diinham Jackson
Vol, XXII No, 8 pp. 487-488 December 1929
A committee has been appointed by the Mathe-
matical Association of America and the Nation
al Council to discuss the proposal that the
College Entrance Examination Board should
modify its requirements so as to bring about
more extensive introduction of courses in-
cluding some solid geometry in the first year
of geometry in place of part of the plane
geometry,
CLASSIFICATION
ENTRANCE REQUIRELIENTS-GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: COmiTTSE REPORT B
332 "CREATING INTEREST IN LIATHEI.IATICS
THROUGH SPECIAL TOPICS"
Lena B, Hansen
Vol. XXIII No. 1 pp. 3-6 Janmry 1930
Every student tal^iing mathematics in the
senior high school in which the author
teaches, has been required to develop some
special assignment in the form of a booklet
or poster. For example, there were booklets
entitled "Geometry in Court", "Geometry in
Art.^
The work on these projects is not allowed
to bo a burden to the student nor to take
a great deal of time.
These projects have been the means of creat-
ing interest in mathematics v/ithout in any-
way lowering the standard for the regular
work,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILIENT B
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.33^ **Y.^US AlID LOGIC IN ELSI.ENTARY
IIATHEUATICS"
Fletcher Durell
.Vol. XXIII No. 1 pp. 7-18 Jaaiuary I930
|A general losical theory gives a coi.iprehen-
! sive unified grasp of a large number of prin-
ciples. The tendency of the value principle
is to become personal and individual, to
scatter and even be chaotic.
In sone instances logical values are too
remote and indirect to be appreciated by a
someuhat immature pupil. In such causes, it
may be rell to onit certain parts of logical
develo-omont
,
CMS3IPICATI0N
ELEIieiTTARY IIATHEilATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION A
334 «A FALLACY IN GEOLIETRY REASONING"
H, C, Christoffer son
Vol. X::iII No. 1 pp. 19-22 January I93O
An ansv;er to a criticism of an article- re-
cently published by the author concerning a
different beginning of geometry.
CL^iSSIFICATION
TEACHING OF GEOLIETRY LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EX'PERILIENT B
335 "HOLIS 70RK PAPERS IN FIRST YE.\R ALGEBRA"
Nelson A Jackson
Vol. XKIII No. 1 pp. 23-24 January 1930
A study made to determine the value of home
7:ork papers in beginning algebra.
First study - period of three weeks - ten
quizzes examined - six hundred and thirteen
home T7ork papers examined.
Findings - Number of exercises v;Tong on
quizzes correlated v/ith number of the same
exercises vrrong on home work papers - coef-
ficient of correlation - 32.
Author does not drav; conclusions but uses the
study to shov; tendency. It would seem thsit
the principal value of the home worlc pa,pers
is found in the drill thereby furnished to
the pupils.
#
1^9
second study was made which confirmed for
the author, the conclusion dravm from the
first study.
CLASSIFICATION
FIRST YEAR ^ILG-EBRA-LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AIT OBJECTIVE STUDY B
336 the lIATHElvIATICS CLUB OF THE POHTIAC
HIGH SCHOOL"
liar gar et St eward
Vol. XXIII No. 1 pp. 25-29 January I93O
A revie'.7 of sone of the programs of the
Mathematics Club of the Pontiac High School
v/ith a sta,tement of the purpose and result
of this organization,
CLASSIFICATION
LIATHSLIATICS CLUB DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E^CPERIENCE ^
337 PRIZE PROBLSI.IS FOR PRIZE PUPILS**
Elhert A, Clarke
Vol. XJCIII No. 1 pp. 3^-35 January I93O
Have teachers been doing all they copula for
the youth in the upper fifth of the class?
Help him to get not only the education of the
average man, but also the training of the
superior man. It becomes clearer every year
that a mathematical form is the goal of every
science that makes any claims of exactness,
therefore teachers of mathematics should
furnish the intellectual stimulus that shall
produce our physicists, chemists, biologists
and statisticians.
CLASSIFICATION
TEACHING OF I.IATHEI.'ATICS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E7J>ERISNCE B
338 "REMEDIAL YIORK IN HIGH SCHOOL
IIATHEIIATICS'*
L. H. YTnit craft
Vol. jCilll No. 1 pp. 36-51 January 1930
There are many comr.ion mistakes made by stu-
dents in the mathematics of the secondary
grade. This article includes:
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1. Reasons for remedial v/ork.
2. Character of remedial v;ork.
3. Determinin{5 T7liere remedial work is
needed.
4. Remedial raateria,l.
CLASSIFICATION
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE A,
339 "THE SLIDE RULE AS A CHECK IN
TRIGONOI^ETRY**
Wm. E. Breckenridge
Vol. X::iII No. 1 pp. 52-59 January I93O
Until recently education departments have
insisted that the students of trigonometry be
trained in the use of tables of natural and
logarithmic functions and to use the same as
a check in trigonometry.
At the present time students are encoiiraged
in some schools to check their vrork in
trigonometry by use of the slide rule. The
procedure is:
1. Solve the triangle by logaritlims,
2. Check to three significant figures
by the slide rule.
3. If time allows, check to five sig-
nificant figures by the usual loga-
ritlimic check or the check of natural
functions.
The results of the persistent use of the slide
rule as a check are increased accuracy and
speed. The slide rule often locates the error
in a particular portion of the v/ork. From an
educational vievrpoint the small amount of
time spent in teaching the slide rule is well
worth while on the side of thrift in saving
time and increased accuracy in calculation.
CLASSIFICATION
TRIGONOI.IETRY-TEACHING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILiENT ^
340 "RELATING ART AI>ID LIATHEI'ATICS"
Bertha Luella Weir
Vol, XXIII No. 1 pp. 60 January 1930
It is an important problem in junior high
school mathematics to find concrete materials
for the cultural values of mathematics. The
author of this article introduced the root-
t\"o triangle in connection with the v;ork in
square root a,nd Pythagonean Theorem. The i
pupils made many designs using the rectangle.
t
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The children revelled in these designs and
a fine sense of the appreciation of the \7ork
of their classmates was develoDed,
CLAS3IPICx\TI0N
VALUES- JUITIOR HIGH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPEHIBNGE C
341 "THE mTIVERSiU^ITY 0? LIATIi::LIilTIGS"
'Jilliam David Reeve
Vol. X>ail No. 2 pp. 71-63 February 1930
This article consists of a number of dis-
cus ri ions appearing in Nerr York ner/spapers
concerning the value of mathematics. There
are also many quotations from Prof. Judd,
Mr. Betz, Prof. Birkhoff and David Eugene
Smith.
The author believes there is a need for im-
provement in the selection and arrangement
of content and in methods of teaching math-
ematics because most of the critical articles
are aimed at faulty methods of teaching math-
ematics.
CL.\SSIFICATION
VALUES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IlIPRESSION A
342 "proposed syllabus in plai^te i\nd solid
geol:etry"
George U. Evans
Vol. X::iII No. 2 pp. 87-94 February 1930
Includes a list of propositions, one hundred
and four in number, having for plane and solid
geometry the same total content as the list
of one hundred and eighty-one that consti-
tutes the College Entrance Examination Board's
definition of those tv/o subjects.
It is based upon measurements.
Algebra and trigonometry are used v;herever
they contribute to clearness a,nd unity.
CLASSIFICATION
PLANE AND SOLID GEOLIETRY-CURRICULUII
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EICPERIENGE B
I
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-34;3 "RECREATIONS FOR THE KATHELIATICS"
Byron Bontloy
Vol. -KXllI Ho. 2 pp. 95-1^3 February I930
Extra class activities have nor.- a pernaneiit
position in the field of secondary education.
The Llathematics club plays a significant
part but its value depends upon the effective
ness of its prograns. In this article a nun-
: ber of problems are suggested as recreations
for the Mathematics Club,
CLASS IFI GAT Ion
LIATHSLIATICS CLUB
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EICPERIENCE B
"T7HITIIER ALGEBRA? A CHALLENGE AND A PLEA"
William Betz
Vol. XXIII No. 2 pp. 104-125 February I93O
This article tries to show that the dictates
of common sense, of modern educa.tional theory
and of sound mathematical training, demand a
reorientation of algebra presentation in our
schools
,
Outstanding defects of current instruction
in algebra:
1. Absence of a Central Theme
1 2. The curse of "Empty Symbolism"
3« Imitative, mechanical learning
4. Dissociation of technique from
apDlication
CLASSIFICATION
I.IETHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTI^/E STUDY A
!
!
(
I
i
'^ "SOME DIFFICULTIES IITOLVED IN SOLVING
VERBAL PROBLEMS IN ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA"
0. M. Clem & B,A.Render shot
Vol. XXIII No. 3 pp. 141-147 March I93O
An Investigation involving eighty pupils in
fourth to ninth grade elementary algebra
cla-sses. The study made to determine V7hat
difficulties pupils meet in solving verbal
problems. Findings are statistically treated
but there is not enough data to reach any
definite conclusions.
i
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-Author infers that:
The most cornnon causes of failure in solving
verbal problems are:
1
. Lack of preparation and knowledge of
techniques on the part of the teacher.
2. Lack of preparation and knov.-led^e on
the part of the pupils.
a. inability to read.
b, lack of logical reasoning
ability,
c, poor labeling,
d, lack of statements.
e. lack of kno77ledge of arithmetic
f. lack of prorier checking
CLASSIFICATION
ALG-L'BRA-FIP.ST YEAR METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTIVE STUDY B
346 "THi; VALUE OP PUPILS' EmiINATION
PAPERS TO THE TEACHER"
JoseDh B. Orleans
Vol. XXIII No. 3 pp. 148-154 Llarch 1930
In general, examinations have been useless
gestin'es. The examination should serve more
for the process of diagnosis than for any-
thing else. Each test should be followed by
remedial tes^ching. The author refers to a
plan instituted in one school. The papers
v/ritten in a series of tests over a period
of one year were summarized and the results
tabulated. This v,-ork was carried on by the
chairman of the mathematics department.
The results were submitted to the teachers.
In this way a teacher in comparing the show-
ing of her group with that of the entire de-
partment, can locate in a general way, the
points of v.-eakness in her teaching that need
special attention,
CLASSIFICATION
TESTING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERILIENT A
347 "INDIVIDUAL WORK IN PLANE G-EOLIETRY"
James H. Zant
Vol. XXIII No. 3 pp. 155-160 March 1930
Author describes an attempt to teach plane
geoTcctry by an individual instruction method.
ff
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-Each pupil givon a v/ork sheet v/ith assign-
ments for a three week period. Pupils
studied problems and during class period v/hen
they felt they knew the proof of the proposi-
tion, they explained it to the teacher or to
a monitor, v/ho v/as the extra good pupil in
the class.
The author considers the experiment satis-
factory, that the pupils probably worked more
problems and understood the subject matter of
geometry much better thaji they v/ould have by
being taught by formal method.
The author recomriends that a definite testing
program should be vrorked out; tha.t each pupil
explain a certain per cent of his problems
to the teacher; that the pupils actually
v'rite out a certain part of the problems in
"full form,"
CLASSIFICATION
TEACHING OF G20IIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON ATT SXPSRIIIENT 4
348 "SOCIALIZED IIATHEI-IATICS"
^. J. Klopps
Vol, sail No. 3 pp. 161-163 March 1930
The socialization of mathematics can solve
the problems of mathematics a,nd assure the
realization of s,ny objectives.
There is a need for better technic in teach-
ing m?.thematics in order that pupils may have
the fundamental tools for use in mathematical
situations and appreciate mathematical know-
ledge as it applies to current, social ejnd
economic problems,
CLASSIFICATION
LffiTHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A TEST STUDY B_
349 "MATHELIATICS AS A FINE ART"
James Byrnie Shaw
Vol, XXIII No, 3 PP. 164-179 Llarch 1930
How the follov/ing principles of Art appear
in mathematics is interestingly told by the
author.
These principles are;
i
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1. Design
2. Symmetry
3. Rythm
4. Harmony
5. Unity
6. Ideality
In conclusion the author challenges teachers
to a new adventure in the presentation of
mathematics - to undertake to mal:e equally
prominent the applications of mathematics and
the beauty of mathematics.
CLASSIFICATION
VALUES-
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL BEPRESSION A
350 "C0NSU1IER*S USES OF ARITHLIETIG"
C# Slnuster
Vol. XXIII No. 3 pp. 180-184"' March 1930
A reviev/ and evaluation of Dr. A.O .Bov/den ' s
dissertation, "Consumer's Uses of Arithmetic."
Dr. BoiTden collected copies of all arithme-
tic texts now on the market and those in use i
within the last quarter of a century.
From those texts Dr. Bowden selected three
hundred and forty-five problems that he con-
sidered "typical",
A second list of one hundred and tv/enty-
tliree problems was tal^cn from the first list
and sent to six hundred and eighty-tv/o
parents. Tv:enty-five per cent or more marked
each of forty-four problems that they have
used, apart from all business uses.
From these results Dr. Bowden concluded, "If
we assume that the problems used in this
study are typical, we are safe in saying that
the schools have been teaching eighty-five
per cent more arithmetic than is reo^uired for
the accomplishment of the values we have de-
scribed under the life situations: Buying at
the stores, Llaking change, Reading, Investing
savings, Tfriting letters and Travelling,
The criticism of the author reads: "The kind-
est thing we can say about this study is that
it is worthless.**
This criticism is based on the unscientific
method em-oloyed in the investigation,
CLASSIFICATION
AR ITHLST I C- CURR I CULUH
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL ILIPRESSION B
9f
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351 "USING RATIO IN PROBLKI.I SOLVING**
Joiin R, Allison
Vol. x:ail No. 3 pp. 137-188 Llarcli 1930
The author advocates the Introduction of the
ratio concept in the elementary grades.
The pupil niust get the idea that:
1. A ratio is a nimber
2. In order to find the ratio the
process of division is employed and
"before dividing it is important to
express both quantities in the s^iine
unit of measure,
3. It involves problem solving.
The satisfactory attainment of the teaching
of arithmetic requires .-^n understanding of
the ratio ideas and the situations in vrhich
they are applied.
CLilSSIPIGATION
ARITHLETIG-TEAGHING
DISCUSSION: BAS3D ON GENIZRAL IIIPRESSION B
352 "GOLT.IERGIAL LIATHELIATIGS IN A 3LIALL HIGH
SGHOOL"
Lillian Iloore
Vol. x:ail No. 3 pp. I89-I93 March I93O
The author sees a need for a radical revision
of curricula and teaching methods in the
training of the comnercial student in mp.tho-
matics.
The remedy suggested is that one year of
commercial arithmetic or the traditional
course of one year of algebra follorred by one
year of geometry should be replaced by a one
year course in correlated mathematics, includ-
ing selected topics from aritlimotic algebra
and geometry,
CLASS IFI GAT ION
GUPu^cIGULULi-HIGH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON SZ-CPHRIENGE B
;55^ "TO POSTULATE OR NOT TO POSTULATE"
Nelson A. Jaclcson
Vol, x:ail No. 3 pp. 1 94- 196 March I93O
This article attempts to ajnswer the question,
"Hot7 many of the first princi-'^les and theo-
rems of the traditional course in plane
geometry shall be postulated?"
1
i
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-The author concludes that if the course in
plane geometry raust be shortened, some theo-
rems should be omitted instead of postulat-
ing more of the fundamental facts,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-GEOLSTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL II-IPRESSION A,
354 "GEOLETHY IN THE JUITIOR HIGH SCHOOL"
Marie Gwle
Vol. XXIII No. 4 pp. 209-226" April 1930
The author gives reasons for teaching in-
tuitive geometry in the Junior High School,
Tlie article includes:
1, Outline of the geometry which should
be taught in the Junior High School.
2, EoM intuitive geometry should be
taught
.
3, Where in the Junior High School
inituitive geometry should be taught?
4, A sample lesson plan.
CLASSIFICATION
JU^IIOR HIGH SCHOOL GSOI.ISTRY-CURllIGULUM-
UETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E:CPERISNCE ^
35^ "the introduction to delionstrati'/e
geohetry**
E H Tc?ylor
Vol. XXIII No. 4 pp. 227-235 April* 1 930
Difficulties presented by demonstrative
geometry:
1. To acquire neu ideas and a.x)plj to
them a method of' argument that is
formal and strange,
2, To apply a nev/ tool of thought, the
geometric demonstration, to ideas
that are highly abstract and often
vague , .
The author presents arguments for more atten-
tion to introductory work of demonstrative
geometry including:
1, Earlier recommendations on this type
2, Practice in other countries
3, Our present practice.
classification '
geoel:try-liethod
discussion: based on e^o'erience b
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• 356 'a one year COURSE IN GEOMETRY"
John C, Stone
Vol. XXIII No. 4 pp. 236-242 April 1930
The author presents the problem ot '*v;hat
should be included in a one year course in
Seonetry
He concludes that since most pupils are, at
this time, {getting no work in solid geometry'
a favorable one year course in demonstrative
• geometry v7ould include both plane and solid
geometry which vrill tend to increase the
logic value, the practical value, as v/ell as
the cultural value of the subject,
CLASSIFICATION
CURItl GULULI-C-EOi.IETRY
DISCUSSION; BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION ^
357 GEOMETRY MEASUI-iES LAND**
W. R. Ransom
Vol. X:ail No. 4 pp. 243-251 April 1930
Certain suggestions are offered to help the
pupil grasp the meaning of geometry and its
values.
The author sug-jests that geometry hac become
too much an exercise in pure logic and that
more use might be made of a pre-Grcek point
of view, that the pupils may be forced to
malce abstractions for themselves, by leading
them away from abstractions in the first
CLASSIFICATION
GEOIIETRY-METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION A
358 "REBUILDING GEOMETRY**
George ^. Evans
Vol. X:ail No. 4 pp. 252-256 April 1930
A plan is suggested v/hich will help to clari-
fy and condense the subject of geometry,
1, To base our geometry frankly on
measiirement,
2« To malce use of ordinary algebra.
3» To use sines and cosines where they
serve our proper ends.
4. To tackle v;ith confidence the prob-
lem of the incommensurable.
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5. To accept practical things whenever
they v;ill contribute to a fuller
understanding and a more general
point or vie\7,
CLASSIFICATION
IIETHOD-GEOIIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON SCPSRIEITCE A
359 "GEOLIETRY A3 PRDFAKATION FOR COLLEGE"
W. R, Longley
Vol. XXIII No 4 pp. 257-267 April 1930
The author considers as the ideal prepara-
tion of a student v:ho t;111 continue T7ith
some nathematics in college:- First three
years would consist of two years of algebra
by the present statement of the requirements
of the College Entrance Examination Board,
and one year of geometry.
The first half of the fourth year would con-
sist of trigonometry.
The second half of the fourth year would
offer a choice between analytic geometry and
an advanced course in synthetic geometry,
CLASSIFICATION
CURIUCULUI'I-HIG-H SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E/JFSRIENCE B
360 "PROFESSORS OF EDUCATION AND THEIR
ACADELIIC COLLEAGUES"
^7111lam C. Bagley
Vol, XXIII No, 5 PP. 277-288 May 1930
An argument against the almost e;:clusivG
control of educational policies and pro-
grams in the lower schools by professors of
education. There is an increasingly re-
stricted Influence of the subject matter
specialist. The author suggests that one
trouble with control of lov/er schools by the
professor of education is his tendency to-
W8.rds a loosening ol' standards.
The really effective techniques of teaching
are closely related to the subject matter
with v;hlch they deal - grovring out of an
understanding and appreciation of the sub-
ject to be taught. In his judgment, the
prospective teacher's preparation should
1i
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.centre about a tiiorouGii QoIuq study of tlio
Gubject to be taught and not about coursce
in the science and philosophy of education.
The function of the educational '*(jeneralict"
should be to study the larger ains that
education should seek to realize and to sug-
gest intermediate objectives v/hich will help
to realise these aims.
CIASSIFIGATION
TEACHER TRAINING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION A
361 "A PROFESSIONAL COURSE FOR THE TRAINING
OF GEOLIETRY TEACHERS"
H, G. Ghristoff er son
Vol. XXIII No. 5 PP. 269-299 May 1930
The author discusses the proposed course
under three headings:
1. Objectives:
a. to insure familiarity with the
materials and functions of high
school geometry,
b. to establish a philosophy and
certain principles of teaching,
2, Subject matter:
a. Prospective teachers should
have a thorough mastery of
geometry,
b, A list of ten fundamental con-
structions and thirty-two theo-
rems of plane and solid geometry
is suggested for major emphasis
and complete mastery by the
teacher
.
3. Professionalization of subject
matter:
a. Teachers teach largely as they
are taught. In realization of
this above postulate, a genera,l
pattern of teaching geometry is
illustrated in the given course.
CLASSIFICATION
TEACHL'R TRAINING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E^CPSRIENCE A
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-2^2 "TPIE VALUE OP EmiINATION PAPERS TO THE
j TEACHER"
^
Joseph B. Orleans
Vol. }DCIII No. 5 PP. 300-306 ' May 1930
The author lists a nunber of replies to a
set of simple questions Given at the end of
a fei7 weeks of instruction in geoiuetry,
A study of these errors and of similar ones
will help the teacher to understand T;hy they
were made and to analyze the thought process
that led to these a,nsv;ers.
CLASSIFICATION
&EOini:TRY-T.IETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON A TEST STUDY B
363 **HOV; HUGH DO PUTILS ENJOY I^IATHEI.IATIGS"
Charles H, Butler
Vol. X:ail No. 5 PP. 397-410 Kay I93O
By the questionnaire method, seventy-three
pupils were asked "Have you done any mathe-
matical work or reading or thinking any tine
in the lact two ueeks just because you liked
to do it.
The answers vrere as follows:
Yes No Per Cent Yes
Junior High School 27 11 7\%
Senior High School 21 14 6(^
The value of this study is that it shows
there is still a great percent v:ho do enjoy
mathematics and the mathematics teacher
should plan a, constructive, useful course
Trhich v;ill arouse the interest and enthusiasm
of the pupil.
CLASSIFICATION
IIETIiOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERILIENT B
364 "THITHER ALGEBRA?"
P. Stroup
Vol. :o:iII No. 5 pp. 3II-3I6 May 1930
The algebra taught today is diluted algebra
diluted to reduce the number of failures.
The author questions whether the time spent
on diluted algebra is of any value. Ho sug-
;gests such courses as elementary civics and
t
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-econonlcs to take the place of algebra for
the former subjects furnish facts which have
real value as food for thought,
CLASSIFICATION
ALGEERA-DISGUSSION-CURRIGULUIil
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENEPj^L II.IPRKSSION B
365 "All ALGEBRA BASEBALL GAlffi**
Vol. XXIII No. 5 pp. 317-329 May 1930
An interesting game for use in Llathematics
Clubs. Such games help to vitalize the
work.
CLASSIFICATION
IIATHSLIATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION LIATERIAL B
366 "GEOLIETRIC PROOFS FOR TRIG-ONOHETRIC
FORI-IULAS"
Arthur Haas
Vol. X:ail No. 5 pp. 321-326 Llay 1930
This article gives a very interesting method
of proving geometrically the trigonometric
formulas for the sum amd difference of tv;o
angles.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-TRIGfflNiDLSTRY
LIBRARY STUDY B
367 "TENTH YEAR MATHEHATICS OUTLINE"
17. D, Reeve and Students
Vol. X:ail No. 6 pp. 3^3-357 October 1930
An outline of a combination course of plane
and solid geometry, one year in length.
This outline assumes that the pupil has had
intuitional geometry and numerical trigono-
metry,
CLASSIFICATION
CURRICULUII-PLA^IE Al^ID SOLID GEOI.ISTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON COIHIITTEE REPORT B
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^68."PROBLHLIS IN THE TEACHING OF IIATIIEI.lA.TICS
J, S, G-eorGG
Vol. XXIII ITo. 6 pp. 356-372 October 1930
A study and. systematic classirication of the
mathematical literature which relates to the
problems in the teaching of secondary school
mathematics and covering a period of thirty
years.
Its classification based on these principles
1, That there is a real need for a
summary of the problems relating to
the teaching of secondary school
mathematics,
2, That these problems should be analyz
Qd in the light of available litera-
ture ,
3, That the sources of references deal-
ing v/ith each problem should be
brought together.
The problems in teaching of secondary
school mathcma,tics are classified under
these headings.
1. Problems relating to the determina-
tion of objectives in the secondary
school mo-thematics
,
2. Problems relating to the organiza-
tion of the subject matter,
3. Problems dealing v/ith the methods
and modes to be used in teaching,
4. Problems relating to evalucitions of
the results of teaching.
5. Problems dealing with the psycholo-
gical aspects of mathematics.
6. Problems relating to the philosophy
of mathematics,
CLASS IPI CATION
I.IETHODS-SEGONDAHY SCHOOL
LIBP^^.Y STUDY! A SUir/EY
369."EXPSRIISNTAL UORK AND SPECIAL GLASSES
IN LL\THE:1\TICS in the high SCHOOLS OF
NE^7 YORK city"
Vol. XXIII No'. 6 pp.' 373-378 October 1930
A list of schools carrying on some experi-
mental work and special classes in mathema-
tics in the high schools of Nevr York City.
These schools are:
1. Alexander Hamilton School
2. Bushwick High School
3. Girls' Cormnercial High School
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4, George ITashington KlQh School
5, Pranlilin K. Lane Hisli School
6, Janes Ilunroe High School
7, Llanual Trainiiig High School
8, uorrls High School
9, Neu Utrecht High School
10, Stuyves-^nt High School
11. Thomas Jorforson High School
CLASSIPICATIOH
MATHELIATIGS-Hian SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EICPEHIMENT B
170. "THE SKILLS INVOLVED IN PROBLEI.I SOLVING
IN ELEIIENTARY SCHOOL ARITHLIETIC"
Guy A. VJcst
Vol. XKIII No, 6 pp. 379-361 October 1930
There are at least si;: types of one-step
problcns
;
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. deduction ascending '
6. Reduction descending
There are fifteen types of tv/o-step problens
There are sixty-four coiabinations of three-
step problens.
The analyses of these skills are of use as:
1. A guide in the construction and
organization of the course of study
in arithnetic.
2. A guide for presenting the subject
systenatically in the classroom Yi'ith
respect to:
a. The variety and frequency of
exxjosurc to the nany factors
involved in order that each
may receive proper emphasis,
b. The proper sequence of the
various sl:ills from the stand
point of economy of teaching,
3. A basis for diagnosis pupil diffi-
culties,
4. A basis for the scientific construc-
tion of remedial rrork and for the
organization of the proper tj'-pe of
remedial teaching.
GLAS 3 IFI CAPTION
i\ni THLIL'TI G-PROBLELI SOLVING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJEGTI^/E STUDY B
e
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'371
. "a LIATHEII^lTICS EJQIILIT"
li» Gottell Gregory
Vol. :cail No. 6 pp. 362-364 October 1930
licitlicaaticG exhibits are especially helpful
for the student v;ho just nana^^cs to "i;:;et by"
The students made graphs, scrapbooks, Trrote
thenes, nade paper ^veiolits in the sha,pe of
a polyhedron,
' CLASSIFICATION
Lli^THODS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN ErO^ERniNNT B
372. '»:iATIISILA.TIGS KANUALS AND ISYS"
Harold E, Hunter
Vol. }:XIII No. 6 pp. 386-390 October 1930
Are manuals actually used for the purpose of
aiding busy or iner.r^erienced teachers to
teach their class more efficiently? The
conclusion of the author is that the key is
of no particular benefit to the busy or in-
experienced teacher, but that its only use
lies in the help rendered to the unprepared
The teaching suggestions included in the
manual may just as v^ell be an integral pa,rt
of the te;:t itself. \Taen the time comes
v/hen no teacher is asked to teach any sub-
ject to Tvhich he cannot do full justice, \:e
vrill have no further use for manuals a.nd
keys to texts.
GL.\SSIFIGATION
T^XTS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E}':PERIENCE B
121. "BUILDING- TESTS IN JUNIOR HIG-H SCHOOL
.NJlTHErATICS"
C. N. Stokes
Vol. XXIII No. 7 pp. 403-412 November 1930
In the junior high school a pupil m.ust have
mastery of the minimum essentials:
This article gives a practical technique
for training in junior high school mathema-
tics.
Every school should build its o'.m tests.
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J?liere is presented in the article one of the
forms of the test on the unit of ninth (^T3.de
dCLionstrative ge one try.
CL.A.£3Ii^lCATI0N
Ti:STI2IG-JUi:iOR HIGH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASED Oil EmTilEHCE A,
214. "ELEVENTH YEAR LL^THELmTICS OUTLINE"
?r, D, Reeve and Students
Vol. }D:III No. 7 PP. 413-437 NovG:.i"ber 1930
The eleventh year nathematics outline in-
cluded in this article is based on the as-
sumption that the function concept is the
most important idea to be stressed through-
out the eleventh year. The topics of this
outline are:
1. Variation (including an informal
treatment of ratio and proportion.)
2. Formulas.
3. Trigonometric functions.
4. Elementary principles of statistics.
5. Linear functions.
6. Quadratic functions.
7. Higher functions (optional.)
8. Exponents, radicals, and logarithms.
9. Scries,
10. Binomial theorems,
11. Trigonometry,
CLASSIFICATION
CUT^RICULULI-IITH YEAR
DISCUSSION: EASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
375 . "A 1^77 IDEA FOR REVIEY/ V/ORK"
TTalter H, Blaisdcll
Vol, XXIII No, 7 pp. 436-441 November 1930
As an aid in review \7ork a short quiz is
given at the beginning of each period.
The questions asked must deal vrith fundamen-
tal subject matter, must be simple, should
be of such a nature that the answer is infor-
mative as to the knovrledge the student has
acquired of the subject matter.
These daily tests are useful as:
1, An additional check on the v;ork of
the individual pupil.
r
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2. A nirror of his iriterost in the sub-
ject.
3. A measiirement of the pupil's ability
CLASSIFICATION
Ti:STING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERILIENT 3
ITo.^LiETHODS 0? .^.ITIII.IZTIC PROBLEI.I SOLVING"
Paul R, Hanna
Vol. XXIII No. 7 PP. 442-^50 Novenber 1930
The purpose of this study ras to compare
the nerits and defects of three r.iethods of
arithmetic problen solvinG. The three meth-
ods of problen "solvinfj; used in this experi-
ment uere called:
1, Dependencies-pupil follows a parti-
cular pattern of thou^jht in each
solution,
2, Confront ional-formula-pupil is di-
rected to folloT7 0. particular
thou^jht pattern.
3, Individual method-pupil allowed to
use any method he desires.
The subjects: approximately 1,000 children-
tT7onty-f our- classes involved - t\.-elve
seventh grades and tv;elve fourth grades.
Four standardized tests v:ere given to the
twenty-four classes of children.
These tests were;
1. New Stone Test in iVritlimetic
Reasoning,
2, Form A of the Pintner Rapid Survey
Test in Intelligence,
3. The Standard Achievement Test in
Arithmetic Reasoning,
4, Form B of the Pintner Survey,
These tests were given to equate groups and
to give initial scores in aritlimetic,
Tv/enty minutes per day were given to seven
practice problems. After six vreeks the
"pupils had completed twenty sheets of prac-
tice material. Standardize tests v/ere
again administered.
Findings ; The children of the fourth grade
regardless of ability grouping made the
greatest gain with the dependencies method.
Pupils of the seventh grade irrespective of
aritlimetic ability made the greatest gain
using the individua,l and dependencies
method.
t.
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Disreearding grade level and ability grouping
the mean gains of the dependencies method and
the individual method v/ere alike - 11,7. The
rnesj:! gain of the conventional formula method
v:as only 7«7.
These results indicate the chances are 99 in
100 that the true mean gains of the dependen-
cies a,nd individual methods are superior to
those of the conventional formula method,
CLASSIFICATION
ARITHLIETIC-PROBLEM SOLVING-IIAJOR RESEARCH ^
377 '^PROFESSIONAL PRSPAPvATION AND GR0T7TH
IN SECONDARY SCHOOL LiATHEILATICS"
Laura Blsnl'
Vol. X^ail No. 7 pp. 451-457 November 1930
A teacher should pursue Bome plan for profeS'
sional growth. There are various vrays of
supplementing one's pr eparation ,for example:
1, Study calculus, physics, etc. not
necessarily under class instruction.
2. Read histories of mathematics.
3. Read current professional journals,
4, Study current textbooks,
CLASSIFICATION
TEACHER TRAINING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
378 "CRITICISM OF DR. BORDEN'S 'CONSUEERS
USES OF ARITHLD3TIC*"
Dr. ;7illiam E. Roth
Vol. X:ail No. 8 pp. 467-473 December 1930
The author criticizes a recent a,rticle of
Dr . Bov'den * s for :
1, He cannot be certain that his sub-
jects are representative of adults
in the United States,
2, He does not define "kind of arith-
metic,
3, Places emphasis on categories of
problems rather than on aritlimetical
logic and number relationship.
4, A certain statement is based largely
on assumption,
CLASSIFICATION
CURIIICULULI-ARITHIIETIC
DISCUSSION: BASED ON Ai: OBJECTI^/E STUDY B

- 379 "SOIiE DIFFICULT PP.oBLi::.:s"
Karl A» Zeller
Yol. Xlilll llo. 8 pp. 474-476 Decouber 1930
It is what T7e toach, not hov; much that eoionts.
The leaders in the mathematical field disa-
gree as to content and nethod,
TTaat our schools of education must provide
is better trained teachers of teachers. Too
much time is spent in courses of education
and not enou^^h in mastery of subject matter
and its life values,
CLASSIFICATION
TEACHER TRAIITIITG-
DISCUSSION: BASED ON G-EITERAL IIIPHESSION 3
380 "AIT EXPEP.ILIENT T7ITH THE IIATHEI.IAT I G S OF
THE ELS'/ENTH YE.U^"
Jose oh B Or 1 ean
s
Vol. X}CIII No. 8 pp. 477-468^ Decenber""l930
An e;:periment introduced in Nev; York City to
evaluate an eleventh year syllabus, the con-
tent of -.vhich fused algebra and plane trigo-
nometry, A group of 173 pupils v:ho had al-
ready completed one year of elementary alge-
bra and one year of plane geometry. The
pupils V7ere supervised by four teachers.
At the end of the year the pupils took tTzo
separate Regents Examinations in intermed-
iate algebra and trigonometry.
Percent of pupils vrho passed Regents Examina-
tion;
Algebra 75%
Trigonometry 77/^
A three hour comprehensive examination vras
given to tost the year's work as a unit -
75% passed this examination.
No real conclusions are drav^Ti from this one
experiment. There is however a feeling that
algebra and trigonometry become more meaning-
ful and less mechajiically formal.
Included in this article is the syllabus and
the comprehensive e;caminatlon,
CLASSIFICATIOM
CURiaCULUlI-ELEVEilTH YEAR
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AI-I K-IPERIIIENT ^
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' 381 "HOIffi 'JORK OR SUPSiWiSSD STUDY"
Vol. X:CIII IIo. 8 pp. 487-491 Se comber 1930
Almost all educators agree that there shoT-ild
be little home work assignment of mathematics.
The reduction in the amount of home work pre-
supposes the most careful planning on the
part of the teacher,
CLASSIFICATION
LSTHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON aSlTERAL IIIPRDSSION B
382 **LIVING IIATHSIIATIGS"
Neda B. Freeman
Vol. XXIII No. 8 pp. 492-495 December 1930
The author questions whether we succeed in
leading our pupils to see the life in mathe-
matics and the mathematics in life.
Each pupil in his classes presented either
notebooks, posters, or charts to show that he
had some knov/ledge of mathematics other than
that gained from the textbook,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E^CPERII^INCE C
383 **LiATHEI.IATICS AND '.70RLD HISTORY*'
William L, Schaaf
Vol, Xzail No. 6 pp. 496-503 December 1930
This article is based upon the thesis tha.t
every outstanding cultui'e is (or was) an
organic structure: every culture has its ov.n
mathematics.
The mathematics of a culture is the culmina-
tion of the symbolic expression of the soul
and spirit of that culture,
CLASSIFICATION
HISTORY OF I.LA.THE1IATICS
LIBRARY STUDY: AN HISTORICAL STUDY B
384 •'HISTORY OF lIATHErjlTICS IN THE CLASSROOM"
Bern ice Wiltshire
Vol. XXIII No. 8 pp, 504-508 December 1930
By constant reference to the history of
mathematics the teacher can enrich her
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-'teachiriG for this history serves a double
purpose,
! It affords intervals of recreation,
2, It gives bits of knov/lodge that will
stay T7ith the pupil,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON expi:his::cs B
385 **THE EFFICIENCY OF DEGOIIPOSITION
COIIPARED WITH THAT OF S^^UAL ADDITIONS AS A
TSGimiQUE IN SUBTRACTION OF ^THOLE injI3ERS"
J. T, Johnson
Vol. TAIY No. 1 pp, 5-13 January I93I
Problem :- to determine the efficiency of- sub-
traction by the equal additions method as
compared with subtraction "t the decomposi-
tion method,
PROCEDURE :- first of all 2,999 tests were
given to determine whether all persons used
either the additive* or the substractive
method in simpxc subtraction . This test was
given to high school graau^vTioj and University
graduates.
Results of this test shov/ed that some used
both methods. The second part of the experi-
ment was to measure the abilities as set down
in the problem.
Tests were constructed, one consisting of 100
subtraction', facts the other of the same sub-
traction facts but presented so as to involve
decomposition or equal additions. In all
I386 tests wore given to 693 students.
RESULTS:- 355 vrsed equal additions technique
and 338 the decomposition teclinique.
Data includes tests and 4 ta,bles,
CONCLUSION ; this experiment would seem to in-
fer that subtraction by the equal additions
method is c.bout 3*3/^ more accurate than sub-
traction by decomposition method,
CLASSIFICATION
I.:ETHOD-ARITHriETIC-I.:iNOR RESEARCH ^
386 "LABORATORY 'i70RK IN GEOLIETRY"
Vol, XXIV Pi^. 1.4-21 January 1931
Problem ; is it possible to teach geometry
as a laboratory science and if so is it de-
sirable?
€
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> COIiCLUSIQN ; \Titli certain limltationc the an-
,
ST-er to both questions is "yes",
j If experimental vjork is undertaken, it must
jbo used as an aid and not as a substitute of
(abstract thou^lit.
iCIASSIFIGATION
I HETHOD-GEOISTRY
i DISCUSSION: BASED ON E^CPERIENCE B
i I
( j
1167. "ROLIAi: NUI.a^RALS"
i Vera Sanford ;
I
Vol. XXIV No. 1 pp. 22-27 January 1931
|
lAn interesting historical article discussing
\
jthe reasons for the inclusion of Roman nuncr-
jjals in the arithmetic curriculum.
|
tOne reason for teaching Roman numerals is thatj
jit offers v/ith our arable numerals tv70 sets i
jof number v.'hich avoids confusion,
|The subtractive principle of the Roma^n numer-
|
lals v;as probably borrowed from the Etruscans,
i CLASSIFICATION ;
^HISTORY
j
iLIBRARY: AN HISTORICAL STUDY A ^
1^88 '"CONIC SECTIONS FORLHSD BY SOLIE ELEISTNTS OP'
}
A PLANS TRIANGLE"
j
Aaron Bakst I
jVol. XXIV No. 1 pp. 28-31 January 1931
|This article gives a simple application of I
lelementary analytical geometry in the process |
iof examining the properties of geometrial |
jfigures,
'CLASSIFICATION
IkISCELLAIIEOUS-APPLI CATION-ANALYTICAL GEOIIETRY
iLIBRARY STUDY B
89. "THE PRINCIPLES OF CONTINUITY"
Francis P. Hennessey
Vol. :cav No. 1 pp. 32-40 January 1931
lUso of the principle of continuity gives an
'effective revie\'7 in plane geometry.
The article includes examples of the use of
this principle as:
4
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!-
1, Fundamental constructions
2, The median of a trapezoid is parallel
j
to the bases, and equal to half the
j
sum of the "bases,
I
ICLASSIFIGATIOH
|
iIIi:u?K0D-GE01IUTRY j
(libr.^^y study
390 . "TIIE FOURTH DILIENSIOir'
\
I A'iice Seybold I
;Vol. IDilY No. 1 pp. 41-45 Janiiary 1931 j
{There seem to he ir.any absurdities of four di-
jimensional space but these are usually the \
jfault of trying to malce them conform to our !
jthree dimensional space, 1
lln four dimensional space T:e could see inside I
la sphere, remove the contents of an e^^ without
jbrcaking the shell, and separate the links of a
1 chain v:ithout breaking them. Included in this 1
iarticle is the rule for obtaining the number of
jbounding elements of a re^^ular hypcrsolid, s
iCLASSIFIGATIOi: (
iPROFESSIOIIAL IL^^ROVELIEIIT-FOURTH DIMENSION
}jLIBRARY STUDY B
|
! i
I
I
Ilii.^SOIIE VALUES OF THE STUDY OF LL^THEIIATICS" ]
\ Alan D. Campbell
j
iVol. XXIV No. 1 p-v. 46-51 January 1931 1
iSome of the practical values of mathematics [
lare found in: i
\
1. Aviation
|
; 2. Navigation
|
iThere is a moral in the study of mathematics 1
jfor there is an abiding truth a,nd a permanent 1
[character of mathematics.
|
iCLilSSIFIGATION ?
VALUES OF ilA.THEKATICS !
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B \
"A TESTING PROGRALI IN EKEI.ISNTARY ALGEBRA
P. L, Welton
Vol. jrxiV No. 2 pp. 69-75 February 1931
'Not all the data used in this test is included
ibut the author describes in some detail the
j
Itype of testing used in algebra.
j
Three cumulative tests v;ere given to ten firstj
year algebra classes,
j
rc
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!
iJThe tests vere intended to measure comprehen-
I
sively the central objectives of the course, ;
;Ty;o hundred and seventy-four pupils took the i
; exanination.
|The author draws the conclusions from his data'
r that
:
1.
2,
3.
Better results have been obtained both?
in skills and in other things v/hich 1
mathematicians consider important.
j
Teachers are learning to create a |
different prospective while not lienor-'
ing the skills of algebra.
It is both possible and desirable to
\
build skills into a functional situa-
\
tion, 1
CLASSIFICATION I
TESTING-ALG-3BRA 1
PARTIAL :^PORT B !
93."GOI.IiniSHS USES 0^
Vol. XXIV No. 2 pp. 76-85
A reply to the author to a
article "Gonsunors Uses of
Prof. C. H. Shuster.
:IRITHIETIG AGAIN"
A. 0, Bovrden
February 1931
rcvicY/ of his
Arithmetic" by
CLASSIFICATION
GURRICULUII
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJEGTI'/E STUDY B
^."ON THE COMPUTATION 0? SQUAI^'l ROOTS"
L E. Ward
Vol. X.XIV No. 2 pp. 86-38 'February 1931
This article demonstrates a method for comput
ing the square root of a given positive num-
ber, also a proof by algebraic reasoning of
its corrections.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-ALGEBPJl
LI3R.\RY STUDY B
I
395»"A I.L\THE!UTICS TEACHER SEEKS GUIDANCE IN
GUIDANCE"
G, HaDgood Parks
Vol. XXIV No. 2 pp. 89-98: February 1931
The teacher of secondary or grammar school
mathematics should make himself acquainted
with the principles of guidance itself. How
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4nany teachers knoM each oi" their pupils any-
where as well as they loiow their toxtboolcs?
The author sugoests the followin^^ activities
to motivate v/ork in mathematics:
1. Emphasize utility of mathematics by
application to pupil's life,
2. Make use of periodicals and puzzles,
3. Special reports - contribution of
original problems and solutions,
GLASSIFICATIOIT
TRAIXINGr-TSACHSR
DISCUSSION: BASED OH EXPERIKNGS A
22£."NUliBER CONTENTS OF FRONT PAGE OF ITS17S-
PAPER"
Ben Sue It
z
Vol. XXIV No, 2 pp. 99-102 February 1931
A study of the number content of the front
Page of thirty-five copies of fourteen differ-
ent publications of Central and Southern Nei/
York area.
Numbers occurring most frequently vrere those
used in giving the date of the dispatch.
The numbers ranged from .01 to 10,000,000,000
CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION-ARITHICTIC
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTIVE STUDY G
397 , "HUMAN ELEMENTS IN LIATHEIiaTICS"
E. T. BrovTne
Vol. x:av No. 2 pp. 102-109 February 1931
The author suggests certain topics and human
aspects of mathematics v;hich should be intro-
duced in any course in mathematics' to bring
out the human elements in the subject.
CLASSIFICATION
LTETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENEPJIL IMPRESSION 3
3 98. "VALUES OF PRI1.IAL LLA.THEI.LVn GAL CONCEPTS:
A PICTURE"
Fletcher Dure 11
Vol. :c:iV No. 2 pp. 11 J- 117 February 1931
This article gives a narrative form some il-
lustrations of the general cultural values of
ele./Lcntary mathematical concepts.
€
17$ j
1
;3^hesG include:
' Pyranido and Spliinx
Heliopolis and Karnaii |
'CLASSIPI3A-I0N
]
!VALUES I
blSGUSSION: 3A33D ON SXPSRIZ^NGS A/
5
f399,":-IiaH SCHOOL FINISHING LIATHSLIATIGS SNCOND I
' YSAK"
I
I HoracG C. '.Yriglit |
iVol. }CaV No. 2 pp. 133-139 March 1931 j
iTlais article gives in outline foru a course de4
feigned for first year students in pl;ine goone^ j
itry, ~ i
^Students ^vill "be introduced to plane geometry
^intuitively
,
concretely^ and inductively by
^
(means of observation, scale draTfings and men- \
•isuration.
iCLASSIFICATION i
iGURHIGULULI-G::OLIETRY I
IdISCUSSIOH: based ON EXPERIENCE B ;
j400.":.IYSTIGAL IvIATHEIIATICS-THE LIESSAGE OF THE ^
SPIRAL"
i Sister Alice Irene
jVol. XZIV No, 3 pp. 139-150 March 1931
lAn inspirational article for teachers on the
jhi story and natural manifestation of the spiral.
;ConG,n of Samos about 200 B.C. conceived the
jgeomctric figure of the spiral and v.-rote to
^Archimedes for a proof of the truth of his
jtheorem, Archimedes defined the spiral but
.;Conon died before he received it,
|The symbol of the spiral appears on land in
jflowers, plants, trees and shrubs. The spiral
iappears in sea life, the shells, also it ap-
:pears in the birds of the air and in the con-
/tour of the bodies of many animals,
(Last of all the symbol of the spiral is en-
;graved in the kingdom of msm,
CLASSIFICATION
PHILOSOPHY
LIBRARY STUDY: AN HISTORY STUDY 4 i
€
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i^Ol "THE FUSION OF PLANE AlTD SOLID GEOMETRY"
[ Jose-oh B. Orleans
^ol. x::iV No. 3 pp. I5I-I59 March 1931
jrhe author quotes many exceripbs of reports and
prritlnGS V7hich discuss possible fusion of plane
knd solid georaetry,
jrhe author favors the fusion of the ti:o and
[Suggests briefly, a method.
iSone of the plane geometry might bo omitted in
brdor to make room for solid geometry that is
|p.'orth T.'hile. Certain theorems in both can be
jdeve loped together.
pe can save time in plane geometry by postula-
•ing more than is done at the loresent time,
^CLASSIFICATION
JlIHTHOD-PLAITS AJ>1D SOLID aEOLETRY-CUHRICULUlI
[DISCUSSION : BASED ON S:{PERISNGE B :
5
402 "A GOLIBINED COURSE IN PLANE AlID SOLID I
aSOELITRY"
ICharles A. Stone I
jVol. XXIY No. 3 pp. 160-165 Llarch I93I ^
(This article gives the viev/point of the
iCentral Association of Science and Mathematics
|Teachers in regard to the reorganization of
[plane and solid geometry. One hundred and
j[forty replies v;ere received from question- |
jnaires sent to the teachers of the above asso-
|
iciation. The majority of teachers favor keep-
{
ling solid geometry in the curriculum. |
The author feels that a one year course in
\
plane -and solid geometry is an impossible
|
program,
f
CLASSIFICATION 1
CURRICULUM-PLANS AlTD SOLID GEOMETRY j
(DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIMENT B
"
j
4Q3 "AN EFFECTIVE METHOD OF TEACHING PUPILS
HOVJ TO SOLVE ^/ERBAL PROBLEMS"
! L. D. Haeritter.
;Vol. XlilY No. 3 pp. 166-176 March l93l
j High school pupils have great difficulty in
i the solution of verbal problems -;7hich may be
j
partially explained by the fact that their
i solution requires the ability to reason.
Teachers and textbooks are both to blame.
c
II
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I
i
I The author suggests a plan v/hich nioht help
(the situation.
j Since the problems in algabra fall into sone
lhalf dozen distinct types, present to the
•pupil the fundamental facts and relationships
^common to such types. Then there should be
> an analysis of the problem, after v/hich huiner-
|OUs problems should be solved to emphasize i
ithe distinctive features of each type of
j problem. Then a miscellaneous test should be
I presented,
iCLASoI?! CATION
; PROBLSM SOLVIKG-LETHOD-x^LGI^BI^A
j DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
1
i
! 404 "ANOTHER PHASE OF THE GEOMETRY SITUATION"
Howard F. Hart
:Vol. XXIV No. 3 pp. 176-179 March l93l '
The author objects to certain proposals for
a plane and solid geometry course in high
;
schools.
1. It is likely that the syllabus for
the ner course v;ill not be the result
I
of experimentation,
5 2. Therefore, the course v.'ould not over-
! come the difficulties that already
1 exist.
The author believes that changes in the pre-
^ sent course in tenth grade geometry should not
(appear until some of the difficulties of the
i;
present situations are reduced.
; These difficulties in the ninth and tenth
j
grade situation are in:
I 1. Language' and expression
I 2. Adjustment |
j 3. Loss or lack of use
' 4. Unever^ss of logical standards,
\ CLASSIFICATION
I
GURI^ICULUI.I-I.IETHOD GEOLIETRY
i DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
\ 40^ "DEBATES ^/ERSUS EXJUaNATIONS IN THE
I
HISTORY OP L'lATHEL'JlTICS"
I
Edna Graham
I Vol. X}av No. 3 pp. 181-183 March l93l
The author suggests debates as a method of
examining students in the history of mathe-
matics. Debates create enthusiasm, make for
c
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more organization of material and a more care-
ful study of each character In history,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-COLLKGE
DISCUSSION : BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
406 "THE MATHEMATICS CLUB MEETS"
Willmlna Everett Pitcher,
Vol. XXIV No. 4 pp. 197-207 April 1931
A delightful and educational play suitable for
presentation at a mathematics club meeting,
CLASSIFICATION
MATHEMATICS CLUB
APPRECIATION B
407 "SIGNIFICANT DIGITS IN COMPUTATION 'i/ITH
APPROXIMATE NUI/IBERS"
E.A, Bond
Vol. XXIV No. 4 pp. 208-212 April 1931
A study was made by the author to determine
the number of significant figures that should
be retained to express results of each of the
operations Involving approximate numbers.
His results are as follows:
1« "The siom of a number of addends should
not be expressed with more significant
figures than the least accurate addend
contains
,
2, The difference between tv/o numbers
should not be expressed with more
significant figures than the less
accurate one contains,
3, The product of two numbers should not
bontaln more significant figures than
the less acc\irate factor contains,
4, The quotient of two numbers should
not contain more significant figures
than the less accurate one of these
contains ,"
COMMENT: The author has confiwed his terms in
giving" the results as quoted. This Is rather
a serious error and should he carefully consid-
ered by anyone using this reference material.
In his results (1) and (2) In place of "signifi-
cant figures" It should read, decimal places. In
results (3) and (4) "less accurate factor" should
read "the factor with fewest figures",
CLASSIFICATION
MISCELLANEOUS
DISCUSSION C
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jA08 ^'IIOTES Oi: THE FIRST YL'AR OF DEI.JOrlSTRATIVE
i
GEOLIETRY IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS"
I Ralph Beatley
'Vol. :CXIV No. 4 pp. 2 13-223 Al^ril I93l
iProbleia; Some study of the geoaetry of three
Idinensions has value for aliiost all pupils
jof secondary school ago ^^ut fev; V7ill have this
;
iadvar]tat;e unless v.'e make definite provision
jfor it either in the inforiaal geonetry of the
'junior hi^^h school years, or in the first year
of deLionstrative geonetry.
There is no data.
Conclusion dra'>Tn by author: We are probably
Inistaken in our practice of as'iing beginners
ito prove the obvious - they T7ould probably
icatch the spirit of demonstrative geometry i
jmuch quicker if v;e v/ere to assume at the outset
ia much longer list of propositions than V7e do
iat present.
ICLAScIFI CATION '
'•LIET ' 10 ]j ••GEO I IETPY
Idiscussion: based on general iliprsssion b
i
409 "MEFiLIN AND VIVIANE"
|
j James B. Shav7 I
jVol XXIV No. 4 pp. 223-231 April I93I '
\A romantic story v;ith occasional reference to
'topics in mathematics,
j
CLASSIFICATION
j
aiATHSllATICS CLUB
|
iAPPRECIATION UNIT B
410 "SOLIE RELATIONS BETY;^EEN THE HIGH SCHOOL AND;'
;
THE COLLEGE CURTJCULUU IN MATHEI:ATICS"
!vol, XXIV No. 4 pp. 232-237 April I93I
The author is chiefly interested in the teach- i
ing of the students in the upper third in high |
schools. These are the students v.'ho enter \
college. I
The most significant development in college (
method has been the tutorial system and honor \
iwork for undergraduates. i
;For these pupils who go on to college, mathe-
:matics is an important subject for the study
I of such subjects as chemistry, biology, physicsj
i and medicine .
j
i CLASSIFICATION
^ CURRICULULT-LIETHOD
i DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
i
c
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1
'•equiv.ildhge of equations in one uiraov/i:"
Robert E, Bruce
Vol. ]C:iY No. 4 pp. 238-243 April l93l
Our teaclilr]{^ of equations must be accurate
for equations are serious and important.
The author uses many examples to prove his
point that vre should not apply axioms to
equations of condition but to identities only.
In solving all sorts of equations v;hy can v.'e .
not use the method of scientific, well direct-
ed guessing instead of the set formula contin-
ually,
Cl^.SSIFIGATION
llETHOD-ALG-EBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON E}rFERIENCE B
412 ''OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS SHOULD TEACH THRIFT"
Thomas F, Wallace
Vol x:av No. 4 pp. 245-246 April 1951
There is very little 3-ttompt in our public
schools to teach thrift, to manage money.
The author advocates that in the field of
mathematics, teachers can accomplish some-
thing of this Droblem.
CLASr.IFIGATION"
OBJECTIVES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION B
413 "STIIvIULATING INTEREST IN IIATHEIIATICS BY
CREATING A LIATHEIIAT I CAL ATI.IOSPHERE"
Llary Ruth Cook
Vol. x:av No. 4 pp. 248-254 April l93l
In order that mathematics may mean more to
the pupil ths.n mere problem-solving, the
teachers should set about to arouse the
proper attitudes which should be acquired
by pupils to stimulate their interest in
mathematics.
The equipment of the classroom has a large
influence. This equipment should consist of:
1. Graph board
2. Bulletin board
3. Blackboard equipment such as compass-
es, yard sticks, etc.
4. Models, slide rule, transit
5. Pictures of mathematical interest
I
e
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6. Slogans, proverbs, mottoes
7. Reaciin^^ table
The cliild can be made mathematics conscious
by:
1 . Use of booklets
2. Lfethematlcs ejchlbits
3. Posters
GLASSIFICATIUK
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED OK S:(PERIElsCS B
414 »*THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF
IIATHELIATICS, aUE3T AND SERVANT OF
THE DETROIT PUBLIC SCPIOOLS"
E, L. Miller
Vol XKIY No. 5 pp. 265-266 Ivlay 1931
An important point made by the author is in
his statement that "the best media for teach-
ing English are algebra and geometry.
The ability and habit of exact and correct
expression are developed in pupils by one of*
mathematics teachers more successfully than
by most English teachers."
CLASSIFICATION
0BJECTI7ES-ALGE3RA-G-E0I.IETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
4I5 "THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
^TITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE RELATION
OF MATHELIATICS TO MODERN THOUGHT"
W, D, Cairns
Vol. mv No. 5 PP. 269-276 May l93l
Mathematics teachers should not only li;-ive a
proper knov/ledge and technique of teaching
mathematics, and a knov/ledgo of their sub-
ject matter but should also have a broad
education of human thought and culture and
understand the relation of these broad
fields to the field of mathematics.
CLASSIFICATION
TPwAINING-TEACHERS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION A
c
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416"LIATHELIAT1'CS AS A LIBERATOR 0? THE SPIRIT"
Norman Ann in
^
Vol. :caV IIo. 5 277-28!? May l93l
''Life is 8J1 adventure of. spirit into niattei*
for the purpose of collecting experience cind
thereby transmit tin (3 latent potentiality with
consciously possessed pov;er,*'
Mathematics is listea as one of the effective
agents.
Encourage your students in research and do
not discourage them "^vhen thSy discover some-
thing already knoTTn,
CLASS IFI GAT lOi:
METHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
417 ALGEBRA AND THE DEVELOPLI^NT OF REASON"
Susanne K, Langer
Vol. x:av No. 5 pp. 285-298 Llay 1931
The author presents a theory which she admits
may "be Utopian.
"Of all school disciplines, algebra is the
special training ground of reason. It offers
the first logical technique, requires the
first sophistication of reason, and is the
ante-chcimber of science and philosophy,"
T7ith these points in mind the author feels
that more emphasis should be placed on the
abstraction or recognition of general prop-
erties and relationships in algebra than upon
manipulation and deductive reasoning,
CLASSIFICATION
HETHOD-ALGEBRA
DISCUSSION* BASED ON GENERAL IL'PRESSION B
418 "REPORT OF THE CO:.n.IITTEE ON GEOIIETRY"
Vol. XlilY No. 5 pp. 298-302 Hay 1931
A revie'^.v of the report of the committee ap-
pointed by the Mathematical Association of
America and the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics to study the position, of colleges
In respect to entrance requirements vzith the
hope of introducing a coxirse including plane
and solid geometry in high school.
CLASSIFICATION
CURRI CULUM-GEOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: A COLH^IITTEE REPORT B
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41p "ILITHELIATICAL P0^.7ERS"
VJ. vr. Ranl:in
.Vol. }CaVNo. 5 PP. 303-310 May 1931
The author presents in sone detail six mental
traits indicative of nathenatical porers:
1, PoT7er of observation
I
2, Pov:or to set up the lar of equivalence
I
3. PoT/er of transforziation
. 4, Power of imagination
I
5. Power of reason
6, Power of distinctness of conception
and perception,
CLASSIFICATION
VALUES
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GEITERAL IMPRESSION B
420 •*THE NEED FOR BEING DEFINITE WITH RESPECT
TO AGHISVELSNT STANDARD**
Raleigh Schorling
Vol. :CCIV No. 5 PP. 311-330 May I93I
The author presents evidence to shov; that
there is need for being definite in stating
to pupils and parents r/hat changes a.re being
attempted in pupils during a period of time.
"Certain criteria are suggested to help in
obtaining a list of essentials.**
As evidence the author uses na,ny results ob-
tained from research studies,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-TTESTING
DISCUSSION :BASED ON AJ^T OBJEGTI^/E STUDY ^
421" so:.ie si:.lple logical notions engountertid in
ele:ientary i/iathellitics-necessary, sufficient
,
AIID necessary AiTD SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS."
Carl A. Garabedian
Vol. XXIV No. 6 pp. 345-352 October I93I
In presenting his subject the author uses as
an oxamole the theorem: 'if a triangle is
equilateral, then the triangle is isosceles."
"a necessary condition that a triangle be
equilateral is that the triangle be isosceles*)
•^A sufficient condition that a triangle be
isosceles is that the triangle be equilateral',*
The author generalizes his resiats on this
study as theorems:
Theorem 1. A sufficiency test tells something'
v/hen the sufficient condition is
filfilled: but the test fails v/hen
(%
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the sufficient condition is not
fulfilled.
Theoreii 2, A necessity test tells something
v:hen the necessary condition is
not fulfilled: but the test fails
vrhen the necessary condition is
fulfilled.
Theorem 3» A necessity and sufficiency test
is a complete test in the sense
! that it yields one conclusion when
I the condition is fulfilled a,nd the
opposite conclusion ^vhen the con-
dition is not fulfilled.
GLAS3I7IGATI0IT
iDISCUSSIOnV BASED ON E^IPERIENGE A
422 "L'iATHErjlTICS IN THE HOLIE"
Katherine Ball Palmer
Vol. JCCIV No. 6 pp. 353-363 October I93I
There are three principle duties of the home-
maJcer which involve mathematics:
1. Budget
2. Providing for the equipment and
maintenance of the home,
3. Utilization of public service
Are T7e giving the proper training in mathe-
matics in our public schools for just such
problems v/hich face the home-maker?
CLASSIFICATION
CURRI GULU!.:-ARITHLIET IC
DISGUSSION: BASED ON EICPERIENGB ^
423 "LOG-.'aiTHLTS OR EXPONENTS?
T, L'lunro
Vol. X::iV No. 6 pp. 364-368 October 1931
The method of teaching logaritlms as an ex-
tension of the operations xilth exponents is
illustrated in this article.
By this method the pupil can never forget
that a logarithm is an exponent.
GLASSIF I GAT ION
METHOD-ALGEBRA
DISGUSSION: BASED ON AI^I EXPERIMENT B
424"REP0RT OF THE SECOND COin.IITTEE ON GEOLIETRY"
G. II, Austin
Vol, XXIV No. 6 pp, 370-394 October l93l
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A detailed report of the conmitteo chosen
"T3y the Mathematical Association of America
to determine the desirability of including
some solid geometry in the first course of
geometry. Included are the tv;o tentative
courses by the coi'.iniittee
:
1. Introducing solid geometry after the
Y.-ork in plane geometry is finished.
2. Plane geometry and solid geometry
are fused.
classification
g-eobi.:try- solid-plane- curriculum
discussion: a colhviitthe report ^
425 ASSUMING THE CONGRUENCE THEOREUS"
Joseph A.Nyberg
Vol. x:av No. 6 pp. 395-399 October I93I
Some teachers feel that plane geometry ca,n be
introduced in a m.uch simplier fashion by as-
suming the three congruence theorems. Pupils
will become confused betvreen the terms con-
gruent and coincide.
If yiQ need the congruence theorem merely to
prove triangles congruent superposition might
be avoided, but we sometimes have to find the
remaining Darts which are essential,
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE C
426 "HIGH SCHOOL LIATHELIATICS TEACHERS IN
THE UITITED STATES"
R. H, Eliassen
Vol. XKIV No. 7 pp. 409-4I3 November 1931
The results o^" a study to determine the num-
ber of mathematics teachers in a particular
area and extent to which mathematics vras
taught alone or in combination v;ith other
subjects.
These results are treated statistically.
The author makes the summary that:
1. Tv/enty-five investigations covering
forty-siz per cent of the high school
teaching loads in the United States
showed that seventeen percent of the
high school teachers cared for one or
more classes in mathematics.
2, Science, social studies, phYsical
education and Latin occur most often
with mathematics in order named.
CLASSIFICATION
LilSCELLANEOUS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN OBJECTP/E STUDY B
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422 "All EXPEillMENT IN GIiASSIFICATIOlT OF
STUDENTS IN IIATHELIATIGS"
I S. Helen Taylor
Vol, XXIV No. 7 pp. 414-423 Novenber I93I
An experiment y;as undertaken to study the
effects of classification of students accord-
ing to ability in mathematics. This experi-
ment continued over a period of four years and
took place at the University of Illinois. The
subject used for the test iras analytical
geometry. Fourteen hundred students and fifty-
five different instructors participated in the
test.
There are three methods of grouping-
1. Students uere arranged in high,
middle and low sections on the basis
of grades received in college algebra
and trigonometry.
2. Students were in no way grouped.
These were called control sections.
3. Students wore arranged in high, low
sections, called two-way classification.
Procedure: The Iowa Placement Tests were ^iv©n
to all students, final examinations
at the end of each semester v/ere
given. These final tests were made
up of a new type test and an old
type test.
Conclusions dravm by the author: From the data
collected evidence is given that the classi-
fied sections made more progress in analytical
geometry than did the control sections.
The experiment v/ould indicate that there is a
much stronger case for grouping on the basis
of three ability levels,
CLASSIFICATION
MSTHC:- ;
MAJOR RESEARCH ^
428 "SOLID GEOEI.ITRY IN THE HIGH SCHOOL"
Dr. A. B. Coble
Vol, X:aV No, 7 pp. 424-428 November 1931
The author advocates the retention of solid
geoirnetry in the high school curriculum.
The relative importance of mathematics is
increasing because many of the other fields
of learning are acquiring the mathematical
form of exactness,
CLASSIFICATION
CURPJ CULUL!-SOLID GEOLSTRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE ^
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i
^29 "SOIIE IvETHODS III PROFESSIONALIZED SUBJECT
. LLA.TTER COURSES IN il^iTNELIATICS FOR
TEACHERS COLLEG-E"
Ecina E. Kramer
Vol. x:av No. 7 pp. 429-435 Kovenber I93I
The author lists some ideas v/hich ni^ht be
used in "Professionalized Subject Matter"
courses in matheaatics ^Iyqu at teachers
colleses. These ideas are classixied as :
1. Imitation
2, Creativeness
3« Special Topics
4, Miscellaneous possibilities
CLASSIFICATION
LIETIIOD-TEACHER TRAINING
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IMPRESSION 3
430 "SOLIE SILIPLE LOGICAL NOTIONS ENCOUNTERED
IN SLELOiNTARY LIATHEMATICS"
Carl A. Garabedian
Vol. X^-IIV No. 7 pp. 436-443 November I93I
This article presents a method of introducing
algebraic and trigonometric equations to
students. Trigonometric equations are iden-
tities.
CLASSIFICATION
LIETHOD-ALGEBRA-TRIGONOLIETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
431 "CONSTRUCTING A TRAIISIT AS A PROJECT
IN GEOMETRY"
F, L. Engle
Vol. x:aVNo. 7 pp. 444-447 November I93I
A plan is outlined for the construction of a
transit as a project in plane geometry cost-
ing no more than tvro dollars. This transit
T.'ill not be so delicate that students cs^mot
use it. They can understand it and many stu-
dents VTill vrant to borrov/ it for map making.
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-GEOMETRY
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN E}:JSRIMENT- B
432 "MAINTENANCE DRILLS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL"
D.M. Lee and J.M.Lee
Vol. :cav No. 7 pp. 448-452 November l93l
t
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There has "been shovvn to be a need for main-
'tenance drill material in arithuotic.
The author gives a means of constructing drill
material to meet the two specifications of a
good drill, namely, mi;:ed drill and a continu-
ous diagnosis.
GL.\S3IFICATI0N
DRILL-JUi:iOR HIGH SCHOOL
DISCUSSION: BASrD Oil AN HXPERII.SNT B
433 "A SL^'VENTH GRADE LiATHELIATIGS CL.^S3 B.\1:k"
Georgia Day Robertson
Vol. :cav No. 7 pp. 453-456 November 1931
An interesting method of teaching banking and
interest to junior high students is given in
this article,
A bank Y/as created in the classroom. At the
opening of the bank each pupil uas given an
assignment, ^.Then the pupil had completed his
assignment on the subject, he cashed his com-
pleted exercises for their value in money cred'
its. This method stimulated interest,
CLASSIFICATION
METHOD-SEVENTH GRADE
DISCUSSION: BASED ON AN EXPERILCTT B
434 **:7HY STUDY LliVTHEIIATICS?"
?. L, m-en
Vol. rav No. 8 pp. 473-482 December 1931
Every mathematics teacher should be able to
ansTTcr these tv;o questions:
1, ITliat is mathematics?
2. ^That relation does mathematics have
to the cultural. Industrial and re-
creational activities of a progres-
sive civilization?
The author discusses adequately the practical,
historical, mental, moral, religious, aes-
thetic, and recreational values of the study
of mathematics.
•^The study of mathematical subject matter and
teciinique prepares an individual for better
adj irtment to a progressive environment and
for more efficient functioning as a member of
a civilized social order,
CLASSIFICATION
VALUTS
DISCUSSION: BASED ON GENERAL IIIPRESSION ^
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THE PROBLEII OF THE TEACHING OF EI'IPOKENTS"
'.Tilliaa Janes Lyons
Vol. X'CIV No. 8 pp. 463-491 Docoraber I93I
A coinpreliGnsive study of tlic teaching of
ezponontc uith sutitjQstions for a more unifiod
method,
'*An exponent tolls hov; many tines the letter
"X" would appear as a factor if the quantity
were written out in full."
At the beginriinG of the study of exponents,
the teacher should point out the distinction
"between exponent and coefficient,
GLilSSIFI CATION
LIETHODS-ALGEjRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON ANALYTICAL STUDY A,
436 "SOURCES OF PROaRAI! LIATERIAL AND S013:
TYPES OF PROGRAi: TTORK THilGH IvIGHT BE UHDIJR-
TAKEN by high SCHOOL LIATHEIIATICS GLUBS"
RiLth Hoas
Vol, XXIV No. 8 pp. 492-502 December l93l
The author sug^^^ests program material for work
of high school mathematics clubs. This mater-
ial is listed under the follov;ing headings:
1. Projects
2. Demonstrations and Experiments
3. Skits, plays, and dialogues
4. Games
5. Field trips and field work
6. Outside speaJcers
7. Topics for 'group or individual
presentation
Included is a bibliography of helpful refer-
ence books.
CLASSIFICATION
I.IATHELIATICS CLU3
LIBRARY STUDY: BIBLIOGRAPHY B
437 "PROBLEIIS OF ALGEBRA PUPILS"
Clara D. llurphy
Vol. X>:IV No. 8 pp. 503-511 December l93l
Most difficult problems that the algebra pupil
encounters arise from his lack of knovrledge of
how to study.
It is the duty of teachers to teach their
puToils proper study habits.
CLASSIFICATION
I.IETHOD-.\LGEBRA
DISCUSSION: BASED ON EXPERIENCE B
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